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On 14 February 1974, Medical School celebrated its Golden Jubilee. A symbolic journey from the site of the ‘Tin Temple’ via ‘old’ Medical School in Hospital Street to ‘new’ Medical School in Esselen Street ended in a cocktail party in the library for all graduands. The rag theme that year was Mythical Medical Madness.

In July 1974, a special graduation ceremony was held to commemorate the 50th anniversary of the first award of the degree of Bachelor of Medicine and Bachelor of Surgery by the University of the Witwatersrand and honorary degrees were conferred on a number of distinguished graduates.

The 50th anniversary of the Medical Graduates’ Association (MGA) was also celebrated and a souvenir brochure, Our Graduates 1924-1974 Medical School Golden Jubilee, was published. This was compiled by Dr George R Beaton, then President of the MGA. This publication, now out of print, is remembered by many of the more senior generations of Medical School graduates as a valuable published record of our medical graduates from the very first ones in 1925 (qualified in 1924) until 1973. Since that date, the medical landscape has fundamentally changed. Not only did the Faculty of Medicine move from ‘old’ Medical School in Esselen Street to ‘new’ Medical School in Parktown, the Faculty itself changed, becoming the Faculty of Health Sciences in 1996 to acknowledge its broad contribution to the training of health professionals.

It is important to remember our history and recording this is a glorious reminder of the many achievements of this Faculty and its alumni. The early history of the Faculty forms part of the two volumes of the history of Wits University written by Professor Bruce K Murray (Wits the Early Years 1896-1939 and Wits the ‘Open’ Years 1939-1959). However, no written history post-1959 exists. At the suggestion of the late Professor Phillip V Tobias, the Adler Museum of Medicine enthusiastically picked up the threads from 1973 and has produced this publication.

This companion publication to Our Graduates 1924-1974 includes an in-depth chronology of events which have been notable in the history of the Faculty. As the Curator acknowledges, there may be gaps in the chronology as relatively little has been written about the countless achievements of this Faculty, its Schools, Divisions, Departments and Centres, and its alumni.

There are many ‘firsts’ in the Faculty, where Wits Medical School pioneered degree and diploma courses or established the first centres of research in this country. To mention only two ‘firsts’: Wits Medical School was the first in South Africa to train dentists. The first Bachelor of Dental Surgery degrees were awarded in 1927 and a Faculty of Dentistry was established in 1929. When Professor JC Middleton Shaw was appointed Professor of Dental Science in 1929, his was the only such post in the country. This was also the case with postgraduate training of dentists with Wits offering the first Higher Diploma in Dentistry in South Africa from 1953.

Another first was the Diploma in Nursing (tutors’ diploma, DipN) which was established in 1937 for nurses intending to qualify as sister tutors. The diploma was located in the Department of Public Health. It was initially a two-year, part-time post-basic course but was soon converted into a one year full-time Diploma in Nursing Education (DNEd). The first six nurses received their diplomas in 1939.

The list of graduates at the end of the publication includes graduates in all disciplines taught by the Faculty from 1919 to 2012. It includes a summary of graduates from 1925 to 2012 and, for the first time, we are able to gauge in numbers the contribution that this Faculty has made over the years in terms of the training of health professionals. From 1919, when Senate and Council of the fledgling University approved a degree programme for a complete course in medical education in Johannesburg to the present, this Faculty has produced world-class graduates in every field.

The Faculty has not only contributed significantly in the number of health professionals it has trained, but also far more broadly in the stand that it and the University took against the government of the day, particularly during apartheid; in research; in community outreach projects and in every walk of life extending beyond the
field of health sciences. What immediately comes to mind when one considers human rights violations, is the stand taken in the ‘Biko case’, when five of our doctors challenged in court the decision of the South African Medical and Dental Council not to launch a formal investigation into the conduct of the doctors who were negligent in their duties prior to the death in detention of Mr Steve Biko. When the case finally reached the Supreme Court in 1984, in an historic ruling, the Court ordered the South African Medical and Dental Council to hold a disciplinary hearing into the conduct of the doctors. At the subsequent enquiry, the two doctors were found guilty of improper conduct.

One also recalls that in 1987, when a group of senior Baragwanath Hospital physicians from the Department of Medicine wrote a letter of protest against the deplorable conditions at the Hospital, published in the South African Medical Journal on 5 September, they were threatened with dismissal and victimised by the Executive Director of Hospital Services, Transvaal. Hospital authorities refused to grant jobs or promotions to signatories of the letter.

In May 1997, the Faculty made a submission to the Truth and Reconciliation Commission’s Health Sector Hearings as it was concerned with the way the Faculty functioned during apartheid. The Faculty also set up an Internal Reconciliation Commission (IRC) under Advocate Jules Browde, Dr Essop Jassat and Professor Patrick Mokhoba, with the aim of investigating and reporting on the role of the Faculty and its teaching hospitals during the apartheid era and to record the history of racial discrimination in the Faculty as well as the history of resistance to apartheid by Faculty members and students. It was the first Faculty in this country to do this and was followed by others in years to come.

In that same year, the University celebrated the 75th anniversary of its establishment. Along with this, the Faculty celebrated its 75th anniversary. A year-long programme of events was arranged under the patronage of then President Nelson Mandela. The events included an international Jubilee Congress entitled Health beyond 2000, and an inter- and multi-disciplinary health sciences congress which was attended by over 1 400 delegates. Eminent speakers from abroad, many of whom were Wits alumni, participated in the three-day event. A booklet Wits Faculty of Health Sciences Alumni 1922-1997 was published. This recorded some remarkable achievements and contributions that our graduates have made to the health profession from 1925 to 1997.

This publication is, then, the next step in documenting and recording the Faculty’s history which has been undertaken by Rochelle Keene, the Curator of the Adler Museum of Medicine, and her team. The Faculty is in an advantageous position in that it has a museum attached to it from which it benefits in many ways, for example, by having a superb venue for important Faculty and University functions. The Museum augments the teaching of the Faculty by presenting groundbreaking exhibitions in areas which are covered in the undergraduate curriculum, and as a public facility, it offers its services, which include guided tours, to thousands of school learners who visit it annually. Schools from as far afield as Limpopo Province visit the Museum and enjoy the programmes it offers. The Museum has also been proactive in collecting material which relates to the history of the Faculty, ranging from biographical information, certificates, awards and reminiscences from alumni to documents, photographs, reports and other material relating to the history of the Faculty. Through the pages of the Adler Museum Bulletin, much of this material has been and is being published, thus building up the history of the Faculty and its alumni. Through these efforts, the Faculty will be well placed to publish its own history, together with a display, when it reaches its 100th anniversary milestone. A solid start has been made with this publication. We acknowledge with gratitude the tremendous effort put into the compilation of this publication.

Professor Yosuf Veriava
Chairperson, Board of Control
Adler Museum of Medicine
Faculty of Health Sciences
University of the Witwatersrand, Johannesburg

October 2013

Professor Sharon Fonn
 Acting Dean
Faculty of Health Sciences
University of the Witwatersrand, Johannesburg
Introduction

In 1974, a commemorative publication entitled *Our Graduates 1924-1974 Medical School Golden Jubilee* was published by the Medical Graduates’ Association to celebrate the 50th anniversary of the first four students to qualify in medicine at the University of the Witwatersrand. It was intended to be a memento of ’50 glorious years of which every graduate was proud’. A list of medical graduates from 1924 to 1973 was included in the publication, as well as a brief history of the Medical School and its graduates and a short calendar of events. A survey of alumni to find out what their achievements had been after graduating from Wits was also included. This publication is now unobtainable but a copy has been scanned and can be downloaded from the Faculty’s website.

At the suggestion of the late Professor Phillip Tobias to the then Dean, Professor Helen Laburn, and with the enthusiastic endorsement of the Board of Control of the Adler Museum of Medicine and the Deanery, this publication has now been updated and the calendar of events considerably expanded.

The present publication lists all under- and postgraduate students in all disciplines and in all specialties from 1924, arranged in order of the graduation booklets by seniority of degrees and alphabetically within postgraduate degrees and diplomas. Undergraduates in the disciplines of Dental Science and Therapeutic Sciences are listed separately for ease of reference. Although the lists were compiled from graduation booklets, it is possible that errors have crept in and I would welcome feedback if errors and omissions are noticed. I am aware of inconsistencies in these lists. For example, in the Doctor of Medicine degrees the branch/department was generally not recorded. I have included this information where it is recorded.

Specialist qualifications obtained by Wits graduates through the Colleges of Medicine of South Africa are not included in this publication but this information can be accessed through the website: [www.collegemedsa.ac.za](http://www.collegemedsa.ac.za).

The Notable Events section has been compiled mainly from the official histories of the University: *Wits the Early Years* and *Wits the ‘Open’ Years* written by Professor Bruce Murray. Further information was obtained from *The Leech*, an excellent student publication which started in 1928 and *The Auricle* which started in 1935. Unfortunately, there is no complete set of *The Auricle* and *The Leech* has not appeared since 1997.

Information was also gleaned from the rich resources of the Adler Museum of Medicine’s archives, the *Adler Museum Bulletin*, departmental archives, articles which have appeared over the years in the *South African Medical Journal*, published and unpublished histories of specific Schools or Departments and School/Departmental annual and biennial reviews and reports and *Convocation Commentary*, which was first published in December 1949 and ceased publication in 1981. A valuable reference source would have been the University’s Annual Reports. However, the University’s holdings of these is incomplete, with an alarming gap from 1956 to 1993.

I am indebted to a great many people who have read several drafts of this publication and have contributed to the compilation of this chronology. In particular, the late Professor Phillip Tobias, whose institutional memory was legendary and phenomenal, meticulously guided me along the way. Professor Tom Bothwell engaged vigorously with the manuscript and made many valuable comments, as did Dr Max Price: their input was crucial. Professor Joe Veriava, Professor Kenneth Huddle, Professor Bill Evans, Professor Bob Charlton, the late Professor Jack Allan, Professor Charles Isaacson, Dr Joseph Teeger, Professor Cedric Bremner, Professor Solomon Levin and Professor John Milne all commented on various drafts and made valuable observations and suggestions, as did Mr Yusuf Dinath, previous Business Manager of the Faculty of Health Sciences. Faculty Registrar, Mrs Sandra Benn and Deputy Faculty Registrar/Head: Undergraduate Administration, Mrs Henda van der Walt, made
important suggestions and assisted with the list of graduates.

The Notable Events section is not intended to be a history of the Faculty but will undoubtedly be a starting point when the definitive history is written. There may be milestones I have missed. I would be grateful to alumni (and others) if omissions or inaccuracies are pointed out.

The more I delved into the chronology, and the more feedback I received from people I had asked to review the chronology, the harder it became to decide what and who to include and what and who to omit. I bore in mind that this was the start of compiling the history of the Faculty and not the end. I am more than aware of the outstanding achievements of hundreds of our alumni and I had intended to compile a section called Famous Graduates or Graduates Who Have Made Major National or International Contributions. This proved to be an almost impossible task as a list such as that would have run into several pages!

The achievements of this Faculty have been enormous, with our graduates prominent in so many walks of life, from academic positions in research to clinical, teaching and administrative positions, in politics, parliament and in the military forces, from holders of deanships and professorial posts in important universities to holders of prestigious specialist chairs all over the world. Eminent surgeons and physicians, research workers of international repute and world authorities in various diseases, our graduates have also served as editors and on editorial boards of prestigious journals, on medical councils, in a plethora of associations and task teams. Many have written important textbooks and other books, or have contributed chapters to, or edited textbooks, other books, conference proceedings and the like. They have chaired and served on nationally and internationally important boards and associations. They have served on government and other task teams, commissions and panels where their expertise has been sought and highly respected. They have garnered accolades, medals, scholarships, fellowships, prizes and citizenship awards the world over. They have distinguished themselves in civil society as sportmen and women, and participated in community, literary, art and music societies. All of this is testament to the superb quality of the training our graduates receive in this Faculty.

I would like to thank the people who have made this publication possible: Mrs Kasturi Naidoo for assistance with typing; Dr Paul Davis, President of the Health Graduates’ Association, for financial assistance; Wits Alumni Relations, in particular Mr Peter Maher, who made his office’s resources available to me; Wits Central Registry, in particular Mrs Elizabeth Marima, for her cheerful assistance along the way. Mrs Alison McLean spent many months assisting with the compilation of graduate records, and then with the backbreaking process of checking, re-checking and proof-reading the lists. This publication may not have seen the light of day without her support, good humour and sheer hard work. I am greatly in her debt. The Museum’s Professional Officer, Cheryl-Anne Cromie, kept us sustained with numerous cups of coffee and ongoing support. Grateful thanks to the Wits Faculty of Health Sciences for ensuring that funding was provided to print this publication.

My thanks also to Professor Joe Veriava, Chairperson of the Adler Museum’s Board of Control, for his advice and support in so many ways and to Professor Bruce Murray, historian extraordinaire, for painstakingly scrutinising the manuscript and suggesting many valuable additions and changes. Any errors or omissions remain my own.

Rochelle Keene
Curator: Adler Museum of Medicine

October 2013
Notable events in the history of the Faculty of Health Sciences, University of the Witwatersrand, Johannesburg: 1886 – 2012

1886 The town of Johannesburg is founded.
1888 The Johannesburg Hospital Board is constituted.
1889 March: The foundation stone of the Johannesburg General Hospital is laid by the Vice-President of the South African Republic, General NJ Smit.
1890 November: The Johannesburg General Hospital, located in Hospital Hill, Hillbrow, opens. Nursing duties in the hospital are provided by members of the Order of the Holy Family of Bordeaux until 1915. The first matron is Mother Adèle.
1898 At the Congress of the South African Medical Association a proposal is made that the Johannesburg General Hospital becomes a teaching institution.
1904 The Transvaal Technical Institute, precursor of Wits University and successor of the South African School of Mines, Kimberley, opens in Johannesburg.
• The Queen Victoria Maternity Hospital opens in Braamfontein.
1905 Dr Ronald Mackenzie is appointed as the first medical Superintendent of the Johannesburg General Hospital.
1908 Ophthalmology as a separate entity probably begins under Drs Napier and Brinton. The operating theatre at this stage is a room in Ward 26 of the Johannesburg General Hospital which is later used as a dressing room.
1910 The South African School of Mines and Technology (SASMT), Johannesburg, is founded.
1911 JA Wilkinson, Professor of Chemistry at the SASMT, proposes evening lectures in pharmacology.
1912 The SASMT offers an evening course in pharmacy for persons wishing to become ‘druggists or chemists’.
• The South African Institute for Medical Research (SAIMR) is established by the Chamber of Mines and the South African government. Dr Wilfred Watkins-Pitchford is appointed as its first director.
1913 The Queen Victoria Maternity Hospital is taken over by the Provincial Administration and becomes the first branch of the Johannesburg General Hospital.
1916 At a meeting of the Witwatersrand Branch of The British Medical Association, the need to establish a medical school is recognised. A Witwatersrand University Committee is formed.
• The Fever Hospital is opened in Braamfontein.
1917 Teaching for first year medical and dental students in botany (Professor CE Moss), chemistry (Professor JA Wilkinson), physics (Professor A Ogg) and zoology (Professor HB Fantham) begins. Lectures are held in the Transvaal University College in Eloff Street and in a structure which becomes known as the Tin Temple in Plein Square. Thirty eight students are registered: 31 for medicine, six for dentistry and one for both medicine and dentistry. The six dental students proceed to the United Kingdom and return, qualified, to South Africa. No one from this class graduates in medicine.
1918 War conditions as well as the delay in extending the provisions of the Anatomy Act to the Witwatersrand make it impossible to provide second year medical studies.
1918-1919 The South African School of Mines and Technology becomes the University College, Johannesburg.
1919 Teaching in anatomy and physiology begins after the Anatomy Act is proclaimed on 1 July for the area embracing the magisterial districts of Johannesburg, Krugersdorp, Germiston and Boksburg. The Act provides for the creation of a medical school at the South African School of Mines and Technology. Twenty-four students register for the original full-time course in medicine.

• JM Edelstein, a graduate of Edinburgh University, is the first lecturer and demonstrator in anatomy. He will later pioneer orthopaedics at Medical School, devoting much of his time and energy to improving the lot of physically disabled children.

• A Department of Anatomy is created and the first Professor of Anatomy, Edward Philip Stibbe, is appointed. Lectures are given in a wooden lean-to building in the grounds of the SAIMR.

• Eustace Henry Cluver is appointed the first Professor of Physiology.

• Histology is taught at the SASMT building in Plein Square, Eloff Street.

• Senate and Council approve a degree programme for a complete course in medical education in Johannesburg.

• It is agreed to locate the new Medical School on Hospital Hill rather than the Milner Park campus.

• Following a competition, the prize for the best design for the new Hospital Hill Medical School is awarded to Johannesburg architects A&W Reid and Delbridge. A three-storey rectangular building with a lower ground floor, a ground floor, a first floor and an inner courtyard and garden is projected, although only the east wing at first-floor level is completed at this stage. The Johannesburg firm of John Barrow is the builder.

• The Biological Society is renamed the Biological and Medical Society to allow more scope to the medical students.

1920 The second year of the medical curriculum is offered. Thirteen students enter the second year of study and 24 register for first year: six women and 18 men.

• The first clinical professors are appointed: OK Williamson in medicine, George Ritchie Thomson in surgery, John McGibbon in obstetrics and W Gordon Grant in gynaecology.

• Clinical experience for students is provided at the Johannesburg General Hospital (and subsequently at the associated hospitals: the Fever Hospital, the Queen Victoria Maternity Hospital, the Transvaal Memorial Hospital, the South African School of Mines and Technology, the Johannesburg General Hospital, and the associated hospitals: the Fever Hospital, the Queen Victoria Maternity Hospital, the Transvaal Memorial Hospital).
Hospital for Children and the Non-European Hospital), with the teaching given by private practitioners who become honorary appointees on a part-time basis to the new Faculty of Medicine.

- In the early years the Department of Pathology and Bacteriology is staffed entirely by members of the SAIMR: W Watkins-Pitchford, the Institute’s Director, serves as Honorary Professor, JG Becker as Senior Lecturer in Bacteriology, JH Harvey Pirie as Senior Lecturer in Pathology and Annie Porter as Senior Lecturer in Parasitology.

- January: The foundation stone for the Medical School in Hospital Street, Hospital Hill, Hillbrow, is laid by the Governor General of the Union of South Africa, Viscount Buxton. By the middle of 1921 two storeys – the south and west wings – are erected to house the Departments of Physiology and Anatomy but remain incomplete. It is only in 1924 that the east wing is built. In 1928 the north wing is completed.

- The medical students break away from the Biological and Medical Society to form the Medical Students’ Society. The Society struggles to secure SRC recognition.

1921

- The first Professor of Pharmacology, John Mitchell Watt, is appointed.
- The University unsuccessfully approaches the provincial authorities to create a dental school in association with the medical school.
- Several dentistry students are admitted to the pre-medical course on the assumption that they will be able to proceed to a degree in dental surgery.
- The first student in the clinical year enters the wards of the Johannesburg General Hospital (Leopold Klein).
- The first Training School for Nurses opens. In 1947 this becomes the BG Alexander College of Nursing.
- The first University Rag (non-charity) is organised by Laurence (Laurie) D Adler.

1922

- Professor EP Stibbe becomes the first Dean of the Faculty of Medicine but is forced to resign because of the objection by the Principal, Professor Jan Hofmeyr, to his ‘unconventional’ relationship with a University typist. Professor JM Watt is then elected as the first Dean.
- Professor RWM Mettan is appointed Head of the Department of Veterinary Anatomy in association with Medical School. However, in 1924 the University accepts the concentration of all veterinary courses at Onderstepoort and abandons the idea of establishing a veterinary school.

1923

- Raymond Arthur Dart takes office as the second Professor of Anatomy. He will serve the Faculty for 36 years.
- The Sub-departments of Diseases of the Eye (JG de Kok) and Radiology (W Stuart) are added to the academic Department of Surgery.
- A course in forensic medicine is introduced with Joseph J Levin appointed to give lectures.
- Dr RCJ Meyer replaces Dr Napier who retires as Senior Surgeon in the Department of Ophthalmology.
- The University decides to establish a dental school.
- October: The Transvaal War Memorial Hospital for Children (TMHC) opens in Braamfontein. It is opened by the HRH Prince Arthur of Connaught. It is handed over to the Transvaal Provincial Administration and becomes an integral part of the Johannesburg General Hospital complex. Dr EP Baumann becomes Head and Senior Honorary Physician.
- The Johannesburg Dental Society establishes the Witwatersrand Dental Clinic in Bok Street in premises provided by the University. It has four chairs, two volunteer dentists, an Honorary Director, Dr Aronson, and an Honorary Matron, Sister Stretch. The purpose of the Clinic is to provide a service for indigent patients.

1924

- A course in psychiatry is introduced with JT Dunston appointed to give lectures.
- Dr EP Baumann is appointed as a lecturer in a course on medical diseases peculiar to children. The course is offered by the Department of Medicine.
- Regulations and the curriculum for a Bachelor of
Dental Surgery degree are formulated by Drs Willey and Roberts (both dentists). Dentistry is generally regarded as a specialty of Medicine.

- The Department of Physical Medicine is established and Dr EB Woolf becomes Head.
- Josephine Salmons, a student demonstrator in the Department of Anatomy, secures a fossil from the Northern Lime Company in Taung. Professor Dart asks for more fossils and is sent a fossilised skull that has served as a paperweight in the manager’s office.
- A motion put to the SRC that a Students’ Medical Society is recognised is carried – no other faculty has applied for permission to form a representative student body.

1925 Professor Dart becomes Dean of the Faculty of Medicine and remains Dean until 1943, the longest term of service in that capacity in the history of Medical School.

- Early in his tenure, he establishes a baboon colony – one of the world’s first primate colonies for research. It is housed on the top floor of Medical School. He receives a grant from the Royal Society, London, to establish the colony.
- The Sub-department of Urology is added to the academic Department of Surgery. The first to be appointed to the Department is Henry Temple Mursell (MBChB Edinburgh 1889) as Honorary Visiting Urologist and Head of the Department who pioneers urological surgery in the Transvaal.
- Dental School, as part of the Faculty of Medicine, opens and a five-year Bachelor of Dental Surgery degree is implemented. The transfer of the clinic of the Johannesburg Dental Society is negotiated. It becomes the Witwatersrand University Dental Clinic. John Cecil Middleton Shaw is appointed full-time lecturer in dental anatomy, physiology and histology.

He takes office in 1926 and serves the Faculty for 31 years. Part-time staff at the original clinic includes Dr B Mitchell Hunter in operative dental surgery, Tom B Berry in prosthetics, G Friel in dental pathology, HJ Foote in oral prosthetics, JH Breyer in dental therapeutics and F Hossack in dental radiology.

- Professor Dart announces the discovery of the Taung Skull, the first of Africa’s early hominids, and names the species Australopithecus Africanus. He publishes an article in Nature (February). This and later discoveries establish his international scientific reputation and bring enormous prestige to the University.
- Fourteen dental students are registered, including L Shlom and IR Shein in second year. They had been working at the Dental Clinic of their own accord in order to further their studies and qualify as dentists.

- April: A graduation ceremony is held in the Town Hall for the first four medical graduates: Leopold ‘Lockie’ Klein, Benjamin Isaac Kuny, George Frederick Slade and George Clifford Thomson.
• June: The Non-European Hospital (NEH) opens in Hillbrow and becomes a branch of the Johannesburg General Hospital.

1926 The establishment of a separate Faculty of Dentistry is proposed. This is opposed by Professor Dart as he feels it is premature.
• The Faculty of Medicine approves the setting up of physiotherapy training, a concept conceived by Professor Dart. It is blocked by the Senate of the University until eleven years later.
• Professor Dart establishes an extra year, following the second year at Medical School, specifically to introduce medical students to research in the anatomical sciences and physiology. This leads to the BSc degree and secures the return of medical students to Medical School when the year is complete. In later years students can elect to complete an intercalated second year of research which leads to an honours degree (BSc(Hons)).
• The Department of Pathology and Bacteriology continues to be based at the SAIMR. Sir Frederick Spencer Lister, the successor to Watkins-Pitchford, is appointed Honorary Professor and serves until his death in 1939. A Sutherland Strachan and JG Becker are appointed as senior lecturers in pathology and bacteriology respectively. Strachan subsequently becomes a world leader in the field of dusts which cause lung disorders.
• Postgraduate instruction is started with the introduction of the Diploma in Public Health. Dr Charles Porter, the Medical Officer of Health in Johannesburg, is appointed lecturer.
• March: Five students of the medical class of 1919 graduate. These include Esther Franks who becomes the first female ophthalmologist in South Africa. Susan Blake is the first female to qualify as a doctor at Wits.
• The Witwatersrand Medical Library is opened. Professor Dart has been instrumental in its establishment.

1927 FP Fouché is appointed as assistant in the Department of General Surgery, the first incumbent to be in charge of orthopaedic patients.
• AD Stammers is appointed Otto Beit Professor of Physiology in succession to Professor EH Cluver. He will remain in this post until his retirement in 1949.
• JT Dunston becomes Professor of Psychiatry and Mental Hygiene.
• Postgraduate diplomas in Tropical Medicine and Hygiene and in Psychological Medicine are introduced.
• The University agrees that “any student who had completed 2 years’ apprenticeship with an approved dentist before March 1927 shall be admitted as having attended the course in prosthetics”. These students are also exempted from courses in zoology and botany. This enables the first two dental students to graduate with the degree of Bachelor of Dental Surgery. They are Leopold Shiom and Isaac Reuben Shein. They are the first dentists to receive their full training in South Africa.

1928 March: The first postgraduate diplomas in Tropical Medicine and Hygiene are awarded to Dora Dart, Archibald Lamont Ferguson, Frank Retief, Hope Trant, Alexander Benjamin Tucker and Jack Henry Greite van Blommenstein.
• August: The first postgraduate Diploma in Public Health is awarded to David Ordown.
• The Bridgman Memorial Hospital for Non-European Women is established in Chiswick Street, Brixton. It is associated with Wits from its inception and in July the first medical students attend the hospital for practical midwifery experience. Professor James Black joins the consulting staff. Although it is a mission-initiated hospital, it is also supported partially through the Transvaal Provincial Administration. For many black doctors-in-training this will be the only Wits linked obstetrics and gynaecology space until Baragwanath Hospital’s maternity section is opened.
• November: The first issue of the The Leech is published by the Students’ Medical Society. It is the first journal produced by medical students in South Africa. Dr A Lee McGregor serves as editor-in-chief.
• Despite the recommendation of the Loram Committee appointed by the Department of Native Affairs into “The training of natives in medicine and public health” in favour of creating separate medical classes for black students at Wits, nothing is then done by Wits to establish such classes. Blacks who wish to qualify as doctors continue to go overseas for their main training.

First issue of The Leech
• The South African Medical Council and the South African Pharmacy Board are established as statutory bodies.

**1929** The Faculty of Dentistry is established: the first in South Africa.
• Professor JC Middleton Shaw is installed as the first Director of the Oral and Dental Hospital in Bok Street and serves as the Dean of the Faculty of Dentistry. He is the only full-time member of staff and holds the Chair of the single Department of Dental Science. He is the first Professor of Dental Science in South Africa.
• 28 February: The first meeting of the Faculty of Dentistry takes place.
• W Gordon Grant is appointed to the combined Chair of Obstetrics and Gynaecology.
• Charles Porter is appointed the first Head of the Department of Public Health.
• March: The first degree of Doctor of Dental Surgery is awarded to JC Middleton Shaw.
• The first Diploma in Psychological Medicine is granted to Isidore Liknaitzky.
• There are 241 medical students.
• By December: Wits has produced 96 medical graduates.
• June: The first University Rag for charity is staged to raise money for the Johannesburg Radium Fund for the treatment of cancer patients at the Johannesburg General Hospital. It is organised by Cyril Adler.
• The American Board Mission Clinic is established in Alexandra. In 1935 a Board of Management will be constituted to develop the Clinic.

**1930** Joseph Gillman is appointed lecturer in histology and embryology in the Department of Anatomy while still an undergraduate student.

• Dr James Henderson Sutherland (James) Gear is appointed to the SAIMR and becomes one of its most illustrious researchers, gaining international recognition in the fields of infectious diseases, especially poliomyelitis, coxsackie and a number of other viral and tropical diseases.

• The first degree of Doctor of Medicine (MD) is granted to a Wits Medical School graduate, Dr George Frederick Mills Slade. His thesis is entitled *The incidence of respiratory disability in workers employed in asbestos mining, with special reference to the type of disability caused by the inhalation of asbestos dust*. It is the first systematic study of the health effects of chrysotile asbestos dust on exposed miners.
• The degree of Doctor of Medicine (MD) is also awarded to Nicolaas Anton Stutterheim (who originally qualified in Holland).
• The Students’ Medical Council (SMC) is formally constituted to supervise and control all matters affecting the medical students, including their societies. It is the first student faculty council in South Africa. Its constitution is drafted by Cyril Adler. Laurie Adler becomes its first President.

1931 Professor Innes Wares Brebner is appointed to the Chair of Surgery. William Hofmeyr Craib is appointed Professor of Medicine and assumes the Chair in 1932.

• Professor JJ Levin is appointed to the Chair of Forensic Medicine.

1932 The first edition of Synopsis of Surgical Anatomy by A Lee McGregor in the Department of Surgery is published. It becomes the most popular textbook ever to emerge from Wits Medical School and will serve as a standard text for medical students around the world.

• The degree of Bachelor of Dental Surgery is awarded to Julius Cohen, Abe Kessel, Maurice Miselsky and Alec Pekarsky.

• Dr Abe Kessel (BDS 1932) is a prime mover in establishing the Wits Dental Alumni Association and becomes its first President.

• RJ Xaba is refused entry to Medical School for clinical training. The Board of the Faculty resolves that “on account of the social difficulties, it is impossible at present to give an adequate medical education to Native students”.

1933 JT du Randt, the first student of colour, qualifies as a doctor: a notable exception as aspirant black doctors are obliged to train overseas.

1934 The first article by a medical student on African medical problems is published: it is an investigation into the economic factor in the health of the African by Sidney L Kark.

• Undergraduate medical students, including Sidney and Emily Kark (née Jaspan), form the Society for the Study of Medical Conditions among the Bantu.

• A detailed questionnaire put out by Professor Dart indicates that a large majority of medical students are in favour of the principle of training blacks as medical practitioners in South Africa but that such training should be provided in a new medical school.

• February: The Medical Graduates’ Association (MGA) is founded. Its first President is Dr Laurie Adler.

1935 Two professional assistants, BJP Becker and CB Chatigidakis, are appointed to the Department of Pathology and Bacteriology. Dr ‘Chat’ will lecture at Medical School until her retirement in 1975.

• Dr MCC Motebang, who received his MBChB from Edinburgh University, is the first African to be admitted to postgraduate training and completes the Diploma in Public Health.

• The first issue of The South African Journal of Medical Sciences, founded by the Medical Graduates’ Association, is published. Joseph Gillman is one of its editors.

• The first issue of The Auricle is published.

1936 The first refresher course for mine medical officers is introduced.

• May: The first Medical School play is performed by the Medical School Players: it is James Bridie’s The Anatomist. The play is performed in the Anatomy Dissection Hall from which the cadavers are temporarily removed.

• Professor Dart becomes a key figure in the promotion of African studies at Wits and he, together with Professors CM Doke, PR Kirby, LF Maingard and ID MacCrone, undertake a famous expedition to the southern Kalahari to study the Khomani Bushmen.

• A Curriculum Committee to focus on medical education is established by the Students’ Medical Council.

1937 A Diploma in Nursing (tutors’ diploma, DipN) is established for nurses intending to qualify as sister tutors: a first in the country. The diplom is located in the Department of Public Health. It is initially a two-year, part-time post-basic course but is soon converted into a one year full-time Diploma in Nursing Education (DNEd).

• The Faculty of Medicine agrees to admit black students to its pre-clinical courses.

• The Students’ Medical Council organises a registry of voluntary blood donors under the title of Blood Donors Association. The Medical Graduates’ Association takes it over to provide a service out-of-hours.

• December: The Blood Donors Association is renamed the Rand Blood Transfusion Service and a constitution is adopted to provide for a non-profit making association of voluntary blood donors to be controlled by four representatives appointed by the MGA, two by the Johannesburg Hospital Board, one by the SMC and three by the donors. Dr JH (Jock) Gear becomes the Chairman and Dr Maurice Shapiro its first Director, a post he will hold until his retirement in 1989. (Dr Shapiro subsequently remained on the staff until he died in 2000.)

1938 The Department of Clinical Pathology is established. George Buchanan from the SAIMR is appointed as Senior Lecturer and Head.
• A three-year Diploma in Massage, Medical Gymnastics and Electro-therapy, the forerunner to the Diploma in Physiotherapy, is introduced. Sonja (Higham) Walker is appointed to the staff and will serve at Wits until 1977.
• A three-year Diploma in Physiotherapy is established: the first in the country.
• Dr Maurice Franks is appointed as Head of the Department of Ophthalmology and will serve until 1964.
• Professor IW Brebner pioneers the operation of pneumonectomy in South Africa.
• Three Indian students are admitted to the pre-clinical study of medicine. They are allowed to study for three years and are then required to proceed overseas for the remainder of their training.
• The EP Baumann Convalescent Home, part of the TMHC, is completed in Parktown for babies needing further nursing prior to being sent home.

1939
EH Cluver becomes Honorary Professor and Head of the Department of Public Health.

• Julius Staz is appointed to the second full-time post in the Faculty of Dentistry as senior demonstrator in dental surgery.
• Mr KJ Tavaria, the uncle of one of the Indian students, Dinshaw Tavaria, approaches the Chancellor of the University (Jan Hofmeyr) to press the Johannesburg General Hospital to remove the colour bar which prevents ‘non-European’ students from proceeding beyond the third year of study. The University Council declines to take action.
• The first six nurses receive their diplomas (DipN).
• Four Indian students are in medical training.
• 57 dental students are in training.
• The Students’ Medical Council establishes an ante-natal clinic in Alexandra Township. The University establishes formal links with the Alexandra Health Centre (which grew from the American Board Mission Clinic) by establishing a dispensary in conjunction with the Centre and in 1940 gives the clinic permanent status. Through this, Medical School students acquire a window on township conditions. Students are able, for the first time, to obtain outpatient experience with children and observe the devastating effects of poverty on health. This exposure helps promote political concern amongst them and is an essential ingredient in left-wing political activism at the Medical School in the war years.
End of 1939
Wits has produced 500 new doctors and 51 BDS graduates and is the only institution in South Africa providing dental education. Nine candidates have been awarded the MD degree. Some 80 diplomas have been awarded. Approximately 18% of the medical students are women (130 out of a total of 740).
• 80 students are awarded MBBCh degrees as opposed to 18 in 1930.
1940
EH Cluver is appointed the third Director of the SAIMR.

• The first Diplomas in Massage, Medical Gymnastics and Electro-therapy are awarded.
• The City Council agrees to make a grant of £25 000, later increased to £30 000 towards the cost of a new Dental Hospital and School. This is augmented in 1941 by a pound-for-pound gift from Parliament.
• In response to South Africa’s entry into World War II, training units, the No 2 Medical Officers’ Training Corps Ambulance commanded by Professor Dart, and the 25th Field Ambulance, are set up to prepare men for the armed forces after graduating.
• The three Indian students approach the Board of the Johannesburg General Hospital which decides to permit them to attend the ‘non-European wards’ of the Hospital. This opens a new era for black students.
• Medical School opens its doors to black students for clinical training following this decision and the recommendations of the Botha Committee on Medical Training in South Africa Report which strongly urges that training for aspirant black doctors should be given in South Africa rather than overseas and that clinical work should be undertaken in ‘non-European’ hospitals. This is also occasioned by World War II which makes it impossible for black students to go overseas for medical training.
• The Faculty of Dentistry fails to follow suit, claiming it lacks adequate facilities for the clinical training of black students.
• The University Clinic opens in Fordsburg.
• The South African Native Trust Scholarships funded by ‘native’ taxation is set up to enable five African
students to proceed to the second year of study of medicine or dentistry at Wits.

- Wits graduates Sidney and Emily Kark are recruited by the South African Health Department to establish the Pholela Health Centre in rural Natal. Their mission is to develop a model service to deliver primary health care to the local population. With the support of the Health Department, which is headed by two exceptional men, Eustace Cluver and his deputy, Harry Gear, they implement a range of innovative activities, laying the foundation for Community Oriented Primary Care. Parties of medical students subsequently spend vacations there.

1941 The Department of Public Health becomes the Department of Preventive Medicine. Professor EH Cluver becomes the first Chair.

- Senate formally accepts the first year of study of BSc at South African Native College, Fort Hare, for admission to the second year of study at Wits and consequently recommends that all ‘non-European’ medical students are required to take their first year of study at Fort Hare. This provokes a furious response from the Indian community as 14 Indian students are refused admission. Wits makes space for MGH Mayat, a first class matriculant.
- Ten Native Trust bursaries are set up for the first year of medical study at Fort Hare.
- Black student enrolment at Medical School rises to 36 with 18 students in first year. Their clinical training is confined to the wards of the Non-European Hospital; they are required to leave the lecture theatre when ‘European’ cases are demonstrated; for post-mortems they are supposedly confined to ‘non-European’ cadavers.
- KJ (Dinshaw) Tavaria is the only ‘non-European’ student in the clinical years.
- November: In response to the overcrowding at Medical School, Senate agrees to impose a limit of 240 on the enrolment of medical students in 1942 and sets up a committee to devise a scheme for the selection of medical students.
- The Faculty of Medicine is the largest of the then eight Wits faculties with 34% of the total student body of the University. It remains the largest faculty until 1953.
- The SA Digest of War Medicine is first issued by the MGA in conjunction with the SA Red Cross Society. The initial editorial committee consists of Drs HQF Thompson, JH Gear and J Gillman. It is published monthly and sent to all doctors serving in the South African army. The journal proves to be so successful that the MGA is asked to continue with it after the war.

1942 October: The new Dental Hospital opens on land adjacent to the Bok Street Clinic.

- Two medical students, Sarah Klempman and Pat Hingle, encouraged by Professor Dart, set up an Occupational Therapy Society to provide services for patients at the Non-European Hospital.
- A limit of 240 first-year medical students is implemented and selection of students begins.
- Senate resolves to admit Indian students to the first year of study of medicine.
- The Students’ Benefit Society, a health insurance scheme, amalgamates with the health service for medical students organised by the Department of Medicine to maintain a student clinic, providing annual medical examinations for students.

1943 The Diploma in Physiotherapy is converted into a four-year BSc degree in Physiotherapy and a three-and-a-half-year Diploma in Occupational Therapy is established. Both are sub-departments of the Department of Medicine with HL Haden as Head. The mainstay of the two sub-departments is Dr Tilly Dreyer who teaches every class of students except for the first class of four until she retires in 1976.

- Wilson Zamindlela Conco is appointed as a student demonstrator in the histology laboratory of the Department of Anatomy for the 1944 academic year, stirring up a storm of protest in the media and in parliament.
- The Faculty Board endorses the proposal that a separate teaching unit is established for black students. September: This proposal is accepted by Senate and conveyed to Council.
- Sterkfontein Hospital is opened. Dr JC Twomey is the first Superintendent.
- The Students’ Medical Council gains financial independence from the SRC.
1944 A short-lived Chair of Plastic, Maxillo-Facial and Oral Surgery is set up in the Faculty of Dentistry following the closing down of the Brenthurst Military Hospital for Plastic Surgery. Jack Penn becomes the first incumbent. The Oppenheimers pledge £30 000 for a permanent Chair in Plastic and Maxillo-Facial Surgery at Dental School. This is later withdrawn when Jack Penn resigns in 1950.

- The University is offered a gift of £25 000 by Sir Ernest Oppenheimer towards the cost of extensions to the Dental Hospital to house a section for plastic and maxillo-facial surgery.
- The SAIMR establishes the Poliomyelitic Research Unit under Dr JHS (James) Gear who plays a pivotal role in developing a vaccine capable of wiping out this much feared disease.
- The Gluckman Commission releases a radical and visionary report, proposing a national health service for South Africa which would have a strong preventive emphasis and see the establishment of community health centres based on the Pholela model. It is drafted by Henry Gluckman, a Wits graduate, who is Minister of Health, and George Gale, his Chief Health Officer. The report is enthusiastically supported by Wits Medical School.
- Medical School introduces restrictions on first year intake to 150; Dentistry to 65.
- 40 out of 150 students admitted to first year medicine are women.
- 17 postgraduate students are enrolled.
- The first nine graduates are awarded the BSc (Physiotherapy) degree.
- One Indian and one African student are admitted to the pre-clinical years of study in the Faculty of Dentistry but the question of their clinical training remains unclear as “separate facilities for them do not exist”.
- The first Annual Students’ Medical Council Conference is held. The theme is The problem of tuberculosis in South Africa.
- Coronation Hospital opens as a branch of the Johannesburg General Hospital. Dr I Norwich is the first Superintendent. Coronation and the Non-European Hospitals are the only hospital facilities open to black medical students.
- Coronation Nursing School is established.

1945 The dentistry degree training period is increased from 5 to 5½ years.

- A University Research Committee is established for the purpose of promoting research. A new research thrust is promoted at Wits and a drive to promote postgraduate study begins.
- More than half of the 156 black students at Wits are at Medical School (87): 46 Indians, 33 Africans, 5 Chinese and 3 ‘coloureds’.
- 187 dental students are in training.
- William Nkomo becomes the first African student to be elected to the SRC.
- Hospital Rag is formally substituted for the University Rag at an AGM of students. Funds are to be allocated to the Alexandra Health Centre, Fordsburg Community Health Centre (subsequently called the John Gray Community Health Centre) and Medical School Occupational Therapy Society – a victory for the ‘progressive’ elements at Medical School.
- Wits graduate William Harding le Riche is appointed by the Union Health Department to its health centre service in Pholela, Natal. He subsequently establishes the first non-segregated health centre in Knysna and does pioneering health centre work. (In 1983 Wits establishes the W Harding le Riche Medal in Epidemiology, awarded to a postgraduate student in the School of Public Health for excellence in an epidemiology research project.)
- Phillip Tobias leads an expedition of third-year students to Makapansgat where they unearth several fossil primate skulls. Makapansgat subsequently becomes a fertile area of research for Professor Dart.
- The Students’ Medical Council Night School and Continuation Classes are formed to teach hospital employees where they live in the Hospital Compound.
- The Council for Scientific and Industrial Research (CSIR) is established.
- First year medical school classes expand to accommodate a number of ex-servicemen who have returned from the war.
1940–1945 530 MBBCh degrees are awarded.

Post World War II The Department of Nursing Education introduces four diplomas: midwifery (1946), and social, mental and administrative nursing but they are placed in abeyance in 1957 for want of candidates.

- The Medical Graduates’ Association (MGA) sets up refresher courses prompted by the difficulties men returning from military service have in re-entering practice, or for those who had gone to the fronts on qualification and are entering civilian practice for the first time. Regular postgraduate refresher courses are held over 3 days in a variety of specialty subjects as a response to the advent of specialisation. Until 1959 they are conducted by the MGA without official Faculty recognition.

1946 The Transvaal Public Ordinance introduces free hospitalisation for all and full-time paid clinical staff are to be employed jointly by the University and the Transvaal Provincial Administration (TPA). Each clinical department is to include a core of full-timers.

- The University establishes full-time clinical chairs in association with the Johannesburg General Hospital in the clinical disciplines of surgery, medicine and obstetrics and gynaecology. The three incumbents are required to reapply for these posts – which they decline.

Guy Abercrombie Elliott replaces WH Craib as Professor of Medicine; OS (Ossie) Heyns succeeds James Black as Professor of Obstetrics and Gynaecology and WE Underwood succeeds IW Brebner as Professor of Surgery.

- June: The Principal of Wits, Humphrey Rivaz Raikes, defines the University’s policy towards black students as one of “academic non-segregation and social segregation”.

- September: Tara Hospital is promulgated a public hospital of the Transvaal and becomes a branch of the Johannesburg General Hospital for psychiatric and neurological cases. Dr (Major) Alice Cox is appointed first temporary administrative Medical Officer in Charge, responsible to the Superintendent of the Johannesburg General Hospital. Miss Iris I Marwick becomes the first Matron. On his demobilisation from the army, Dr (Major) H Moross is appointed Medical Superintendent of Tara.

- January: Douglas Smit House, funded from Native Trust funds, opens as a residence for black medical students, accommodating students of both genders (30 men, 6 women). The first Dean is Julius Lewin.

- First year enrolment is greatly inflated by ex-volunteers entering the University. First-year courses are concentrated into half-year sessions and students take half their courses in the first half of the year and the remainder in the second.

- The first Africans, Donald Frederick Teboho Moikangoa and James Lowell Zwelinzima Njongwe, graduate as doctors.

- May: The first issue of Current Medicine, produced by the MGA, appears. It is eventually abandoned due to lack of funds but is revived in 1951.

1947 WE Underwood is appointed the first full-time Head of Surgery and Chief Surgeon at the Johannesburg General Hospital.

- GA Elliott is appointed the first full-time Head of Medicine and Chief Physician at the Johannesburg General Hospital.
OS Heyns is appointed to the joint posts of Professor of Obstetrics and Gynaecology and Senior Obstetrician and Gynaecologist at the Johannesburg General Hospital. He develops the ‘birth-suit’ for abdominal decompression during childbirth which arouses world interest in the early 1960s.

- September: The Railways expropriates the Dental Hospital site for the Johannesburg Station development, providing Wits with the opportunity to construct a new Dental Hospital.
- August: The Visiting Lecturers Trust Fund is set up to bring distinguished international scholars to Wits, prompted by the Students’ Medical Council. A ten shilling annual voluntary levy is imposed on each student to finance the initiative.
- The SRC, on the motion of Mervyn Susser and Al Limbada, approaches the Johannesburg General Hospital Board to permit black students to attend post-mortem examinations on ‘European’ subjects. It is refused by the Board and remains a perennial question.
- Wits medical students play a leading role in organising, under the auspices of NASAs, an inter-varsity, multi-disciplinary expedition to study medical and living conditions in the Ndbakazi area of the Transkei.
- The third year class includes the trio of BSc graduates Priscilla Kincaid-Smith, Phillip Tobias and Sydney Brenner who all go on to carve brilliant careers for themselves.
- WZ Conco graduates MBCh.
- December: The first two wards of Baragwanath Hospital for Africans are opened.

1948 Joseph Gillman becomes Director of Wits/CIR Nutrition Research Unit.

- Julius Staz is promoted to the second Chair in dentistry and becomes the first full-time Professor of Dental Science at Wits.
- François (Fossie) Daubenton is appointed full-time lecturer in the Department of Obstetrics and Gynaecology.
- May: Baragwanath Hospital opens as a provincial hospital. It is managed by its own administrators under the overall control of the Johannesburg General Hospital Board. The first Superintendent is Dr JD Allen. The first three physicians in the Department of Medicine are James Gilroy, Vernon Wilson and Alec Gillanders. It is a teaching hospital and caters for under- and postgraduate training.
- Baragwanath Nursing College is opened with a class of 57 students.
- The Johannesburg Hospital Board establishes a separate plastic surgery unit.
- May: James Cuthbert is appointed Plastic and Maxillo-Facial Surgeon in the group of teaching hospitals and begins work at Baragwanath Hospital.
- Diploma in Occupational Therapy students are accepted for psychiatric experience at Tara Hospital.
- Compulsory internship is introduced for graduating students from November.
- The Smuts Government announces its decision in principle to establish a medical school primarily for ‘non-Europeans’ in Durban in conjunction with the Natal University College.
- April: The suggestion for the establishment of a Poliomyelitis Research Foundation is made in a lecture by Dr JHS (James) Gear sponsored by the Medical Graduates’ Association and the Students’ Medical Council.
- 1 June: A mass protest by Wits students takes place against the victory of the National Party, with its policy of apartheid, in the May general election.
• NUSAS makes it possible for Julien Hoffman to represent Wits medical students at the first Students’ International Clinical Conference in London.

• There are 354 dentistry students as a result of the ex-volunteer ‘bulge’ at Wits.

1949 The first course for the Diploma in Psychological Medicine is offered by Wits in association with Tara and the Mental Hospital Services.

• A new dental school and hospital is planned on the Jan Smuts eastern boundary of the Milner Park Campus.

• Medical School continues to reserve places in second year for black students awarded official scholarships by the Transkei, Ciskei, the High Commission Territories and the City of Johannesburg.

• May: After a series of meetings in the Great Hall, Phillip Tobias and Sydney Brenner propose a motion to the SRC to establish the African Medical Scholarship Trust Fund, managed by the SRC, to replace the scholarships which the Government had been giving to enable black students to study at Medical School but which the new Nationalist government has decided to withdraw. This is agreed to and ten shillings is to be added to the SRC levy for all students except those who specifically opt out. Raikes agrees to allow the students to embark on a public fund-raising campaign.

• The Visiting Lecturers Trust Fund brings embryologist-geneticist Conrad Waddington from Edinburgh and cardiologist Paul Wood from London to Wits.

• Phillip Tobias, as President of NUSAS, launches a campaign against the Nationalist government’s policy of university apartheid.

• 110 of a total of 192 black students at Wits are at Medical School.

• December: By the end of the decade, 22 Africans and 20 Indians have graduated, among them three women: Mary Malahlele (1947), Olivia Bikitsa (1949) and Hicksonia Mahabane (1949).

1950 The honorary system of staff appointments is abolished and a major reorganisation of the clinical departments takes place: Medicine includes four subdivisions: Dermatology (I Gluckman), Paediatrics (SC Heymann), Neuropsychiatry (R Geerling) and Physical Medicine (HL Haden). Surgery includes seven sub-divisions: Anaesthetics (JC Nicholson), Neurosurgery (RAH Krynauw), Ophthalmology (M Franks), Orthopaedic Surgery (JM Edelstein), Otorhinolaryngology (DH Klugman), Radiology (J Kaye) and Urology (H Currie Brayshaw).

• Honorary members of staff are now paid for their services while heads of departments are now full-time.

The running of most of the wards at the Johannesburg General Hospital is still under the control of part-time staff while the full-time staff has little or no clinical duties. The expectation is that they will do research. Full-time staff members in the other academic hospitals are also appointed but numbers remain small. A primary consideration behind the introduction of full-time and salaried staff in the major clinical departments is the promotion of postgraduate study, mainly with a view to producing specialists.

• The first full-time appointment at Transvaal Memorial Hospital for Children is I Kessel and the first registrar in paediatrics is appointed there.

• In the clinical departments the Faculty has two postgraduate qualifications: Master of Surgery (MCh) and Doctor of Medicine (MD) which involve further training and a thesis. Further specialist diplomas are added to the existing diplomas in Public Health, Tropical Medicine and Hygiene and Psychological Medicine. Although not offered every year, specialist diplomas become available in Medicine, Surgery, Obstetrics and Gynaecology, Clinical Pathology, Anaesthetics, Forensic Medicine, Ophthalmic Medicine and Surgery, Physical Medicine, Paediatrics, Medical Radiology, Radiological Diagnosis and Radiotherapy. These specialist diplomas are introduced to support the University’s new research thrust and for postgraduate study.

• Cardiology and Pulmonology are established as separate sub-specialities.

• The Cardio-Pulmonary Research Unit, funded by the CSIR, is set up by Professor Guy Elliott as part of the first series of Council for Scientific and Industrial Research-funded medical research units in the country, attracting Maurice McGregor and his wife, Margaret Becklake, both Wits graduates, back to the country to develop the unit. McGregor and Bernard van Lingen develop the cardiological side; Becklake develops the pulmonary function laboratory. A number of the research studies carried out in the Unit are published in prestigious international journals.
• Jack Penn resigns and the Oppenheimer Chair of Maxillo-Facial and Oral Surgery goes with him.

1951 The Sub-divisions of Plastic Surgery (JB Cuthbert), Thoracic Surgery (L Fatti) and Venereology (B Sieff) are established.
• December: St John Eye Hospital opens its doors at Baragwanath Hospital. Dr ET Meyer is Honorary Ophthalmologist. He becomes very active in promoting ophthalmology in South Africa while maintaining a private practice.
• Joseph Gillman becomes Head of the Department of Physiology and publishes with his brother Theodore Gillman (Department of Anatomy), a book entitled “Perspectives in human malnutrition” which contains their research work on children and adults. It also contains a report on the iron deposition in livers of malnourished adult patients. Their work, together with the work of Dr ARP Walker of the SAIMR, has an important influence on the future research work conducted on iron metabolism by TH Bothwell.
• Thomas Hamilton Bothwell pioneers the use of radioactivity as a tool to unravel the mysteries of iron metabolism and is among the first to describe radioiron kinetics in haemochromatosis and in normal iron metabolism while he is still a medical registrar.
• Dr Alfred George Oettelé (MBBCh 1943) is appointed Cancer Research Fellow at the SAIMR and later Head of the Cancer Research Unit of the National Cancer Association of South Africa. His unit becomes world renowned for its research in cancer epidemiology. His research strengthens the theory that environment may be important in the cause of cancer and his survey of cancer rates in the African community becomes the standard pattern for similar surveys where accurate statistics are not available.
• A scheme to build quarters to house 16 medical students engaged in obstetrics and gynaecology practice at Baragwanath Hospital is approved by Council and steps are taken to obtain Provincial Administration consent for this.
• The medical section of the John Gray Community Health Centre is merged with the Family Welfare Department of the Alexandra Health Centre to form a new independent body: Entokozweni.

1952 Changes to the system of admissions to Medical School produce a sharp rise in black enrolments, leading to the imposition of quotas and selection for admission to the second year of study along racial lines.
• June: The New Oral and Dental Hospital on the Wits campus opens to replace the old Bok Street Dental Hospital at a cost of £250 000. It is headed by Professor JC Middleton Shaw as Professor of Human and Comparative Odontology, Director of Oral and Dental Hospital and Dean of the Faculty (from 1929) and Julius Staz as Professor of Dental Science. The neo-classical building is designed by Professor John Fassler of the University’s Department of Architecture. Separate surgeries and entrances are constructed for black and white patients. Extensive use is made of Orlando Clinic for clinical work. Senior clinical lecturers are Bert Cohen, Arthur Evans Dodd and Jan Cornelis Dreyer, all Wits graduates.
• Authority for student general nurses to have psychiatric experience at Tara Hospital is granted.
• August: The involvement of some Wits students in the Defiance Campaign results in the arrests of students Harrison Ntatho Motlana and Dilizantaba Mji at Medical School. They are charged under the Suppression of Communism Act on 26 August. About 250 students protest outside the Johannesburg Magistrate’s Court.
• JG Thuynsma, a ‘coloured’ pilot in World War II, graduates MBBCh.
• The first Medical Graduates’ Association Annual Alumni Dinner is held. The MGA bursary is started.

1953 The Cardiac Research Unit is set up in the Department of Surgery by Professor WE Underwood with the aid of a Nuffield Foundation grant.
• The Dental Research Unit is established in conjunction with the CSIR. It is the only one of its kind in South Africa. JT Irving becomes the first Director of the Dental Research Unit and is made Professor of Experimental Odontology. It is to undertake dental research, to provide facilities for members of the dental and allied professions to perform part-time research and to participate in specialised under- and postgraduate teaching and research training.
• A Higher Diploma in Dentistry is established and for the first time in South Africa dentists can obtain a postgraduate qualification (by course work). Professor AE Dodd, JC Dreyer and Bert Cohen are responsible for the training. The diploma can be taken part-time over four years.
• A limitation on the number of black medical students is imposed, ostensibly because of “inadequate non-European medical material in the clinical years”. A quota system is introduced which limits admission to eight black students in the first year and twelve (subsequently twenty) in the second year of study.
• The hospital situation comes under review with the TPA securing the decentralisation of hospitals: Baragwanath, Coronation and Tara Hospitals are decentralised from Johannesburg General Hospital and become autonomous under Hospital Boards. Each acquires its own separate status as a ‘teaching hospital’.

1954 January: The Executive Committee of Convocation sets up a University Apartheid Sub-Committee, with Phillip Tobias as convener, to prepare evidence in defence of “academic non-segregation”.
• By 1954 there are nearly 100 higher degree candidates. The introduction of joint Hospital/University registrarships for specialists in training is crucial to sustaining higher degree work.
• Baragwanath Hospital appoints its first African interns: Drs HN Motlana and D Mji. They are restricted to working in wards where there are only black sisters.
• The Witwatersrand Chapter of the Royal College of General Practice approaches the University to consider formal general practice teaching at Medical School. Nothing is done until 1974.

1955 Hendrik Koornhof joins the staff of the SAIMR. His research will focus on pathology, epidemiology and therapy of respiratory and gastrointestinal infectious disease.
• The first male students enroll for the degree of BSc (Physiotherapy).

1956 The Sub-division of Maxillo-Facial and Oral Surgery is established. Professor Lester J Brown becomes the first Head.
• Professor JM Watt retires from the Department of Pharmacology after thirty-six years of service.
• Professor WE Underwood resigns from the Faculty after the Sunday Express accuses him of scientific fraud.
• The Departments of Pathology and Clinical Pathology are merged into a single Department of Pathology and Microbiology with two full-time chairs: JP (Bunny) Becker is made Professor of Morbid Anatomy and Histopathology and Head of the new Department and Hyman Barnet (Hymie-globin) Stein is appointed Professor of Chemical Pathology. To maintain the link with the SAIMR James Murray, a future director of the Institute, is appointed Honorary Professor of Clinical Pathology and members of the SAIMR continue to provide much of the teaching.
• Wits sets up a Kalahari Research Committee under the chairmanship of Phillip Tobias.
• September: The Anatomy Luncheon Club is established. The first speaker is Phillip Tobias.
• The Academic Freedom Committee is set up by the SRC.
• The College of Physicians and Surgeons of South Africa is set up as an examining body to accredit specialists by awarding fellowships. This later becomes the College of Medicine of South Africa.

1947-1956 280 MBBCh degrees and 92 BDS degrees are awarded to ex-volunteers.
• Wartime graduates who go on to make a major mark for themselves include Bert Cohen (dentistry), Francois Daubenton (obstetrics and gynaecology), Theodore Gillman (physiology), Maurice McGregor (cardiology), Alfred George Oettlé (cancer epidemiology), Cyril Wyndham (physiology), John Barlow (cardiology), CH van Hasselt (anaesthetics) and Mervyn Susser (epidemiology).
1946-1957

479 dentists have been trained.

1957 The Separate University Education Bill is introduced in parliament. January: Wits and UCT arrange a joint conference and publish the proceedings as *The Open Universities in South Africa*.

• May: A solemn procession of protest takes place at Wits under the banner *Against Separate Universities Bill*. Over 2 000 staff and students march from the University to the City Hall.

• The Germiston Medical Clinic is established to provide free medical, dental and social services in the Germiston ‘location’. It is abandoned in 1960 when the township is demolished.

• July: *The Leech* becomes a joint publication of the Medical Graduates’ Association and the Students’ Medical Council.

• Professor Basil Hirschowitz (BSc 1943, MBBCh 1947), invents the first flexible fibre-optic endoscope which revolutionises the diagnosis and treatment of digestive disorders. He is then based at the University of Michigan. Arguably one of the leading inventions in medicine in the 20th century, Hirschowitz’s endoscope will become the standard for visualising and treating virtually every cavity in the body, paving the way for, amongst others, cancer detection. The endoscope prototype now resides in the Smithsonian Institution.

1958

Professor Daniel Jacob (Sonny) du Plessis is appointed to the Chair of Surgery. He is a seminal figure and introduces dynamic changes which revolutionise surgery in the department and turn the department into a first rate entity, respected nationally and internationally for its teaching, research and clinical excellence. His personal research will include pioneering work on the aetiology of peptic ulceration which brings him international recognition.

Under his guidance various specialist clinics are established including head and neck surgery, breast cancer surgery, thyroid diseases and vascular surgery. He also mentors a generation of excellent surgeons including JA (Bert) Myburgh, CJ (Carel) Mieny, André Giraud and HH (Buddy) Lawson.
• AJ (Tony) Leonsins sets up an acute dialysis programme which becomes the forerunner of the chronic dialysis and transplantation units within the Department of Surgery.
• Phillip V Tobias is appointed Professor of Anatomy on Dart’s retirement.
• The SRC condemns Wits Council’s policy of social segregation, declares its opposition to the quota system for the admission of ‘non-white’ students to the Faculty of Medicine and the exclusion of black students from the Faculty of Dentistry.

1959 Lewis A Hurst is appointed full-time Professor in Psychiatry and Mental Hygiene and becomes Professor of Psychological Medicine and Chief Psychiatrist at Johannesburg, Tara, Sterkfontein, Baragwanath and Coronation Hospitals. This tripartite appointment between Wits, Transvaal Provincial Administration and Union Health Department is the first in South Africa.
• The Extension of University Education Act (1959) is passed.
• Further entry of ‘non-white’ students into any ‘white’ university is prohibited except with ministerial consent. African students have to have consent from the Minister of Bantu Education, ‘other non-white persons’ have to have consent from the Minister of Education, Arts and Science. African students are largely refused consent and African student enrolment at Wits plummet.
• April: A General Assembly is called to record the University’s protest against the new legislation.
• A joint Faculty of Medicine-MGA Refresher Courses Committee is established which runs week long courses in recent advances for general practitioners and more specialised courses in conjunction with specialist bodies.

• A Committee of medical students assists in the organisation of the production of King Kong, through Leon Gluckman, to raise funds for the continuation of the African Medical Scholarship Trust Fund. The show opens on 2 February 1959 at the Wits University Great Hall and is an immediate success. Some of the actors are accommodated in Douglas Smit House.
• Professor Phillip Tobias is asked by Louis and Mary Leakey to study and describe their fossil cranium of a hyper-robust australopithecine (‘Dear Boy’) found in Olduvai Gorge, Tanzania. This becomes a major part of his life’s work and brings international acclaim to the University.
• 18% of medical students are female.
• 84 black medical students have graduated from Wits.
• Wits has produced some 2 800 MBBCh graduates with a reputation of producing excellent general practitioners, noted for their wide-ranging clinical training.

End of 1950s Diploma courses in Orthodontics and Maxillo-Facial and Oral Surgery are set up.
• The BDS degree is extended to 5 1/2 years to cater for additional subjects: oral medicine and periodontology.
• The Department of Medicine in conjunction with the Johannesburg City Council staffs the Fever Hospital where students receive instruction in infectious diseases.

1945-1959 Wits Medical School produces 1 783 new MBBCh graduates.

Early 1960s Wits is under pressure to grow its intake of medical students from 130 to 200.
• Mr I Glyn Thomas, Registrar and Vice-Principal (and later Special Advisor to the Vice-Chancellor), points out that Medical School is overcrowded and inadequate and that a number of departments and services are housed in cottages and other improvised buildings and laboratories.

1960 EH Cluver is appointed the first full-time Dean of the Faculty of Medicine and is appointed to the titular Chair of Medical Education. Previous deans have all been expected to carry on with their normal duties while also assuming the responsibilities of deanship.
• Dr JHS (James) Gear is appointed the Director of the SAIMR.
• CJ Dreyer is appointed Professor of Experimental Odontology and Director of the Dental Research Unit of Wits/CSIR.
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• Dr James Jordaan is appointed part-time Head of the Department of Urology and establishes urology as a proper academic subject. He plays a crucial role in establishing renal transplantation at Wits.
• Professor Hendrik Koornhof becomes Head of the Department of Medical Microbiology at Wits/SAIMR and is subsequently recognised as a giant in the field of infectious diseases and the study of bacterial pathogens during his long career. His encyclopaedic knowledge of infectious diseases becomes widely known and highly respected. He becomes Head of the Department of Pathology (Microbiological), School of Pathology (1971) (later renamed Department of Medical Microbiology) and Director of the MRC’s Emergent Pathogen Research Unit (1981-1992).
• Plans for a new Medical School Library and administrative offices in Esselen Street are drawn up to complete the new building to the height of 10 storeys. The seven additional storeys are to provide accommodation for the Departments of Medicine, Obstetrics and Gynaecology, Surgery and Pharmacology, together with an additional floor for housing animals. In addition a separate building is planned to house student common rooms and possibly staff amenities, and a two-storey car park for staff and students. The architects of the building in Esselen Street are Messrs Norman Hanson Tomkin & Prins and Pearse, Aneck Hahn and Bristol. The facilities building is never built as the 1970s move of the Johannesburg Hospital to Parktown changes the entire medical educational landscape.
• The Minister of Bantu Education (WA Maree) turns down 186 of 190 applications from Africans to enroll at ‘white’ universities, including 84 of 85 who apply to Wits.

1961 The Department of Preventive Medicine becomes the Department of Preventive and Social Medicine with Professor EB Peacock in the Chair.
• A course in physiological chemistry (integrated with physiology) is started for 3rd year medical students.
• Following the establishment of a Maxillo-Facial and Oral Surgical Unit at Baragwanath Hospital, the Faculty of Dentistry decides it can take a “handful” of ‘non-white’ dental students each year.
• July: The first course in the Transvaal for the training of black sister tutors is started at Baragwanath Hospital.
• April: An Affirmation and Dedication plaque is unveiled at the entrance to the Great Hall.
• The African Medical Scholarship Trust Fund is dissolved. It has enabled nine African doctors to graduate from Wits with 16 remaining to complete their degrees.
• Wits has awarded 377 degrees to black students.

1962 A Chair of Orthopaedic Surgery is established with the support of a Trust Fund endowed by the Nuffield Fund, the National Council for the Care of Cripples in South Africa and the Cripples’ Care Association of the Transvaal. Professor Joseph Melvin (Jock) Edelstein becomes the first incumbent.
• The Sam and Dora Cohen Foundation is established which will endow the first full-time Chair of Ophthalmology in South Africa.
• Paul R Levy is appointed to the newly created Chair of Physiological Chemistry: the only one of its kind in South Africa.
• An accident service in which trauma can be treated in an independent setting is set up under the direction of AE (Fred) Wilkinson.
• Dr Arthur Harold Rubenstein is appointed as the Research Bursar on the staff of the Cardio-Pulmonary Research Unit. Leaving South Africa in 1967, he will become part of a team that demonstrates how a genetic mutation leads to an abnormal form of insulin and, in turn, diabetes. He will carve an illustrious career in the USA as an internationally renowned endocrinologist.

• Pieter Jacques Pienaar (Nol) van Blerk is appointed a full-time urologist. He becomes involved in the renal transplant programme, establishes the Stone Clinic and generates substantial funding for urological research. His immense contribution to the Faculty of Medicine is widely acknowledged and he becomes the Professor of Urology from 1974, a position he occupies with distinction until his retirement in 1988.

• The Students’ Medical Council devotes its 19th annual conference to the theme of Human Heredity and Disease. This is the first conference on human genetics held in South Africa.

• Four ‘Asian’ students and a ‘coloured’ student are admitted to the Faculty of Dentistry for the first time.

• The work of Professor TH Bothwell in iron metabolism/nutrition is recognised by the establishment of a CSIR Unit. This is taken over by the establishment of an MRC/Wits Iron and Red Cell Metabolism Research Unit in 1969 which continues until Professor Bothwell’s retirement in 1991. He becomes a world expert in iron metabolism/nutrition.

• Trefor Jenkins is appointed as a demonstrator in the Department of Anatomy. He, together with Stanley Blecher, who has been sent by Professor Tobias to a WHO course in Copenhagen in human genetics, is interested in the subject. Professor Tobias is proactive in ensuring that Wits should have a fully fledged department of human genetics. (Blecher subsequently takes up an appointment in Copenhagen, Jenkins goes to the SAIMR.)

• Cyril H Wyndham, Director of the Human Sciences Laboratory of the Chamber of Mines, is appointed Head of the Department of Physiology. He acquires an international reputation for his work on human adaptability to extremes of heat and cold.

• Douglas Smit House is closed.

**Professor Tom Bothwell:** “It was the final culmination of the so-called ‘Extension of University Education Act’. In 1959 Benny Kaminer, who was Dean of the Residence, went on a sabbatical to the States and I acted in his place. In the event he never returned and I was there until the end several years later. Its closure had, for me, a slightly nightmarish quality. While the final party was in full swing, I heard that John Kennedy had been shot but it had no effect on the celebration and the music went thumping on into the night.”

• In terms of the Group Areas Act of 1950, all areas of Johannesburg north of the railway line become ‘European’ areas and the continued existence of the Bridgman Memorial Hospital is threatened.

• Diastema, an annual student journal of the Students’ Dental Council, is first published.

**1964** François Daubenton is appointed Professor of Medical Education and Dean of the Faculty of Medicine.

• A Chair of Ophthalmology is established (the first in South Africa) and Maurice H Luntz takes office as the first professor. The Chair is established as a result of funds available from the Sam and Dora Cohen Foundation endowed by Mr Sam Cohen in 1961. With this, the teaching hospitals of Johannesburg General and St John Eye Hospital at Baragwanath, and later JG Strijdom, are brought together as a single teaching unit with about 200 eye beds and 3 500 operations per annum.

• With a full-time Head, many papers are published from the Department of Ophthalmology and this period marks the beginning of academic ophthalmology in South Africa with six full-time Chairs of Ophthalmology by 1977. Before this time publications have been sporadic and mostly from private practitioners, some of whom held part-time posts.

• The Bone Tumour Registry is established in the Department of Orthopaedic Surgery. Responsibility for it is taken over by the State Department of Health in 1975.

• JHS (James) Gear becomes Head of the Department of Tropical Diseases.

---

*The Dean, Professor F Daubenton (1964-1977)*
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The first three floors of the new Medical School building in Esselen Street, Hillbrow, are completed and the Faculty’s administrative offices and the Wits Medical Library move there. Work goes ahead with seven additional floors expected to be completed in 1966.

- A further phase in the development of the Medical School will be an extension on the site of Medical House (formerly housed the Southern Transvaal Branch of the Medical Association and bought by the University in 1963) and Safine Court which adjoins the new building. The entire cost is expected to exceed R2 million.
- 24 April: Witwatersrand University Students Community Organisation (Witsco) is formed. Senior medical students establish the Witsco Well-Children’s Clinic to provide a preventive paediatric service to the Riverlea and Riverlea Extension community. The Clinic is subsequently supported by the Johannesburg City Health Department, the Wits Department of Paediatrics and the Riverlea Residents Committee.

1964-1965 These are the early pioneering days of nephrology. Peritoneal dialysis for acute renal failure is undertaken by Drs Ben Goldberg, Ralph Rabkin and Tony Leonsins who start the Dialysis Unit. Early haemodialysis is undertaken by the renal team of Dr Issy Cohen, a part-time physician in private practice, Dr Nathan Levin and Dr Koppel Furman (part-time) with training doctors Dr A Meyers (training in nephrology) and Dr S Costas (training in urology).

1965 AH Smith is appointed Head of the Department of Urban Health Administration.
- Professor Cecil Percy Luck takes up the Chair of Physiology. His particular interest is in mammalian physiology and studies of game. The Department subsequently has a series of distinguished heads which include Clive Rosendorff, Graham and Duncan Mitchell and Helen Laburn. It becomes renowned for its research and advanced teaching programmes.
- The purchase of the Convent School on the corner of Station and Siemens Streets provides additional lecture rooms for the Faculty of Dentistry.
- November: The sale of the Bridgman Memorial Hospital is advertised and it is eventually sold.

1966 June/August: The first two renal transplants in South Africa (from related live donors – RLDs) are performed at the Johannesburg General Hospital. The team is led by Thomas Starzl, visiting Janie and Michael Miller Fellowship Professor from the USA, and includes Bert Myburgh, Sonny du Plessis, Nol van Blerk, Louis (Gus) Geceler, James Jordaan with Nathan Levin as the attending physician. This is the start of a transplant unit created under the leadership of Professor JA (Bert) Myburgh.
- The first post-basic diploma course in intensive care nursing is offered at the Johannesburg General Hospital following the South African Nursing Council’s decision in 1964 to grant permission for this.
- December: The Department of Paediatric Surgery is established.

1967 The JG Strijdom Hospital is built to be the academic hospital for a medical school to be established at the Rand Afrikaans University.
- Robert W Charlton becomes Professor of Experimental and Clinical Pharmacology.
- Professor TH Bothwell is appointed Academic Head of Medicine and Chief Physician at the Johannesburg General Hospital, a post he will hold until his retirement at the end of 1991.
- Mr Louis Solomon is appointed to the Chair of Orthopaedic Surgery and is Chief Orthopaedic Surgeon at the Johannesburg General Hospital. He makes seminal contributions in the fields of bone growth, rheumatoid arthritis and cartilage and connective tissue disorders.
• Professor Priscilla Kincaid-Smith (BSc [Hons] 1946, MBChB 1950) is appointed senior associate in medicine at the University of Melbourne (1961-65) and Director of Nephrology at The Royal Melbourne Hospital, Australia, where she sets up the renal transplant programme (1967-1991). She is the first woman appointed Professor of Medicine at this Hospital in its 122 year history and becomes a world authority on kidney disease. In 1975 she is appointed Commander of the Order of the British Empire (CBE, Civil) for services to medicine. She receives many honours during her illustrious career, including an honorary DSc (Medicine) from Wits in 1982.

• The first successful surgical separation of craniopagus twins in South Africa is performed at the Transvaal Memorial Hospital for Children. The team which performs the operation includes JW Wolfowitz, Senior Surgeon in Charge of the Paediatric Surgical Service, Johannesburg; EM Kerr, Senior Neurosurgeon, Johannesburg Hospital; SE Levin, Senior Paediatrician, Transvaal Memorial Hospital for Children; DH Walker, Head of the Department of Plastic and Reconstructive Surgery, Johannesburg General Hospital and University of the Witwatersrand and KB Vetten, Principal Anaesthetist, Johannesburg General Hospital.

1968 Paediatrics is recognised as an autonomous discipline and Professor H de V (Boet) Heese becomes full-time Chair of the Department. Prior to this, paediatrics has functioned as a subdivision of the Department of Medicine.

• Dr Lionel Cohen is appointed to a specially created Chair of Radiotherapy. The Chair is established on the grounds of the personal distinction of Professor Cohen who has been in charge of the administration of the radiation therapy department at the Johannesburg General Hospital since 1955.

• CP Luck, Professor of Physiology, is appointed Professor of General Physiology on the staff of the Oral and Dental Hospital and assumes dual responsibility for the physiology teaching units at both the Medical and Dental Schools during a transition period which involves the establishment of an autonomous Department of Physiology in the Dental School.

• Dr Ben Goldberg becomes the first Head of the Nephrology Unit.

• April: The first intensive care unit in South Africa is set up at the Johannesburg General Hospital motivated by Professor Sonny du Plessis.

• An Epidemiological Research Unit is created in the Department of Orthopaedic Surgery with the support of the Orthopaedic Chair Trust Fund.

• The first renal transplants in children in South Africa are performed. The Johannesburg team is led by Professor Bert Myburgh and the one in Cape Town by Dr Johan Ackermann. Professor Peter Thomson, a paediatric nephrologist is responsible for the selection of cases and post-operative care of paediatric renal transplants in Johannesburg. The development of transplantation in children is subsequently more rapid and more extensive in Johannesburg which becomes the major centre with well over 400 transplants being undertaken by 2010.

• The first South African International Ophthalmological Symposium is held at Wits. It is opened on 2 September at a special graduation ceremony at which the President, Dr Derrick T Vail, is awarded an honorary degree of Doctor of Medicine.

• The first phases of the New Medical School in Esselen Street are completed and the building is now completely occupied. It houses the Witwatersrand Medical Library, the Dean’s office, students’ common room and refectory, and the Departments of Experimental and Clinical Pharmacology, Ophthalmology, Orthopaedics, Obstetrics and Gynaecology, Medicine and Surgery.

• Reconstruction of the Old Medical School in Hospital Street to house the Departments of Anatomy, Pathology and Physiology begins.

• Work commences on a new building next to the Dental School to house the new life sciences departments for the School and to provide biochemistry laboratories, seminar rooms and offices. It is due for completion in 1969.
• The Administrator of the Transvaal appoints a commission to investigate and report on the future siting of the Johannesburg Hospital and the Transvaal Provincial Council takes a decision to move the hospital to the Otto Beit site. The intention is to build a fully integrated Medical School and teaching hospital complex on the 45-acre site which is available. The recent completion of the New Medical School building in Esselen Street at a cost of R2 million and the decision to renovate the Old Medical School building in Hospital Street at a cost of R1 million, indicate the extent to which this decision comes as an unexpected surprise to the University.
• A number of departments not yet housed in either building have to continue in temporary accommodation until the Otto Beit complex is complete.
• The Johannesburg General Hospital becomes a closed teaching hospital with improvement in the clinical facilities available to the Faculty.
• Teaching hospital status is given to the JG Strijdom Hospital. Wits is asked to adopt it as a teaching hospital until RAU establishes a medical faculty. The plan to establish a medical faculty at RAU is abandoned and the Wits Department of Medicine takes over the running of the Department of Medicine at the Hospital.
• A 10-week elective period of study is introduced in the 5th year of medical studies.
• The Anatomy Museum is established.
• December: Black students withdraw from NUSAS and the South African Students Organisation (SASO) is formed by African and Indian students. Steve Biko is the President.

Wooden figures in the Anatomy Museum. Roy Hollowday, Graphics Unit, Wits Medical School

• Dr George Cohen, a Wits graduate and radiologist, conceives and establishes Harry’s Angels. It is formed in conjunction with Swaziland’s Permanent Secretary of Health, Dr Charles Runciman. It becomes the world’s largest international flying medical specialist service that will perform over 5 500 operations by the end of 1977, and will examine and treat more than 40 000 non-operative cases. The group is sponsored by the Anglo American Chairman’s Fund. The nickname (after Harry Oppenheimer) soon supplants the group’s official title: the South African Flying Medical Specialists Service. The medical help, offered on weekends, is provided by a core group of stalwarts and includes an anaesthetist, general surgeons, orthopaedic and plastic surgeons, a cardiothoracic surgeon, a physician and a paediatrician.
• The Museum of the History of Medicine is officially opened on 30 April by Professor SF Oosthuizen, President of the SA Medical and Dental Council, at a ceremony in the Director’s House in the grounds of the SAIMR.
• Dr Alan Menter (MBCh 1966) is chosen for the Springbok rugby team.
• Dr Maureen Salmon (MBCh 1949) is appointed Superintendent of the Boksburg-Benoni Hospital. She is the first woman in South Africa to be appointed to the rank of Principal Superintendent.

1969 A further bequest by Sam and Dora Cohen, which established the Blindness Research Foundation in 1964, provides funds for research into blindness in South Africa. A second full-time chair in the Department of Ophthalmology in Experimental Ophthalmology is established as a result of this. The chair is known as the Blindness Foundation Chair in Experimental Ophthalmology. It is the first and only such chair in South Africa.
• Sam Cohen receives an honorary degree (Doctor of Laws) from Wits for his outstanding work for the prevention of blindness in South Africa.
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- A four-year degree course in nursing is established (BSc Nursing). It is the forerunner of the Bachelor of Nursing degree. The first full-time senior lecturer is Lydia Hebestreit. One of her primary tasks is to develop and shape the new degree. She soon resigns to take up the post of Director of Nursing at Baragwanath Hospital.
- The first lectures of the new degree take place at the BG Alexander Training College in Hillbrow. Twelve women enroll for the degree.
- A Sub-department of Nursing Education is established within the Department of Preventive and Social Medicine with Professor Cora Erasmus as its head. The Sub-department moves to the Medical School in Hillbrow.
- Professor Tobias teaches the first introductory course on human genetics to be offered to student nurses in South Africa. He also teaches elements of anatomy, embryology and histology to student nurses.
- The first full-time post of Chief Paediatric Surgeon is created. Professor Michael Dinner is appointed to the Chair.
- TR Trevor-Jones is appointed Professor and Head of the Department of General Anatomy in the Faculty of Dentistry. This post is established as a result of a decision by the Council to separate from the Medical School the teaching facilities for dental students in their second and subsequent years of study. This is mainly in order to enable the Faculty to increase the intake of medical students by 50%.
- The first orthopaedic registrar starts his training. By this year the Department of Orthopaedic Surgery has developed special interest units: Orthopaedic Trauma Units, Hand Unit, Spinal Unit, Paediatric Orthopaedic Units, Adult Reconstructive Units, Neuromuscular Disorder Unit and Arthritis and Rheumatism Unit.
- Professor CJ Dreyer is appointed Director of the Oral and Dental Hospital, Dean of the Faculty of Dentistry and Professor of Dental Science.
- Autonomous departments are created to replace the former Department of Dentistry. These are: Maxillo-facial and Oral Surgery, Oral Pathology, Periodontics and Oral Medicine, Prosthodontics and Orthodontics.
- New basic science departments are established: these are General Anatomy (Professor TR Trevor-Jones) and General Physiology and Pathology (Professor CP Luck).
- The basic science departments, the dental library and the Dental Research Institute are accommodated in the newly built Gate House building.
- New courses are developed and postgraduate and research activities are increased. Specialist courses are offered in maxillo-facial and oral surgery, orthodontics, prosthodontics, periodontics and oral medicine, and oral pathology.
- July: The Dental Research Unit’s association with the CSIR is terminated after which it falls under the joint control of the South African Medical Research Council and Wits. The Unit is officially recognised by the University as a Department of Experimental Odontology. Professor DH Retief is appointed Head.
- 169 nursing tutors have graduated with a Diploma in Nursing since 1937.
- August: The New Medical School building in Esselen Street, Hillbrow is officially opened by Dr Carel de Wet, Minister of Mines, Planning and Health, a Wits Medical School graduate.
- Dr H Moross retires as superintendent of Tara Hospital. The hospital’s name is changed to the H Moross Centre in appreciation for his devoted and lengthy service.
- The South African Medical Research Council is established. Three members from Wits are on the first Council: Professors James Gear, Jan Dreyer (from Dental School) and Tom Bothwell. Professor AJ Brink, an alumnus, is the first President.

1960s and 1970s

- On average, black medical students constitute less than 10% of classes.
- John Brereton Barlow becomes Professor of Cardiology and Director of the Cardio-Vascular Research Unit. He becomes a world authority on cardiology and is perhaps best known for his work on the pathogenesis and mechanism of late systolic murmurs and mitral non-ejection clicks (Barlow’s Syndrome). His seminal paper in the October issue of the American Heart Journal (AHJ): “The Significance of Late Systolic Murmurs” (1963), is the second most cited manuscript ever to have been published in the AHJ; and in 1983 is identified as a Citation Classic by the Institute for Scientific Information.
- The School of Pathology is jointly established by the SAIMR and Wits. A major role in this amalgamation is played by Professor James Murray. Subsequent appointment of Chairs is made jointly by Wits and the SAIMR. The School is organised as a combination of five Departments of Pathology: Anatomical, Chemical, Haematological, Microbiological and Oral.
- The degree of Bachelor of Dental Surgery becomes the degree of Bachelor of Dental Science; the degree of Master of Dental Surgery becomes the Master of Dental Science.
• A new postgraduate degree of Doctor of Philosophy in Dentistry is instituted.
• The four year BSc degree in Occupational Therapy replaces the diploma: a first in the country. Facilities for converting the diploma to a degree exist until 1982 and 28 therapists complete this conversion.
• The Department of Occupational Therapy introduces a Masters degree in Occupational Therapy (by dissertation), the first available in South Africa, as well as a PhD.
• The Dean, Professor François Daubenton, establishes the Allied Medical Disciplines Committee to deal with matters relating to Occupational Therapy, Physiotherapy and Nursing. Professor Tobias is the first Chair of this committee which gives an important voice to these disciplines.
• The Medical Faculty has grown to 24 independent departments with 374 full-time staff and 261 part-time appointees. This change is largely due to the major expansion of the clinical departments.
• A branch of the Wits Black Students’ Society becomes active at Medical School. It is affiliated to SASO.
• Dr Ali Bacher (MBBCh 1967) is chosen as South African cricket captain. (Another former Wits student, Eddie Barlow, is the vice-captain.)
• Mrs Esther Adler, Honorary Curator of the Museum of the History of Medicine, is elected an Honorary Life Member of the Medical Graduates’ Association in recognition of her work for the museum. She is the only non-medical graduate of the University to be so honoured.

1971

Professor JDL Hansen is appointed Academic Head and Clinical Head of Paediatrics and Chief Paediatrician initially at Transvaal Memorial Hospital for Children until it closes in 1978 and then relocates to the Johannesburg Hospital. He oversees the establishment of Paediatrics and Child Health as a major discipline at Wits, leads the charge in the development of staff as clinician scientists with PhDs, and plays a major role in integrating the paediatric departments at the four teaching hospitals. Under his guidance and as a result of key and visionary appointments, paediatric haematology and oncology, and nutrition and metabolism develop and thrive in Johannesburg, adding lustre to Wits and Baragwanath Hospital where these disciplines are based.
• Professor Leo Schamroth becomes Head of the Department of Electrocardiography.
• Jack Metz is appointed Professor of Haematological Pathology. He achieves an international reputation for his work on haematology and makes important contributions to medical literature in the fields of nutritional anaemias and in the medical uses of isotopes.
• A Research Unit, led by Josse Kaye, Professor of Radiology at Wits and Chief Radiologist at the Johannesburg General Hospital, pioneers the technique of mammography in the diagnosis of cancer of the breast in South Africa. He also will be largely responsible for the introduction of cobalt therapy in South Africa. He is known as the ‘father of mammography in South Africa’.
• The first issue of New Perspective is issued by medical students as an undergraduate review of medical education.
• Senate decides to allow students to participate on Faculty committees.

1972

The 50th anniversary of the founding of the University is celebrated. A major exhibition is held from 10 to 15 April.
• A Genetic Counselling Unit is set up at the Transvaal Memorial Hospital for Children jointly by the Cytogenetics Unit run by Dr Eugene (Chuckey) Wilton, and the Human Serogenetics Unit, School of Pathology, SAIMR and Wits run by Dr Trefor Jenkins.
• An 18-month course leading to a non-graduate Diploma in Oral Hygiene is established.
• Professor Ian Webster is appointed to Chair of Occupational Medicine at Wits. He introduces the Diploma in Occupational Health which is taught by Suzette Gouvain (from the University of London), who assists in devising the syllabus. Others in the Department include Drs Bill Harrison and Colin Soskolne of the then National Institute for Occupational Diseases.
• Dr Julius Sagel is appointed as first Head of the Division of Endocrinology and Metabolism. The Unit’s main aims and objectives are the epidemiological, clinical and biochemical aspects of common diseases affecting lipid and glucose metabolism in the different ethnic groups of southern Africa.
• Tenders for the building of the new hospital and medical school are accepted. Construction of the New Medical School and Johannesburg Academic Hospital in Parktown begins. The architects of the building are Colyn & Meiring and Cowin, De Bruyn and Cook (commissioned in 1968). The planning committee is in the hands of a specially appointed Assistant Dean (Planning), Professor Robert Charlton, who is head of the Department of Experimental and Clinical Pharmacology.
• The South African Medical and Dental Council recognises the JG Strijdom Hospital as a teaching hospital. A number of posts are transferred from the Johannesburg Hospital to the JG Strijdom Hospital between 1970 and 1972.
• The first three nurses graduate with BSc Nursing degrees: Jill Carruthers, Lorayne Anne van Eyssen and Janet Alice Wilson.
• The designation of degrees awarded by the University changes from Rand to Witwatersrand.
• The Surgical Research Society of Southern Africa is inaugurated. Professor DJ du Plessis is the first President.
• The South African Journal of Surgery is inaugurated with Dr Wilfred Kark as its first editor.

By 1972 An Experimental Surgery Research Unit is established, concentrating on liver transplants using the chacma baboon.

1973 The Sub-department of Nursing Education is located under the Dean of the Faculty of Medicine.
• Leo Schamroth is appointed Professor of Medicine and Chief Physician at Baragwanath Hospital and the University. He is a cardiologist and will be remembered for his work in electrocardiography and for describing Schamroth’s window test. His book, An Introduction to Electrocardiography, published in 1956 and running to seven editions in several languages, is apparently the most frequently stolen book from medical libraries in the world!
• Dr TG (Terry) O’Donovan, a member of the heart transplant unit at Groote Schuur Hospital, Cape Town, is appointed to the joint post of Professor of Cardio-thoracic Surgery and Chief Cardio-thoracic Surgeon at the Johannesburg group of teaching hospitals and becomes the first Professor of Cardio-thoracic Surgery.
• HC (Harry) Seftel becomes Professor of African Diseases and Chief Physician at the Non-European Hospital where he sets up the Wits Carbohydrate and Lipid Metabolism Research Group concentrating on the study of disorders of carbohydrate and lipid metabolism such as obesity, diabetes, hyperlipidaemia and coronary heart disease.
• Dr MH Silk is appointed Deputy Dean of the Faculty of Medicine.
• The Carbohydrate and Lipid Metabolism Unit comes into being as the result of the merger of the Carbohydrate Metabolism Unit of the Department of Medicine and the Lipid Research Laboratory of the Department of Chemical Pathology. It secures Council/MRC/Atomic Energy Board funding.
• The Diploma in Orthoptics is started in the Department of Ophthalmology: the only one in the country.
• JC Allan, formerly an associate professor in the Department of Anatomy, is appointed ad hominem Professor of Functional and Applied Anatomy. He will serve the University with great distinction until his death in 2012.
• Dr Bruce Golden is appointed to the second Chair of Ophthalmology and becomes the first incumbent of the Chair of Experimental Ophthalmology which has been established by the Blindness Research Foundation.
• Professor JF Murray, Chairman of the School of Pathology, is appointed Director of the SAIMR and Professor J Metz, Head of the Department of Haematological Pathology, is appointed Deputy Director of the Institute. These appointments strengthen the ties between the University and the Institute.
• The Diploma in Nursing Administration (DNAdmin) is instituted. The course is directed towards equipping the registered nurse for her/his place in the health team at policy-making and managerial levels.
• By this year postgraduate degrees at Masters and Doctoral levels are in place in the Department of Nursing Education.
• A tripartite scheme involving the State Health Department, Wits and Transvaal Department of Hospital Services is introduced in the fields of forensic medicine, psychiatry and community medicine.
• The MRC approves the establishment of a Group for Research in Organ Transplantation. Professor JA Myburgh is the director of this Unit.
• The Metabolic and Nutrition Research Unit of the Department of Paediatrics is established at Baragwanath Hospital by Professor John Hansen who is interested in malnutrition and its effects on children and is closed when Professor Hansen retires in 1985. Its research programme, initiated in 1974, is in the field of inter-relationships between infective, metabolic and nutritional disease in children.
• The Faculty Board proposes the establishment of a post of Director of Continuing Medical Education to expand this important aspect of the postgraduate teaching programme.
• The Muldersdrift Health Development Project (MHDP) is started by medical students concerned about the malnutrition they are seeing in children from the area at Coronation Hospital, but is closed in 1979 due to the loss of the lease on the property being used. It is initially a Saturday paediatric clinic.
• May: The Students’ Medical Council changes its name to the Medical Students’ Council.
• The Museum of the History of Medicine is handed over to Wits and is renamed the Adler Museum of the History of Medicine in honour of its founders, Dr Cyril and Mrs Esther Adler.
• Detailed designs are being drawn up for the New Medical School on the Otto Beit site. The completion date is 1978. 1974 Professor DJ du Plessis is appointed a part-time Deputy-Vice Chancellor of the University.
• A number of new appointments are made including that of Dr A Solomon to the joint post of Professor of Radiology in the Department of Diagnostic Radiology and Chief Diagnostic Radiologist at Baragwanath Hospital.
• The Division of Continuing Medical Education (CME) is established as a formal part of the University. A part-time Director, Dr GR Beaton, is appointed. The MGA is a motivating force behind its establishment. Prior to this, the MGA had provided opportunities for medical education. It functions within the Faculty of Medicine under the auspices of the Centre for Continuing Education. The objectives are to instill in students the habits and responsibilities of life-long learning; to increase the basic knowledge of doctors; to improve practitioner skills and to develop practitioner attitudes and methods of thought that will ensure optimum patient care, positive self-assessment and participation in continuing education programmes.
• The St John Ophthalmic Hospital is officially handed over to the Transvaal Provincial Hospital Services for administration.
• 14 February: The Golden Jubilee of Medical School is celebrated. A symbolic journey from the site of the ‘Tin Temple’ via ‘Old Medical School’ to the present building ends in a cocktail party in the library for all graduates. Drs Kuny and Klein, Professor EH Cluver and the Mayor of Johannesburg ride the route in a horse drawn carriage. The rag theme this year is "Mythical Medical Madness."
• July: A special graduation ceremony is held to commemorate the 50th anniversary of the first award of the degree of Bachelor of Medicine and Bachelor of Surgery by the University. Honorary degrees are conferred on Cyril Adler (LLD); Esther Bessie Adler (DPhil); Margaret Becklake (Doctor of Medicine); Eustace Henry Cluver (LLD); Harry Sutherland Gear (LLD); James Henderson Sutherland Gear (Doctor of Medicine); Maurice McGregor (Doctor of Medicine) and Maurice Shapiro (LLD).
• The 50th anniversary of the Medical Graduates’ Association is celebrated. A souvenir brochure, Our graduates 1924-1974, is published. It is compiled by Dr GR (George) Beaton, President of the MGA.
• The first three orthoptics students receive the Diploma in Orthoptics.
• 4,282 doctors have graduated since 1924 and more than 600 postgraduate diplomas have been awarded.
• The annual Students’ Conference takes as its theme Challenge of Health in Africa and emphasises the need for the establishment of community medicine as a discipline in medical training, service and research.
1975
• A new Chair of Human Genetics is set up in the School of Pathology, Wits/SAIMR with Professor Trefor Jenkins as its first incumbent.
• A full Chair of Urology is created in the Department of Urology. Professor PJP van Blerk is appointed to the Chair.
• Professor JFF Taljaard is appointed to the newly established Chair of Forensic Medicine and becomes Chief Government Pathologist.
• Professor JF van Reenen, Head of the Department of Prosthetic Dentistry, is appointed Director of the Oral and Dental Hospital and Dean of the Faculty of Dentistry.
• February: The Circulation Research Laboratory (CLR) of the Department of Physiology is officially opened. The laboratory has been in operation for four years. A new phase begins in the development of research work involving studies in coronary artery disease.
• Dr Duncan Mitchell is tasked with setting up the first large neuro-physiology laboratory in South Africa. The research will be concerned with pain, fever and neurochemical and neurophysiological aspects of temperature regulation.
• A fully equipped neonatal ambulance service staffed by a paediatric registrar and a nurse is established within the Department of Paediatrics; the first service of its kind in South Africa. It allows for the safe transport of sick new-born infants to the intensive care unit from all areas of the Reef.
• State approval is obtained to erect a new dental hospital building to house the Faculty of Dentistry. An architect is commissioned and a project committee is appointed.
• The first PhD (Dent) is awarded to Professor DH Retief; the first African student to study dentistry in the country graduates (KTQ Mathobela); the first female Indian student to study dentistry graduates.
• The first black student is admitted into the second year of study in the Sub-department of Physiotherapy.
• The student body is given full representation on several Faculty Committees, including the Undergraduate Committee, the Curriculum Committee and the Policy-making body of the first year selection committee.
• February: The first issue of the Adler Museum Bulletin appears.
1976
• A full Department of Nursing Education is established.
• A new degree of BSc in Pathology is introduced.
• The Faculty agrees to institute Master of Medicine degrees in all the clinical disciplines in which the SAMDC recognises individual specialties. These are introduced in 1977 and replace the diplomas previously offered in individual specialties. They are intended for doctors holding training posts (registrarships) in the various clinical or pathological disciplines.
• A number of new chairs are created: in community paediatrics, medical physics, neurosurgery, nursing education, paediatric surgery, medical education, obstetrics and gynaecology and orthopaedic surgery at Baragwanath Hospital, and a second chair in the Department of Physiology.
• Dr Duncan Mitchell is appointed to a second Chair of Physiology. He will achieve world recognition for his research and publications in the field of temperature regulation.
• The University establishes a School of Community Health. It is intended that chairs in community medicine, family health, biostatistics, epidemiology and other disciplines will be created for teaching and research in community care.
• The University approves the creation of a Department of Nuclear Medicine. It is a development of the existing Department of Radioisotopes at the Johannesburg General Hospital.
• By this year the Department of Medicine has several specialised research units: cardiac, respiratory, carbohydrate and lipid metabolism, renal, iron and red cell metabolism, neurology, liver and dermatology.
• The Department of Surgery is the largest in the Medical School. Chairs exist in these divisions: general surgery, cardio-thoracic surgery, neurosurgery, urology, ear, nose and throat surgery, paediatric surgery, plastic surgery, maxillo-facial and oral surgery, orthopaedics and ophthalmology. In general surgery active research programmes are centred mainly on organ transplantation, gastro-enterology and tumour immunology. In addition, full chairs of surgery exist at Baragwanath, Coronation and Hillbrow Hospitals.
• The Board of the Faculty of Dentistry approves a proposal from the Dentistry Association of South Africa and the SAMDC that community dentistry is recognised as a new specialty. The State Department of Health offers to finance a number of posts required to establish a Department of Community Dentistry.

• Professor Robin Kinsley succeeds to the Chair of Cardio-thoracic Surgery.

• R Lipschitz is appointed Professor of Neurosurgery in the Department of Surgery and Chief Neurosurgeon at the Johannesburg Hospital. He is subsequently responsible for the establishment of the Neurosurgical and Neurological Units at Baragwanath Hospital and helps in the establishment of the Paraplegic Unit at that hospital.

• Arthur R Rabson is appointed Professor of Immunology and Head of the Department of Immunology. He has acted as Head of Department since 1975 when the department was first created in association with the SAIMR. The Department of Immunology incorporates the allergy, serology and cellular immunology units and the tissue bank.

• The National Institute for Virology is established. Professor Wally Prozesky is the first Director.

• A new medical curriculum is devised which creates a more integrated course in which basic sciences teaching is extended into the clinical years. Clinical teaching will start in the third year of study and the final year will become a junior intern year in which the medical students will be given a greater measure of clinical responsibility. Final written examinations will be taken at the end of the fifth year. Elective periods of study are extended to all years of study from the third year and community medicine is included in the new curriculum.

• Baragwanath becomes the first hospital in the country to re-plant an amputated hand. A year later, the hospital conducts the first transplant of a big toe to replace a missing thumb, thereby creating a functional hand. For over three decades the work of the Hand Unit is guided by Professor John Fleming.

• A fund is set up by the Medical Graduates’ Association for the establishment of a Chair of Family Health with the support and encouragement of Professor DJ du Plessis. The patron of the fund is the golfer Mr Gary Player and the fund is headed by Dr Bruce Sparks. Funds are collected from Mr Gary Player, medical graduates and various patients of Dr Sparks’ including Mr Ken Birch and Mr Harold Zingel. The Chair is subsequently established as the Kenneth Birch Chair of Family Health.

• August: A special graduation ceremony is held to commemorate the 50th anniversary of the first award of the degree of Bachelor of Dental Surgery by the University. Honorary degrees are conferred on Jens Jorgen Pindborg (DSc in Dentistry); Thomas Butland Berry (LLD); Jan Hendrik Breyer (LLD); Frederick Albert Hossock (LLD); George Forbes Shepherd (LLD) and Julius Staz (DSc in Dentistry). The graduation address is delivered by Professor Pindborg, a world renowned oral pathologist from the Royal Dental College, Copenhagen.

• Mrs PC Sichel is the first Wits student to complete the postgraduate course in psychiatric nursing and becomes the first graduate to be registered in three basic disciplines: General, Midwifery and Psychiatric Nursing.

• The South African Journal of Medical Sciences ceases publication.

• A weekly news sheet Mednews – the mouthpiece of the MSC executive appears to facilitate communication between the Faculty and the student body.

• The South African Medical Students’ Association (SAMSA) changes its constitution to establish a fully non-racial character. Wits students play a pivotal role in this.

• July: Professor Lucy Wagstaff initiates a Primary Health Care Nurses Project. She organises a teaching programme which produces paediatric nurse practitioners in order to establish health care teams to service the community. She works with Koos Beukes, the Superintendent at Baragwanath Hospital in charge of Soweto clinics and they establish outreach programmes, including the training of nurses. Her pioneering work in creating nurse practitioners is closely linked to the 1976 Soweto Uprising as it is too dangerous for doctors to venture into Soweto. The practitioners fill a vital gap now and later.

• A new residential facility, Glyn Thomas House, named in honour of Mr Ieuan Glyn Thomas, is opened on a site adjacent to Baragwanath Hospital. The building contains a wing of 60 bedrooms, a lounge and dining room, laboratory facilities, a large lecture theatre and a branch of the Medical Library. The first Dean is Dr Stanley Brown, an anaesthetist in the Anaesthetics Department at Baragwanath Hospital. It is the only student residence belonging to Wits which is multi-racial.

1977

September: Shirley B Williamson becomes the first Professor and Head of the Department of Nursing Education. One of the provisions for granting full departmental status is that all future appointments will be joint appointees of the University and the Transvaal Provincial Administration.
• JA Myburgh succeeds Professor DJ du Plessis as Professor of Surgery and Chief Surgeon at the Johannesburg Hospital after Professor Du Plessis is appointed Vice-Chancellor of Wits (effective from 1978).
• PE Cleaton-Jones is appointed Professor and Head of the Department of Experimental Odontology and Director of the Joint Dental Research Unit of Wits/MRC.
• Michael Charles Kew is appointed as the first Dora Dart Professor of Medicine and Senior Physician, Johannesburg Teaching Hospital Complex. He assumes this office in 1978.
• The Department of Medical Physics is recognised by the SAMDC for the training of medical physicists.
• March: For the first time, the Faculty holds a research conference in conjunction with the annual Faculty of Medicine prize-giving ceremony.
• Dr Teresa Nxumalo is the first African woman to qualify in dentistry in South Africa. She is married to Dr Kenneth Mathobela, the first African dentist to graduate (BDS 1975) in South Africa.
• 24 October: Excavations are started for the New Medical School in Parktown. Professor GR Bozzoli, Vice-Chancellor of Wits, turns the first sod on the site.
• The method of selection of medical students is changed and ‘additional’ or ‘non-academic’ criteria are introduced in addition to academic performance. An essay is now required.
• Lawson’s Corner (subsequently University Corner) is purchased by the University with the main objective of using it to accommodate portions of the Faculty of Dentistry to relieve the serious overcrowding in the Dental School.

Glyn Thomas House

Professor GR Bozzoli, Vice-Chancellor, turns the first sod of the new Medical School in Parktown

• Student representatives are invited to attend meetings of the Board of the Faculty of Medicine for the first time.
• The building of Coronation Nursing College is completed.
• March: The Baragwanath Branch of the Wits Medical Library opens at Glyn Thomas House.
• The Black Student Society (BSS), originally called the Afro-Asian Society, is formed at Wits and aligns itself with SASO. Although it forms a loose alliance with the SRC and NUSAS because of shared political ideals, the BSS will not take part in student elections and discourages all black students from doing so.
• Medical students Max Price and Peter Lachman, along with several other Wits students as well as many Soweto schools’ student leaders, are arrested by the Security Police and detained in solitary confinement. Price is Acting SRC President. No charges are laid against the Wits students but Price thinks the reasons for their detention were suspicions that Wits was assisting the Soweto SRC to organise a 16 June commemoration week of the 16 June 1976 Soweto Uprising and also as a preventive measure to remove student leaders from campus during that period.
• September 12: Mr Stephen Bantu (Steve) Biko dies in detention.
• October: SASO is banned along with 17 other organisations and two newspapers, The World and The Weekend World, are closed down.
• The MSC attempts to create extra-curricular opportunities for students to spend their vacations working in rural areas. An example of this is the ‘Swaziland Scheme’.
• New Perspectives ceases publication.
• The South African Sports Medicine Association is formed. Wits hosts a major conference on Sports Medicine, organised by the Division of Continuing Medical Education.

1978

A new Chair of Community Health is established in 1976. It is advertised at the end of 1978 and its name is subsequently changed to Chair of Community Medicine. Professor JSJ (John) Gear is appointed as the first full-time Head of the Department which is a tripartite appointment between Wits, the State and the TPA. He assumes office in 1979. Wits hosts a major meeting to discuss primary health care nurses training and roles.

• April: The Department of Experimental Odontology is upgraded to a Dental Research Institute.
• The Paul and Stella Loewenstein Chair of Community Paediatrics is established. Professor Lucy Waggstaff is the first incumbent and will serve in that capacity for a period of 20 years.
• George Beaton is appointed Claude Leon Harris Professor of Medical Education. He is the first incumbent of this Chair. The purpose of the Chair is to introduce into the Faculty new methods of teaching and learning, a more critical evaluation of existing curricula or syllabi, and the reform of present methods of evaluation and examination.
• Barry Schoub, a seminal virologist, is appointed as the first Professor and Head of the Department of Virology and in 1982 becomes the Director of the National Institute for Virology. In January 2002 he is appointed the Executive Director of the new National Institute for Communicable Diseases.
• 3 July: The Johannesburg Hospital opens in Parktown. The first sections to move are the children’s wards from the Transvaal Memorial Hospital for Children, obstetrics from the Queen Victoria Maternity Hospital and gynaecology from the old General Hospital in Hillbrow.
• It is intended that a number of Units such as Neurology, Neurosurgery, Orthopaedic Surgery, Plastic Surgery and Cardio-thoracic Surgery which are housed in private nursing homes or other Provincial Hospitals will be moved to the new Johannesburg Hospital.
• The Queen Victoria Hospital is to close as a hospital and will be used for accommodation for the staff of the New Johannesburg Hospital.
• Golden Jubilee of The Leech.
• Golden Jubilee of the Medical Students’ Council.
• The MSC calls for social action and publishes a ‘Charter of Aims’ which asserts unequivocally that students should be educated to respond actively to the health needs of all South Africa’s peoples.
• The MSC Social Action Committee begins to establish a range of community hospital settings where both pre-clinical and clinical students can contribute actively to rural health practice.
• At about this time the Rag Executive is reconsidering the projects it supports. A Rag Health Committee is formed, with substantial medical student involvement. Their discussions result in Rag making a substantial grant towards the establishment of the Mphambo Health Centre in Gazankulu.
• The fourth year class openly challenges the Department of Community Medicine to re-plan courses to consider principles of health planning rather than its ‘old-style’ public health emphasis.
• The Vice-Chancellor, Professor DJ du Plessis, puts forward the concept that a School of Human Biology should be organised and that all medical and dental students, nurses and others who wish to take up a career in one of the academic departments of either of the faculties should complete a three-year BSc course in human biology before commencing their clinical training.

1979 Formal approval is given for the establishment of a Transvaal Memorial Institute of Child Health and Development for which Professor John Hansen has lobbied for many years. It is a joint venture by Wits and the TPA. It is to be located at the Transvaal Memorial Hospital for Children building vacated when paediatrics moved to the Johannesburg Hospital in 1978. The Institute will implement the concept of ‘health teams’ and will provide teaching facilities for health science students.
• The Wits/MRC Circulation Research Unit is established under the directorship of Professor Clive Rosendorff. The main focus of research work will be in the area of cardio-vascular disease, particularly coronary artery disease and stroke.
• Professor Margaretha Isaäcson establishes and heads the Department of Tropical Diseases in the School of Pathology, Wits/SAIMR. She is also Head of the Department of Epidemiology at the SAIMR. She gains international recognition for her work on cholera and plague in southern Africa, and the African viral haemorrhagic fevers. Her investigations of haemorrhagic fever outbreaks establish her international reputation.
• Professor Cedric Bremner is appointed to the first Chair of Surgery at Coronation Hospital. He is recognised as an authority on Barrett’s oesophagus and oesophageal cancer (for work done at the Mayo Clinic in the USA).
• A three-year Community Health Centre Research Project, the Senaoane Project, is started in Soweto. It is based at Wits and funded by the Urban Foundation. It grows to seven full-time staff with Dr TD (Tim) Wilson as the director. The main purpose is to see if the 1978 Health Act, which allows national, provincial and local government staff to work closely together, can be made to work in practice.
• A two-year part-time Diploma in Advanced Occupational Therapy is introduced with two options available: neurosciences and treatment of perceptual problems.
• An eighteen-month Diploma in Advanced Physiotherapy commences and four students enroll for the course.
• Pam McLaren is the first recipient of a Masters degree in Occupational Therapy.

1979 November: The Coronation Nursing College is officially opened.
• November: The first issue of Critical Health is published, one of the few publications which focuses on apartheid and health in South Africa. It is a Wits medical students’ publication and is distributed to the general community interested in health and equity both nationally and internationally.
• Applicants for first-year medicine are interviewed for the first time.
• A one-week elective in Community Medicine is introduced.
• December: The Azanian Students’ Organisation is formed.

Late 1970s Sterkfontein Hospital is placed under the clinical control of the Department of Psychiatry at Wits and is thus linked with the psychiatric departments of the Johannesburg General and Tara Hospitals.
• Ministerial permission is granted to increase the number of black medical students at ‘white’ universities.
• Various activist health worker organisations are formed opposing apartheid policies. These include the Transvaal Medical Society which later becomes the Health Workers’ Association with Wits doctors Dr Dumisani Mzamane as its first President and Dr Yosuf Veriava its Vice-President.

1960s to 1980s The number of academic staff which had been low in the 1960s changes rapidly. For example, in the Department of Medicine in 1967 there was one Professor (Tom Bothwell) and one Associate Professor (Jock Gear). By the 1980s there were ten professors and ten associate professors.

This expansion reflected the establishment of sub-specialties and developments in the other academic hospitals.
• **Professor Tom Bothwell**, writing about the Department of Medicine: “It was a golden age in clinical research and in annual publications from the Department of Medicine there were usually a hundred or more with many of them in international journals. The teaching record was equally impressive. Clinical departments had the responsibility of teaching medical students over the last three years of the medical curriculum (600 students at any one time) and also training postgraduate registrars for the last four years of their training (up to 100 at any one time). All these commitments were carried out in the academic Department of Medicine which ultimately included autonomous divisions at the Johannesburg, Hillbrow, Baragwanath, Coronation and JG Strijdom Hospitals. What made the situation unique was the fact that the clinical departments were also providing care to virtually all the public hospital patients in the greater Johannesburg area.”

**Early 1980s** Professor JA Myburgh performs the first orthotopic liver transplant in South Africa.

• **Professor Ernest Song**: “As far as I am aware, Professor JA Myburgh performed the first orthotopic liver transplant in South Africa in the 1980s, a little before I formally joined Professor Michael Kew’s Liver Unit in the Department of Medicine. Unfortunately, the liver transplant programme at Wits in those early years was abandoned after 2 or 3 unsuccessful attempts. UCT assumed the role soon after as the only liver transplant unit in the country until Professor Russell Britz and I resurrected the programme in 2004.”

**1980** The University approves the establishment of the new position of sub-dean for each of the Faculty’s four academic hospitals. The first incumbents are: Professor DG Moyes at Baragwanath Hospital; Dr Y Veriava at Coronation Hospital; Professor PJP van Blerk at General Hospital; Professor SE Levin at Johannesburg Hospital.

• The service functions of the clinical departments of the Faculty of Dentistry and the Oral and Dental Hospital merge with the Department of Health, Welfare and Pensions. This results in patient services being taken over by the Department which establishes a national dental health service throughout the country. The Dean of the Faculty, Professor JF van Reenen, welcomes the move as it will relieve the University of a heavy financial burden and give the Faculty a new impetus.

• Two MRC/SAIMR/Wits research groups are recognised by Council: the Brain Metabolism Research Group and the emergent Pathogens Research Unit.

• Pneumococcal National Surveillance is started by Professor Hendrik Koornhof. He becomes Head of the Department of Medical Microbiology at Wits/SAIMR and Director of the South African Medical Research Council’s Emerging Pathogens Research Unit.

• A Faculty Assembly is held on 28 January to rededicate the old Medical School in Hospital Street and mark the 60 year anniversary of the building. A dedication plaque is unveiled which is now situated at the entrance to the present building. The rededication is performed by the Reverend Jack Dalziel.

• 21 March: A sermon is delivered by Chief Rabbi Berhard Casper at the Great Synagogue, Johannesburg, at a special service to commemorate the diamond jubilee of the Medical School.

• 9 March: A Faculty General Assembly is called by the Dean, Professor Phillip Tobias, to encourage the Faculty to take a stand on the death in detention of Steve Biko in 1977.
May: Dr Yosuf Veriava is detained without trial because of his involvement with human rights activities.

27 June: The Faculty Board expresses its deep concern and disquiet at the finding of the South African Medical and Dental Council (on 17 June) that there was no evidence of improper or disgraceful conduct on the part of the doctors who treated Steve Biko before his death. At the meeting, Professors Charlton and Bothwell manage to ensure that it becomes public knowledge who on the SAMDC had voted for the decision and who had voted against. The Wits Faculty of Medicine dissociates itself from the SAMDC finding. The resolution is put to the Faculty Board by Professor Clive Rosendorff, Head of the Department of Physiology.

A letter from Professor Tobias is published in The Lancet: ‘The South African Medical Council and the Biko doctors’ (The Lancet, Jul 12 1980), as well as in several other international journals, but the South African Medical Journal declines to publish the letter.

Two groups of doctors decide to challenge in court the decision of the South African Medical and Dental Council not to launch a formal investigation into the conduct of the doctors who were negligent in their duties prior to the death in detention of Mr Steve Biko. They are Frances Ames from the University of Cape Town, Phillip Tobias and Trefor Jenkins; Yosuf Veriava, Tim Wilson and Dumisani Mzamane comprise the other group. The latter are all joint Wits/TPA appointments.
• A Dean’s Committee on Accelerated Admission of Disadvantaged Students is established to investigate ways and means by which the Faculty can admit more black students and produce more black medical practitioners. The Faculty brings into being a two-year MBCh 1 programme for students of promise.
• The first black students register for the BSc Nursing degree.
• A campaign starts at Baragwanath and other hospitals to get doctors to resign from the Medical Association of South Africa (MASA) over the Biko affair, which many did. Many of these doctors then join the soon to be formed National Medical and Dental Association (NAMDA) as an alternative to MASA.
• June: For the first time the Faculty of Dentistry holds a June graduation ceremony. Until now, graduands have taken the Hippocratic Oath and registered with the Medical and Dental Council in June but graduated in November or December. Several medical and paramedical degrees are also awarded at this ceremony.
• The Medical Graduates' Association formally disassociates itself from the decision of the SAMDC not to hold a full disciplinary enquiry into the conduct of the ‘Biko doctors’.
• Dr Cyril Adler is appointed Director of the Adler Museum of the History of Medicine.

1980-1981
The Faculty adopts a new philosophy. Instead of ‘selecting’, the Faculty decides to ‘constitute’ the student body. The Selection Committees are replaced by Admissions Committees. This is in order to draw in a wider spectrum of students of diverse backgrounds.

1981
42 medical professors are named in the University calendar as opposed to 8 in 1958, indicating the vigour of academic development over the last 22 years. This striking increase is partly due to the movement of the NEH to the Hillbrow Hospital. The original intention is to convert the Hillbrow Hospital into an old age hospital for whites only. Professors Du Plessis and Bothwell as the senior clinical heads motivate for a reversal of this decision and press the authorities to open the hospital for black patients. A new staffing establishment to make this possible is motivated for and the TPA creates the new posts.
• Wits is granted permission to proceed with the introduction of a course leading to a Bachelor’s degree in Pharmacy. This is the outcome of a specific request from the Department of Education that universities should undertake this role in co-operation with technikons which are already offering diplomas in pharmacy. Wits enters into an agreement with the Technikon Witwatersrand in terms of which the two institutions will share the teaching of the curriculum for the BPharm degree.
• Twelve students are admitted to the two year MBCh 1 programme, the majority of whom are black.
• The move from Johannesburg General Hospital to the New Johannesburg Hospital begins.
• A Faculty Standing Committee on Professional and Ethical Standards (PESC) is established.
• June: 70 Baragwanath doctors call for a malpractice probe to urgently investigate conditions at the hospital which make medical malpractice there unavoidable.
• The BSS changes its name to Black Students’ Committee (BSC).
• The MSC disaffiliates from the South African Medical Students’ Association (SAMSA) because it does not have a policy opposing the racial segregation of health care services and in particular of the teaching hospitals around the country. It is the first time students at Wits Medical School organise to oppose racial discrimination in its own teaching hospitals.
• The MSC, BSC and the NHD are all signatories to a Memorandum submitted to the World Medical Association (WMA) to oppose the re-admission of the Medical Association of South Africa (MASA) to the WMA. The campaign is spearheaded by the Health Workers’ Association.
• September: WMA re-admits MASA.
• The NUSAS National Directive for Health (Nusas Health Directive – NHD) is established. The NHD and BSS work together.
• 20% of students are black.
• 23.8% of medical graduates are female.
• 5 371 Wits students have earned MBCh degrees, of which about 108 are African, 250 Indian, 67 Chinese and 28 ‘coloured’.

1981-1982
Some 25 Wits students and 3 staff members are detained in police custody. These include Debbie Elkon, a medical student. Hannchen Koornhof, daughter of Professor Hendrik Koornhof, is also detained. Invasions of the campus by security police become increasingly common.
• Paul Davis: “The Detainees’ Parents Support Committee (DPSC) was started around 1981 by Max Coleman and others. The Wits link was central to what was going on. Doctors visited detainees in jail/looked after people who had been detained and tortured/drew up a protocol for the treatment of detainees and forms for district surgeons to fill in. NAMDA and MASA accepted the protocols and took them on.”
Tim Wilson: “Professor John Kalk played a major role in drafting these protocols and in protecting detainees from further torture.”

Cedric de Beer: “Wits was not central to the DPSC. Only Professor Kornhof, Ishmael Cachalia (Maths) and David Webster were very involved. Where Wits was central was in the drawing up of the protocols for the examination of detainees. In this regard, Professors Kalk, Veriava and Jenkins in particular were the central figures.”

Stephen Tollman: “There were many more involved. Many of us were involved in examining/treating detainees and recording their injuries from assault. I was an intern/SHO at Coronation Hospital and saw detainees at Paul Davis’ rooms.”

1982 June: the National Department of Health and Welfare agrees to the integration of nursing education into the university system.

The School of Pharmacy at the Technikon Witwatersrand and Wits offer a joint degree in Pharmacy until 1989.

August: Medical School moves to its new premises in Parktown. The opening takes place to co-incide with Wits’ Diamond Jubilee celebration. The University’s Chancellor, Dr AM (Mike) Rosholt, opens the building on 30 August.

A proposal is submitted to the Department of National Education that after the transfer of the Medical School to its new buildings in Parktown, the University should continue to use the Medical School buildings in Hillbrow for medical educational purposes.

The old General Hospital is commissioned as the Hillbrow Hospital serving black patients. It becomes a Wits teaching hospital with joint staff (Wits and TPA).

The Health Systems Development Unit (HSDU) is established and is the first major outreach endeavour of the Department of Community Health. It is located in Bushbuckridge, Eastern Transvaal, at Tintswalo Hospital as Wits already has a major investment in Soweto in the form of primary care clinics. It is set up through a large donation from the Anglo American and De Beers Chairman’s Fund which remains a sponsor for over three decades. Professor John Gear is the driving force behind its creation, supported by Dr Eric Buch and Merryll Hammond, a nursing tutor. Cedric de Beer starts working there in 1983.

Medical School has graduated 5 564 doctors and 2 444 other qualifications in health sciences and at postgraduate level. 20% of the annual intake of students is black, but black students are still restricted in their exposure to white patients.

January: The World Health Organization Executive Board discontinues official relations with WMA.

MASA is accused of complicity in the crime of apartheid by the UN Special Committee against Apartheid.

The BSC meets with the Dean, Professor Phillip Tobias, marking a more formal relationship with decision makers in the Faculty.

The National Medical and Dental Association (NAMDA) is officially formed in opposition to SAMA.

1982/3: More than 2 000 open heart procedures are performed at Baragwanath and the JG Strijdom Hospitals.

1983 A Chair of Medicine is created at Coronation Hospital. Dr John Milne is appointed to the Chair.

Separate Departments of Medical Biochemistry and Chemical Pathology are created.

JCA (Tony) Davies becomes the first full-time Professor of Occupational Health in a joint post between Wits and the Department of Health and also Chief Director being responsible at various times for the NCOH, MBOD and the Epidemiology Research Unit.

Professor Michael Kew performs one of the first trials to test the efficacy of a vaccine in preventing infants and young children from becoming infected with the hepatitis B virus. Its success leads to the hepatitis B virus vaccination being included in the expanded Programme of Immunisation in South Africa in 1995.

The MSC Medical Education Group and the MSC put forward a proposal motivating for the teaching of medical ethics at Medical School. (The Leech, Vol 53, No 1, May 1983.) A programme is subsequently set up by Professor Trefor Jenkins.

Students need to submit a biographical questionnaire as an additional means to assess ‘non academic’ criteria for admission to Medical School.

Senior Surgeon Phyllis Knocker, a Wits graduate and the first woman surgeon in South Africa, becomes the first woman President of the Colleges of Medicine of South Africa (1983-1986).
• Dr Jacques Kriel is appointed Claude Harris Leon Professor of Medical Education and Director of the Centre for the Study of Medical Education at Wits from 1983 to 1989.

1984 The Department of Paediatrics becomes the Department of Paediatrics and Child Health.

• Professor Peter Bundred is the first person to be appointed to the Kenneth Birch Chair of Family Health and Chief Family Practitioner, initially falling under the Department of Internal Medicine. Teaching of undergraduate students is largely performed by honorary general practitioners.

• The Muldersdrift Health Development Project restarts with a strong PHC vision and commitment. It includes medical students and students from the Department of Nursing Education. The programme expands over the years and a primary health care service is later offered jointly by Wits and the Gauteng Department of Health.

• Black and some white students work on campaigns to oppose the racial segregation of the teaching hospital complex. Students refuse to participate in clinical teaching at the Johannesburg and JG Strijdom Hospitals. Black students are not prepared to be taught in these ‘white’ hospitals until they are opened to all patients on the basis of need and not race.

• The University calls a mass rally protesting against the ‘quota system’ introduced by Minister of Education Gerrit Viljoen.

• The Biko case brought by the two groups of doctors against the SAMDC finally reaches the Supreme Court. The two appeals are heard at the same time. In an historic ruling, Veriava and others vs SAMDC, the Court orders the South African Medical and Dental Council to hold a disciplinary hearing into the conduct of the doctors. At the subsequent enquiry, the two doctors are found guilty of improper conduct. One is cautioned and reprimanded; one is struck off the medical roll.

• Steve Biko Medical Ethics Funds are set up at Wits and UCT with funds donated, mainly by anonymous donors, for the court case.

1984-85 A Health Charter Campaign is introduced by the South African Health Workers Congress, as the then Health Workers’ Association, to the National Committee of Health Organisations.

1985 Alan Rothberg becomes Professor and Head of the Department of Paediatrics and Child Health (until 1993). Trained in the USA, he returns with a wealth of knowledge and implements new management protocols within neonatal units in the teaching hospitals.

• The Mineral Metabolism Research Unit is established at Baragwanath Hospital under the directorship of Professor John Pettifor, an expert in paediatric bone disease, as a jointly funded initiative between Wits and the MRC. Originally known as the Paediatric Mineral Metabolism Research Unit, it changes its name in 1988 to reflect the scope of the Unit’s activities more appropriately, and to acknowledge that many of the factors which influence bone metabolism in adult life start during childhood and adolescence. The Unit is closed with the retirement of Professor Pettifor in 2010.

• 11 November: South Africa’s first official under-water delivery of a baby takes place at the Johannesburg Hospital.
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• The integration of nursing education into the university system becomes obligatory and means that nursing education is finally separated from nursing service. Rather than being subordinated to the hospitals, nursing colleges become autonomous units under the academic guardianship of universities. In practice, this means that colleges such as the Baragwanath Nursing College or BG Alexander College now have their own budgets, conduct their own academic education and set their own examinations. The Department of Nursing Education at Wits is responsible for inspecting the colleges, representing them at University Senate, and moderating their examinations.

• The Dean of Medicine, Maurice McGregor, sets up a committee to eliminate all apartheid practices within the Faculty: The Dean’s Committee on Apartheid. This committee meets almost monthly until it is dissolved in July 1991.

• The Dean’s Committee on Apartheid organises a petition signed by 926 Faculty members calling for the unification of health services after approaches to the Director General of Health (January) and the Minister (July) are unsuccessful. This is sent to the Minister of Health and Population Development in December.

• Government repeals the decision that black students have to obtain ministerial approval to attend ‘white’ universities.

• An offer is made by the Transvaal Provincial Administration Hospital Services to allow black students to enter ‘white’ hospitals except for the Department of Obstetrics and Gynaecology. This is rejected by the Black Students’ Committee because of these restrictive conditions.

• Mr Andrew Chiloane becomes the first African, male student to successfully complete the Bsc Nursing degree.

• The MSC Conference Committee devises the Performance of Lecturers Evaluated By Students (PLEBS) system of lecturer evaluation.

• June: The second State of Emergency is declared (the first one had been declared in 1960 after the Sharpeville massacre) and is extended in 1986 to cover the whole country. Sixty three Wits students and staff are detained before it is lifted in 1990. Only three are ever charged; one is acquitted; one is to re-appear in court but charges are withdrawn; one is tried, convicted and sentenced to seven years imprisonment.

• The Wits administration works, together with members of the academic staff and student bodies, to assist those in detention. The staff members constitute the Advisory Group on Detentions (AGD) and they help students in detention.

Mid-1980s The Health Systems Development Unit based at Tintswalo Hospital is fully established. This is preceded by several years of student working visits to rural hospitals across the north-eastern region of the country.

1986 The newly created Department of Community Dentistry opens in Mattress House, renamed Dental House.

• Professor Barbara Robertson becomes Head of the Department of Nursing Education.

• The Department of Occupational Therapy introduces a Masters degree by coursework and research report for all courses presented as advanced diplomas.

• February: Tim Wilson: “‘War’ between the police and residents breaks out in Alexandra Township. There is chaos at the Alexandra Health Centre which has no full-time doctor and Wits medical students are trying to treat the many people who have been injured.” On 11 February Dr Tim Wilson is appointed as Director of the Centre. The Chairperson of the Board says to him: “We’re desperate, we’ll take anyone!”

• 12 February: The police arrive with a subpoena for the medical officer in charge of the Alexandra Health Centre to hand over the medical records of those who have been injured. Dr Wilson refuses and is served a subpoena to appear in court. However, on 24 February, before the court date, police arrive with search warrants and remove several hundred medical records despite protests from medical staff. Wits Medical School protests against security police raids at the Alexandra Health Centre to obtain medical records.

• A letter is published from the Dean (Professor McGregor) in the South African Medical Journal (March 1986) stating his support for the medical professionals who refused to relinquish their patients’ medical records.

• 15 June: More than 200 police and military personnel raid Glyn Thomas House. The Warden, Dr Sibusiso Sibisi, is frog-marched at gunpoint to the students’ rooms and made to open each one. The rooms are searched, books and pamphlets confiscated and some are torn up. In the process, 30 students are arrested. All but 13 are released later that morning. These 13 are detained in terms of the emergency regulations.

• The first white medical students refuse to rotate to ‘white’ teaching hospitals because of their segregation. The clinical departments adopt their rotations to accommodate the wishes of the students.

• Riverlea Youth Congress (RYCO), Riverlea Civic Association and Women’s Group adopts the Riverlea Clinic as one of their projects resulting in changes in the structure and running of the Clinic.
### Conditions at Baragwanath Hospital

To the Editor: A letter signed by 79 doctors employed in the Department of Medicine at Baragwanath Hospital was sent on 12 June 1989 to the South African Medical and Dental Council.

The letter was ignored, as were repeated appeals and pleas to the Transvaal Provincial Administration. As Baragwanath is a teaching hospital with the University of the Witwatersrand, we have also appealed several times to the Faculty of Medicine and to the Principal of the University to support us in our plea. Year by year, the situation has not improved. Indeed it is worse. The conditions in the medical wards at the hospital are disgusting and deplorable. The attitude of the responsible authorities can only be described as deplorable. The state of affairs is inhuman. Facilities are completely inadequate. Many patients have no beds and are lying on the floor at night and on chairs during the day. The overcrowding is horrendous. Nurses are allocated to the attention of hundreds of patients, and not to the number of patients. Allocation of beds is at the discretion of the medical staff. Adequate facilities are slow to be accepted and in the meantime, conditions are in fact being worsened. Patients and their relatives are treated with utter contempt by the authorities. Nothing is done to correct this affront to human dignity. Here is human suffering which cannot be portrayed by mere statistics.

The administration has reacted in two ways. Firstly, it has been said that improvements cannot be made at the existing hospital, as plans are being made to build a new hospital in Soweto. These statements have proved to be devoid of truth. The passage of time and enquiries at provincial council level have shown that there is no basis or justification for this excuse. Secondly, they say that unfortunately there is no money for new facilities. This answer is utterly hypocritical. An expensive administration block has been erected at the hospital, and a R300-million hospital mainly for whites is planned alongside it. The authorities are clearly not in debt to the people of Soweto. They have yet to see any evidence of the promised plans to rebuild Baragwanath Hospital. Appeals for help and caring through various channels have been to no avail.

The population of Soweto is very large and resources at Baragwanath are meagre. Infant control has been abolished. How much greater Baragwanath’s burden now is. It has been proved. The anticipated social and economic benefit to the people of Soweto is a disservice. They do not understand (or care) that premature discharge is the order of the day. Even so, the overcrowding worsens. We are of necessity forced to lower our expectations in the quality of care we can offer our patients. The unceasing, uncompromising attitude to the handling of sick humanity is beyond belief.

We are making this appeal through the SAMJ in the hope that we may evoke enough response from the government, at least on humanitarian grounds, to bring about urgent relief to an appalling situation that is rapidly approaching a crisis area.

**South African Medical Journal, 5 September 1987**

---

**Sinister surrogacy**

To the Editor: With reference to Dr Lee’s editorial ‘Sinister surrogate politics’, I would like to make the following comments.

It is surprising that the editor of a scientific journal resorts to the use of highly emotive dogmas and calls for banning without thinking of the consequences of the new reproductive technologies. This article reflects the attitude of numerous unforeseen and unforeseen members of the public and shows little understanding of the medical fraternity’s attempts and patients’ desires, for the treatment of infertility.

Rather than stunting the medical, psychological, social, ethical and legal aspects of the ‘unusual’ processes of human life, patients are deprived of medical attention. In the past, patients were expected to return in 2–3 weeks. This article shows a completely different attitude. Many patients are now expected to return in 2–3 days. The article is signed by an individual who does not understand the implications of the new reproductive technologies.

In South Africa, the South African Medical Journal, 5 September 1987

---
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- AZASO changes its name to the South African National Students’ Congress (SANSCO) and the BSC formally affiliates with it in 1987.
- 1987 BSc Nursing degree changes to B Nursing degree.
- An agreement is reached between the Government and the University which entails a joint operation of the Faculty of Dentistry, the Government undertaking to provide the service-rendering facilities whilst the University retains responsibility for teaching and training.
- January: A selection committee recommends the appointment of Dr R Green-Thompson (a ‘coloured’ man) as Professor and Head of the Department of Obstetrics and Gynaecology at Coronation Hospital. The appointment is vetoed by a single vote, that of the Transvaal Provincial Administration.
- Since it is a joint appointment, the vote of the Provincial representative has veto power and the post remains vacant for 18 months.
- September: A group of senior Baragwanath Hospital physicians from the Department of Medicine, led by David Blumsohn, Kenneth Huddle, Leib Krut and George Marinopoulos, write a letter of protest against the deplorable conditions at Baragwanath Hospital entitled ‘Conditions at Baragwanath Hospital’. The letter is signed by 101 doctors and is published in the South African Medical Journal on 5 September (SAMJ Vol 72). The doctors are subsequently threatened with
dismissal and victimised by the Executive Director of Hospital Services, Transvaal, unless they sign a letter of apology. Hospital authorities refuse to grant jobs or promotions to signatories of the letter.

• 10 December: Six junior doctors bring an urgent Supreme Court application against the Superintendent of the Hospital, the Directors of Hospital Services and the Administrator of the Transvaal. The Court instructs the TPA to convene a special hearing.

• 23 December: A hearing is convened and the doctors are not appointed and they and other interns are given the option of apologising for signing the letter or facing dismissal.

• A Faculty Assembly is arranged by the Baragwanath Support Committee, chaired by the Dean of Medical School, Professor Clive Rosendorff, which results in Wits setting up a commission of inquiry into conditions at the hospital under Professor DJ du Plessis, former Wits Vice-Chancellor and former Head of the Department of Surgery at Wits.

• Clinical medical students are now classified as ‘rotators’ or ‘non-rotators’.

Students, through a referendum, call for the desegregation of the Johannesburg Hospital.

• Nadine Abelson is the first nurse to obtain a doctorate.

• The Centre for Health Policy (CHP), a Wits university-based research unit, is established. It is a multi-disciplinary health policy research unit based in the School of Public Health. It is founded by Cedric de Beer and Dr Eric Buch. Its aims are to conduct research that promotes policies in support of equity and social justice in health, and to build capacity in health policy/health economics research and analysis. CHP is also involved in postgraduate teaching within the School of Public Health.

1988 The Department of Family Health becomes an autonomous department and is renamed the Department of Family Medicine to reflect national and international trends.

• The postgraduate degree of MSc in Family Health is introduced. It later becomes the Masters in Family Medicine.

• The Birth to Ten birth-cohort study is conceived to investigate the relationship between child health and urbanisation.

• A mass demonstration takes place on 19 August: staff and students appeal for the desegregation of hospitals as part of the defiance campaigns of the Mass Democratic Movement. The police confine the march to the Faculty grounds by sealing off the campus.

• A dramatic series of surgical procedures carried out by Professor R Lipschitz and his team in separating the Mathibela twins gains world-wide publicity for Baragwanath Hospital and Wits.

• Diamond Jubilee of The Leech (60 years).

• SANSCO is banned.
1977-1988 The percentage of black medical students at Wits rises from 8.9% to 28.9%.

1989 July: The Wits Rural Facility in Umbabat, Gazankulu, is opened. Conceived by Professor John Gear and Joan Mavradonis in 1986, it is initially funded by the Anglo American and De Beers Chairman’s Fund. The property on which it is located was purchased in February 1989.

- The Technikon Witwatersrand hands over the full responsibility of the BPharm degree to Wits.
- January: During mass voluntary total fasting which begins at the Johannesburg Prison, Professors WJ (John) Kalk and Y Veriava refuse to allow patients to return to prison after recovery in the belief that indefinite remand in custody without trial is torture. This becomes known as ‘Kalk’s refusal’.
- Some detainees escape during their stay in the Johannesburg Hospital. Two of the most celebrated of these are UDF leaders who have been made Wits honorary students. After the escapes the security police order that those prisoners are manacled to their beds. Kalk refuses to allow this.
- Y Veriava publishes an article, Torture and the medical profession in South Africa – complicity or concern?, in Critical Health, which shows how the medical profession is guilty of ‘medical acquiescence in, or tolerance of torture’, regarding political detainees.
- The Faculty submits an article (position paper) to the South African Medical Journal regarding medical and ethical issues that health care workers face when treating people on a voluntary hunger strike. (SAMJ Vol 76, 2 Sept 1989.)
- Wits staff support numbers of detainees who have suffered severe psychiatric problems and have them admitted to Baragwanath Hospital’s psychiatry department.
- 27 July: Tim Wilson: “In the early hours of 27 July, the nurses’ home at the Alexandra Health Centre was petrol-bombed. This was the sixth arson attack on the Health Centre in three years, and was much the worst. Eight nurses nearly died. Years later, a policeman applied to the Truth and Reconciliation Commission (TRC) for amnesty for his role (along with other police) in this attack. 1989 was the 60th anniversary of the Health Centre and a few days after the attack a letter of support arrived. It had been written four days before the attack and it came from Nelson Mandela in Victor Verster Prison.”

- March: The JG Strijdom Hospital is designated as an ‘own affairs’ hospital falling under the Department of Health Services and Welfare, Administration: House of Assembly (ie the White ‘Own Affairs’ Health Ministry). The effect is to reclassify the hospital so that it no longer enjoys academic status.
- May: In response, Wits withdraws academic units from this hospital. Many senior staff members resign, including the Superintendent, Dr Annette van der Merwe, and medical and nursing staff. Clinical services collapse there.
- The Department of Health requests doctors at Coronation Hospital to assist with the provision of clinical services. The Doctors’ Liaison Committee at Coronation Hospital refuses to do so unless clinical services at the two hospitals are amalgamated for the benefit of all patients irrespective of ethnicity and denounces the racialisation of the hospital.
- The Minister of Health in the White Own Affairs Health Department instructs the Director of Hospital Services in the Province (Transvaal) to accede to the request of the Coronation doctors.
- An extra 325 beds are commissioned at Baragwanath Hospital as a result of the initiative and determination of Professor DJ du Plessis’s efforts and generous private sector donations to fund the construction of additional ward space. The construction is supervised by the Director of Estates and Buildings of the University, Mr PD Hugo.
- August: In response to the punitive stance taken by the Transvaal Provincial Administration, Dr Beverley Traub takes Supreme Court action against the Administrator of the Transvaal, the Director of Hospital Services, the Superintendent of Baragwanath Hospital and the Director of Personnel of the TPA. The Supreme Court rules that the doctors should be hired because they fulfill all the stated criteria. She is reinstated.
- The Medical Students’ Conference adopts the theme Divisions in health: putting the pieces together, which tackles the injustices confronting health in South Africa.
• In an Editorial of *The Leech*: the Editor states: “Practising of health under Apartheid is blatantly contradictory with the principles of the Hippocratic oath.” (Vol 59, no 1, May 1990.)

• The Defiance Campaign is spearheaded by health workers defying the existing legislation and demanding the desegregation of health services.

• The Esselen Street Medical School comes into service after its conversion into a self-catering residence which will house 355 students on its completion.

1980s

Over 50 Wits students and staff are detained and held without trial for periods ranging from one day to two-and-a-half years.

1990

The School of Pharmacy moves from Witwatersrand Technikon in Doornfontein to Medical School to become the Department of Pharmacy in the Faculty of Medicine.

• Birth to Ten (BT10) enrolls its first cohort of children born in Soweto-Johannesburg and becomes the largest and longest running longitudinal birth cohort study in Africa. It is conceived in 1988 by Noel Cameron (Consultant paediatrician who came from Great Ormond St Children’s Hospital), Professor Lucy Wagstaff from Wits, and Dr Derek Yach at the South African Medical Research Council (MRC). Seed funding is provided by the MRC. The children will become known colloquially as Mandela’s Children because they are born in the 7 weeks following Nelson Mandela’s release from prison on 11 February 1990. Linda Richter and Noel Cameron are the initial principal investigators.

• The Institute of Urban Primary Health Care, based at the Alexandra Health Centre is formed in order to provide a structure within which practical education, training and research can be promoted and brought to bear on the provision of primary health care.

• The Centre for Additional Nursing Studies (CANS) is established and the Certificate in Occupational Health Nursing is introduced. It develops and expands its post registration courses for nurses and offers professional nurses the opportunity to upgrade their knowledge of health matters.

• Hospitals are de-segregated.

• Richard Snell, BSc (Physiotherapy) (1995) is selected for the South African cricket team.

By 1990

Wits has graduated about 171 BSc (Nursing) students.

• Hospital apartheid is effectively ended and a decision is made by the TPA that the services at Coronation and JG Strijdom Hospitals will be rationalised.

1991

The Department of Occupational Therapy establishes the Community Rehabilitation Research and Education Programme (CORRE). One of the activities of this programme is the introduction of a two-year diploma course training Occupational Therapy Assistants (Community) formerly known as Community Rehabilitation Workers (CRWs). This course is offered at Tintswalo Hospital in Bushbuckridge, Eastern Transvaal.

• July: The Dean’s Committee on Apartheid is dissolved and major discriminatory issues are subsequently referred to PESC.

• The process of rationalising the services at Coronation and JG Strijdom Hospitals is begun and is completed in 1993 when Coronation becomes a mother and child hospital and JG Strijdom becomes a non-racial hospital for adults.
End of 1991 7 898 students have received degrees and diplomas. This includes all degrees including medical, nursing, physiotherapy, occupational therapy, pharmacy and higher degrees as well as undergraduate and postgraduate diplomas but does not include degrees and other qualifications from the Dental Faculty.

1992 William Pick is appointed Professor and Head of the Department of Community Health and Chief Specialist and Chief Community Physician at the Johannesburg Hospital. He introduces the Master of Public Health degree (MPH) in 1997 and will oversee the transition of the DCH to the School of Public Health in 2001.

• The first demographic survey of the Agincourt Health and Population Unit, based in Bushbuckridge, is conducted. It is initially under the auspices of the HSDU. A Health and Socio-Demographic Surveillance System (HSDSS) provides its community-based research foundation and supports a programme of advanced research and intervention studies which addresses rural health, population and social transitions.

• Professor Solomon Levin is appointed part-time Specialist (Cardiology) in the Department of Paediatrics at the Johannesburg Hospital and raises paediatric cardiology in Johannesburg to new heights.

1993 The Hillbrow Community Partnership Project is established as part of the South African Community Partnerships, initiated by the WK Kellogg Foundation in 1990. The partners are the community of Hillbrow, eastern Metropolitan substructure (EMSS) of the City of Johannesburg, the Faculty through the Departments of Nursing Education, Family Medicine and Community Medicine and the Witwatersrand Technikon’s Department of Health and Biotechnology.

• Professor Michael Charles Kew is appointed Honorary Director, MRC/Wits Molecular Hepatology Research Unit in the Department of Medicine. The major thrust of his research is to ascertain the cause or causes of the cancer of the liver that occurs so commonly and with such a poor outlook in Africans living in sub-Saharan Africa, with a view to its prevention.

• Mark Plaatjes, BSc (Physiotherapy) (1987) wins the IAAF World Championships Marathon in Stuttgart, Germany.

• Glyn Thomas House is closed.

1994 March: The Bone Research Laboratory is established by Professor Ugo Ripamonti as a research programme of the MRC/Wits and becomes a MRC/Wits Research Unit in November 1998. It is committed to gaining insights into the mechanisms of bone, cartilage and connective tissue morphogenesis, development and regeneration, and to promoting and accelerating the healing of bone in man.

• The Reproductive Health Research Unit (RHRU) is established as an academic centre within Wits. It is engaged primarily in research and training in the field of sexual and reproductive health. Through this Unit, led by Professor Helen Rees, Wits spearheads a Johannesburg Metropolitan Council project to establish a health precinct in Esselen Street, Hillbrow.

• The Department of Occupational Therapy introduces a problem-based and community-orientated curriculum: the first occupational therapy department in the country to do so. The course has two majors: occupational science and occupational therapy.
1995

- A problem-based and community-centered undergraduate nursing curriculum is pioneered in the Department of Nursing Education.
- The Medical Research Council (MRC) awards the MRC Pneumococcal Diseases Research Unit (PDRU) to Professor Keith Klugman. The Unit is co-sponsored by Wits and the SAIMR, the forerunner of the National Health Laboratory Service (NHLS). It is also the forerunner of the Respiratory and Meningeal Pathogens Research Unit (RMPRU). The PDRU develops the molecular studies of antibiotic resistance which continue to this day in the RMPRU, and continues the Pneumococcal National Surveillance originally started in 1980 by Professor Hendrik Koomhof.
- The ‘Malegapuru Case’ takes place where 13 academics of the University lodge complaints against Professor Malegapuru William Makgoba. This ends with him relinquishing his Deputy Vice-Chancellor position and accepting a research professorship in the Faculty of Health Sciences from the 1996 academic year.

1996

- The Faculty of Medicine becomes the Faculty of Health Sciences to acknowledge its broad contribution to the training of graduate health professionals.
- The Faculties of Dentistry and Medicine are amalgamated to become the Faculty of Health Sciences.
- The Faculty of Dentistry and all its specialties becomes the School of Oral Health Sciences and is located in the Charlotte Maxeke Johannesburg Academic Hospital. The Dental Library is incorporated into the WHSL library. This comes into operation in January 1997.
- The amalgamation, as well as the need to fully integrate other disciplinary activities which include physiotherapy, occupational therapy, nursing education and pharmacy and pharmacology, leads to the formation of the present Faculty of Health Sciences. The first Executive Dean, Professor Max Rodney Price, is appointed.
- The Department of General Anatomy at Dental School merges with the Department of Medical Physiology at Medical School and becomes the School of Physiology with Professor Helen Laburn as the Head.
- The Departments of General Anatomy at Dental School and Anatomy at Medical School merge to become the School of Anatomical Sciences with Professor Beverley Kramer as the Head.
- Common first-year and second-year curricula for medical and dentistry students are established.
- Three clinical schools are established: Allied Medical Disciplines (Therapeutic Sciences), Medicine (Clinical Medicine) and Oral Health Sciences, each maintaining its own clinical independence.
- The Perinatal HIV Research Unit is founded at Chris Hani Baragwanath Hospital by Glenda Gray and James McIntyre.

End of 1996

- 54% students are female.
- Wits Medical School has produced 13,935 graduates and diplomates. Medical graduates number 8,156 of which 2,12 are black, 659 Indian, 92 ‘coloured’ and 7,193 white and Chinese.
- The Dental Faculty has produced 644 graduates since 1982 of which 78.4% are male and 21.6% are female. 928 have received degrees and diplomas, of which 72.8% are male and 27.2% female.

1997

- The Master of Public Health degree is established.
- May: The Faculty makes a submission to Truth and Reconciliation Commission’s Health Sector Hearings. It is drafted by Professors Max Price, Yosuf Veriava and Trefor Jenkins and is concerned with the way the Faculty functioned during apartheid and the Faculty’s response.
- The Faculty sets up an Internal Reconciliation Commission (IRC) under Advocate Jules Browde, Dr Essop Jassat and Professor Patrick Mokhoba. Its aim is to investigate and report on the role of the Faculty and its teaching hospitals during the apartheid era and to record the history of racial discrimination in the Faculty as well as the history of resistance to apartheid by Faculty members and students.
- University approval is obtained to create the Centre for Health Science Education within the Faculty. The Centre will focus on the advancement of health science education through the introduction and
ongoing evaluation of innovative and modern curricula, the promotion of more effective teaching and learning throughout the Faculty and the support of teaching staff and students. The Centre will also promote the community orientation of the curriculum in partnership with health service providers and the community.

• The Centre for Health Policy is recognised as a MRC Research Group. It is directed by Dr Helen Schneider. The Centre is subsequently launched in 1999.
• The University celebrates its 75th anniversary.
• The Faculty celebrates its 75th anniversary. A year long programme of events is arranged under the patronage of President Nelson Mandela. The events include an international Jubilee Congress entitled: Health beyond 2000, an inter-and multi-disciplinary health sciences congress, and is attended by over 1 400 delegates. Eminent speakers from abroad, many of whom are Wits alumni, participate in the three-day event. A booklet Wits Faculty of Health Sciences Alumni 1922-1997 is published.
• Professor Ron Clarke unearths the first known Australopithecus skeleton known as ‘Little Foot’.

1998

The IRC report is submitted to the Dean of the Faculty, Professor Max Price.
• March: The Wits Health Consortium is established to harness and stimulate the commercial potential within Faculty, and to capitalise on clinical research. Its activities are ancillary and complementary to those of the University. The WHC is a not-for-profit organisation and all surpluses are reinvested in either the WHC’s or the University’s operational and academic infrastructures.
• The Rural AIDS and Development Action Research Programme is established. RADAR is based in the Limpopo Province at the Health Systems Development Unit. The programme is a collaboration between the Wits School of Public Health and the London School of Hygiene and Tropical Medicine. The mission of the programme is: To conduct intervention research into the clinical consequences and social determinants of the HIV/AIDS epidemic and to develop model approaches for addressing HIV/AIDS that are appropriate and relevant to the rural South African context.
• The first students following the problem-based curriculum in the Department of Nursing Education graduate.
• The Nursing Students’ Council is established.
• The Bachelor of Nursing (conversion degree) for registered nurses is implemented.
• 70th anniversary of The Leech.

1999

A Masters degree in public health by coursework and research report in the field of rehabilitation is offered by the Department of Occupational Therapy.

2000

The Faculty establishes the discipline of bioethics headed by Associate Professor Udo Schuklenk.
• Professor James Ware is appointed Director of the Centre for Health Science Education to assist with the proposed implementation of the Graduate Entry Medical Programme (GEMP).
• The Department of Occupational Therapy introduces an Occupational Therapy Assistant Training Programme. This one-year certificate course trains occupational therapy assistants (OTAs). The intention is to offer this as a bridging process in preparation for the diploma qualification offered at Tintswalo Hospital but both programmes are discontinued in 2002 as the University is not allowed to offer a pre-graduate course by the Department of Education.
• Birth to Ten (BT10) changes to Birth to Twenty (BT20) to reflect that the children have reached their initial milestone of 10 years and that the study will continue for a further 10 years.
• The MRC/WITS Rural Public Health and Health Transitions Research Unit (Agincourt) is recognised as a full University research unit.
• A Special Assembly is called in the Johannesburg Hospital auditorium where an apology is delivered and is signed by past Deans. The apology expresses the Faculty’s involvement in apartheid as it impacted on discrimination in the provision of health services to communities and in the training of its students at its academic hospitals. A sculpture by Dr Lawrence Chait and an apology plaque are unveiled by Dr Nthatho Motlana.
• The Student Service Initiative (SSI) is formed by some medical students to participate in community and development work in a more active way than is required or allowed by the present curriculum. Their first efforts are based in Hillbrow through a women’s group and certain créches.

2001 The approximately 30 departments in the Faculty are restructured into six Schools: Basic Health Sciences, Clinical Medicine, Oral Health Sciences, Pathology, Public Health and Therapeutic Sciences.
• The Department of Pharmacy and the Department of Experimental and Clinical Pharmacology are amalgamated into the Department of Pharmacy and Pharmacology.
• A new dental curriculum is introduced.
• A Diploma in Advanced Nursing as a route to specialisation and higher degree studies is introduced by the Department of Nursing Education.
• An advanced diploma in the field of psychiatry is introduced by the Department of Occupational Therapy.
• The Dental Hospital is closed and a newly constructed Dental Clinic and teaching laboratories are inaugurated within the Johannesburg Hospital.
• January: The Human Genomic Diversity and Disease Research Unit is established. It is headed by Himladevi Soodyall.
• A Faculty partnership with North West Province for service provision and training commences, initially focused around Klerksdorp-Tshepong Hospital complex but later broadening to the whole province.
• The Johannesburg College of Education is incorporated into the University. Its campus becomes known as the Wits Education Campus.
• The SAIMR becomes the National Health Laboratory Service (NHLS).

2002 The University is restructured reducing nine faculties to five and 99 departments to 37 schools.
• Heads of Schools in the Faculty of Health Sciences are: Anatomical Sciences: Professor Beverley Kramer; Clinical Medicine: Professor Errol Holland; Oral Health Sciences: Professor WE (Bill) Evans; Pathology: Professor Ahmed Wadee; Physiology: Professor Helen Laburn; Public Health: Professor William Pick; Therapeutic Sciences: Professor Celie Eales.
• The School of Clinical Medicine consists of: Anaesthesia, Paediatrics, Family Medicine, Internal Medicine, Surgery, Obstetrics and Gynaecology and Neurosciences.
• The School of Therapeutic Sciences consists of: Nursing Education, Occupational Therapy, Pharmacy and Pharmacology, Physiotherapy and subsequently the Centre for Exercise Science and Sports Medicine.
• The Human Movement Studies division moves from the Faculty of Humanities to the School of Therapeutic Sciences. The division is headed by Professor Claire Nicholson.
• The Faculty of Dentistry completes its move to the Johannesburg Hospital and takes over the premises occupied by the BG Alexander Nursing College; the Dental Research Institute relocates from Gate House to the Medical School building. The Faculty of Dentistry has three polyclinics with state-of-the-art equipment, a new lecture theatre and a suite for registrars and specialists on the 8th floor of the hospital.
• The new Faculty Learning Centre of 37 tutorial rooms, several seminar rooms and a skills laboratory for the teaching of clinical skills opens. The refurbishment of the floor has cost R5.8 million.
• The Centre for Health Science Education opens with a new IT department and the Photo Illustration Unit, all housed in the Learning Centre.
• The Departments of Physiotherapy and Occupational Therapy move to the Wits Education Campus.
• The first Chair of Rural Health in Africa is established. Professor Ian Couper assumes the Chair.
• A new course in therapy assistance is offered. It is a one-year certificate course leading to a two-year undergraduate diploma aimed at training physiotherapy and occupational therapy assistants for under-served areas of the country.
• The Health and Population Division is established in the School of Public Health. The Division’s main research arm – the Agincourt Health and Population Unit (AHPU) – has been active in important demographic and health systems research since the early 1990s.
• AHPU, headed by Professor Stephen Tollman, is recognised as a Medical Research Council/Wits Rural Public Health and Health Transitions Research Unit. This is the first MRC-recognised unit in Public Health.
• The Wits Donald Gordon Medical Centre (WDGMC) opens. It is the first private academic hospital in South Africa and is established when Wits buys the Kenridge Hospital, Eton Road, Parktown, with a founding donation of R100 million from the Donald Gordon Foundation. The hospital is established to create a facility in the private sector for training of sub-specialists. This training programme is part of and complementary to the existing training programmes at other affiliated hospitals. The first CEO is Wits alumnus Dr Michael Eliastam.
• Medical School foyer is upgraded.
• August: The Adler Museum of the History of Medicine reopens at Medical School after it moves from the SAIMR premises and is renamed the Adler Museum of Medicine.
• WHSL celebrates its 75th anniversary.
• Medical School alumnus Dr Sydney Brenner shares the 2002 Nobel Prize in Medicine or Physiology with H. Robert Horvitz and John E Sulston.

• The Health Professions Council of South Africa and the Department of Health announce plans to implement a two-year internship training programme for South African doctors.

2003 January: The Graduate Entry Medical Programme (GEMP) is introduced. With the introduction of the GEMP, successful applicants in possession of a university degree can enter the MBCh at the third year level. Fifteen graduates register.

• A new MBCh curriculum is introduced.
• The Rural Public Health and Health and Health Transitions Unit attains MRC status.
• June: The Johannesburg Council Cardiac Rehabilitation Centre (opened in 1982) moves to the Wits Education Campus.
• The Wits Metro Cardiogym (WMC) is launched as an integral part of the Centre for Exercise Science and Sports Medicine.
• The Wits Initiative for Rural Health Education (WIRHE) scholarship programme is introduced. It works with health districts in North West and Mpumalanga Provinces to identify and fund rural students with the potential to complete university-level health professions courses.
• The first kidney/pancreas transplant operation is performed by Professor Bert Myburgh: a first in South Africa. A kidney/pancreas transplant programme is established.
• The Old Dental Hospital and Convent is converted to house the Wits School of the Arts.

2004 The Bachelor of Health Sciences (BHSc) degree is introduced.

• The MScMed in Bioethics and Health Law is introduced.
• A new Foetal and Maternal Medicine Unit opens at the Chris Hani Baragwanath Hospital. The Integrated Management of Childhood Illness (IMCI) Programme in Paediatrics is introduced.
• October: The Wits Centre for Exercise Science and Sports Medicine is launched. The Centre is established to develop aspects of teaching (primarily postgraduate), research and service provision in the fields of exercise science and sports medicine. It is situated on the Wits Education Campus. Its founding director is Dr Demitri Constantinou.
• Health Sciences students start a primary health care clinic at the Holy Trinity Catholic Church in Braamfontein, Trinity Health Service, assisting the homeless, unemployed and foreign migrants in the Johannesburg CBD.

2005 December: The Division of Emergency Medicine is established after Emergency Medicine is registered as a principle specialty by the Health Professions Council of South Africa in 2003. The Netcare Foundation Chair of Emergency Medicine is established with an initial grant from Netcare and will continue until 2009. The first Professor and Head of the Division of Emergency Medicine (DEM) is Professor Campbell McFarlane.

• The RMPRU is split into two entities with Professor Shabir Madhi as Co-Director of the Unit with the MRC and Wits at Chris Hani Baragwanath Hospital, and the Surveillance and Molecular part of the Unit moving to the NICD as a Unit of the MRC and the NHLS. Professor Keith Klugman remains Co-Director of the Unit at Chris Hani Baragwanath Hospital and a Consultant to the Unit at the NICD.

2006 The Gauteng Department of Health partners with Wits to develop a course in Health Promotion.

• April: The Hand and Upper Limb Surgical Unit becomes a self-contained unit at the Chris Hani Baragwanath Hospital; the first such unit in Africa. African Rainbow Minerals, the Anglo American Chairman’s Fund, AVI, Gold Fields, Impala Platinum and Scaw Metals contribute two-thirds of the R6 million funding raised. The Gauteng Health Department endorses, contributes to renovations and launches the unit on 4 February 2005. It is headed by Dr Walter Stuart.

• Two Centres are approved by Council: The Steve Biko Centre for Bioethics and the Centre for Rural Health.

• December: The first group of GEMP students graduates.
• December: The first group of BHSc students graduates.
2007 February: The Steve Biko Centre for Bioethics is inaugurated.
• The Department of Nursing Education celebrates its 70th anniversary.

2008 The Centre for Rural Health co-hosts a national workshop to launch the Clinical Associates Programme with the National Department of Health.
• March: The Centre for Exercise Science and Sports Medicine (CESSM) is inaugurated as the first FIFA Medical Centre of Excellence in Africa.
• Council approves in principle a proposal for the establishment of a Nelson Mandela Children’s Hospital to be located on the Wits Education Campus. It is intended to open the hospital in 2014. The hospital will provide 200 beds to patients with a planned expansion to 300 beds at a later stage. It will be run in partnership with government, Wits and other private institutions.
• The first renal and pancreas transplant in a child in South Africa is performed at the Wits Donald Gordon Medical Centre. The medical team includes Dr Gary Fetter, Professor Russell Britz and Professor JR Botha.
• The Reproductive Health and HIV Research Unit (RHRU) is re-designated as a World Health Organization Collaborating Centre.
• Two Research Thrusts are approved by Senate: Diseases of Lifestyle: an Emerging African Problem (driven by Karen Sliwa Hanle and Nigel Crowther) and the Molecular Biosciences Research Thrust (driven by Michele Ramsay and Chrissie Rey).

2009 Bachelor of Clinical Medical Practice (BCMP), a three-year programme, is introduced for the training of clinical associates in collaboration with National, Gauteng and North West Departments of Health. 25 students register for the course.
• The MMed (Medical Genetics) and MSc (Epidemiology) are offered for the first time.
• Name changes: the Master of Family Medicine becomes the MMed (Family Medicine); the Diploma in Advanced Occupational Therapy becomes the Postgraduate Diploma in Occupational Therapy; the Diploma in Advanced Physiotherapy becomes the Postgraduate Diploma in Physiotherapy.
• The Wits Centre for Rural Health, approved by Senate and Council in 2007, is launched by the Deputy Minister of Health, Dr Molefi Sefularo. It is headed by Professor Ian Couper.
• A Faculty Assembly is held as part of Ethics Alive: Professionalism: Yesterday, Today and Tomorrow arranged by the Steve Biko Centre for Bioethics. The Faculty reaffirms its commitment to professionalism in health care. A plaque is erected in the entrance foyer.

2010 The building of a School of Public Health on the Wits Education Campus commences at a cost of R140 million. Jonathan Stone Architects is commissioned to design the building.
• The Faculty purchases the Human Rights Commission’s building on the corner of York and St Andrews Roads.
• The Department of Nursing Education launches the eponymous Albertina Sisulu Lecture series as part of celebrating the International Year of the Nurse 2010.
• The Centre for Exercise Science and Sports Medicine and its staff, together with Faculty volunteers, play an integral role in medical service provision for the 2010 FIFA World Cup South Africa™.
• The FIFA Chief Medical Officer, Professor Jirí Dvorák, presents the 2010 AJ Orenstein Memorial Lecture.
• The Alumnus Diaspora Programme is launched to boost the strength of the alumni network, stimulate dialogue and help to establish further collaborative and exchange partnerships with international institutions.
• The American International Health Alliance (AIHA) announces the formation of a partnership in South Africa that will support the US President’s Emergency Plan for AIDS Relief (PEPFAR) by increasing human resources for health. Established with support from CDC/South Africa
and in cooperation with the South Africa National Department of Health, this HIV/AIDS Twinning Center partnership links the Clinical Associates Programme with Emory University School of Medicine’s Physician Assistant Program in Atlanta.

• The first four WIRHE students graduate.

• Wits is acknowledged as the South African institution which produced the most scientific research publications pertaining to HIV/AIDS between 1996 and 2006.

2011

Some 70% of the original 3 200 neonates in Birth to Ten (BT10) are still being followed. The cohort changes its name to Birth to 20plus and is incorporated into a new University/MRC Unit, the Developmental Pathways for Health Research Unit (DPHRU) which is under the directorship of Associate Professor Shane Norris.

• December: The DPHRU receives official unit status from the University Research Committee and the SA Medical Research Council. Its mandate has evolved from research conducted by the MRC/WITS Mineral Metabolism Research Unit (MMRU) and the Birth to Twenty Research Programme (BT20). It addresses the national priorities of increasing life expectancy, decreasing maternal and child mortality and strengthening health systems effectiveness.

• 1 April: The transfer of the Human Rights building takes place. It is (temporarily) called the 29 Princess of Wales Terrace building. The building is purchased with funding from Wits, the Faculty of Health Sciences and the Wits Foundation.

• August: The 55th anniversary of the Anatomy Luncheon Club is celebrated. It is addressed by Professor Phillip Tobias.

• December: Graduation of the first Clinical Associates cohort.

2012

A DST/NRF South African Research Chair in HIV Vaccine Translational Research is awarded to the Perinatal HIV Research Unit (Director: Professor Glenda Gray) in the Department of Paediatrics, School of Clinical Medicine.

• 3 May: To commemorate the 90th anniversary of Wits University and to support the Faculty, Johannesburg City Parks redesigns and replants the medicinal plant garden. Over 40 species of medicinal plants are now in the garden. A plaque is unveiled to commemorate the event and the symbolic planting of trees takes place.

• 31 July: The Faculty together with the Aurum Institute for Health Research, sign a joint agreement whereby a multi-dimensional approach towards research into the dual TB/HIV epidemics in South Africa will be facilitated.

• The Department of Nursing Education celebrates its 75th anniversary.

• The Department of Orthopaedic Surgery celebrates its 50th anniversary.

• The Adler Museum of Medicine celebrates its 50th anniversary.

• 22 November: The construction of Phase 1, the refurbishment project of 29 Princess of Wales Terrace building commences. Campus Development Planning (CDP) appoints Tyris Construction to undertake the construction over an eleven month period. In honour of late Professor Phillip V Tobias’ dedication and invaluable contribution to teaching, research and scholarship to the Faculty, the African continent and beyond, it is renamed the Phillip V Tobias Health Sciences Building. Refurbishment of the building is funded by the Department of Higher Education and Training, Wits and the Faculty.

• December: The Faculty honours twelve retired staff members at the annual Honours and Awards function. They are: Professor Mario Altini, Professor Mary Edginton, Professor John Gear, Dr Keith Heimann, Ms Phyllis Hyde, Professor Charles Isaacson, Professor Emeritus Barry Mendelow, Professor Emeritus William Pick, Professor Johannes Petrus Reynke, Associate Professor Alan Rothberg, Associate Professor Aimee Stewart and Professor Eniko (Nicky) Veres, who all receive special Service Excellence Awards to celebrate their years of dedicated service to the Faculty and to commemorate Wits’ 90 years of service excellence.

• The old Medical School is now the home of the National Institute for Occupational Health (NIOH). The East Campus Dental School and Hospital building is now the home of the Wits School of Arts.
### Deans 1922 – 2012

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Year</th>
<th>Name</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>1922</td>
<td>Edward Phillip Stibbe</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1923-1925</td>
<td>John Mitchell Watt</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1926-1943</td>
<td>Raymond Arthur Dart</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1944</td>
<td>A Sutherland Strachan</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1945-1947</td>
<td>John Mitchell Watt</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1948-1949</td>
<td>Arthur D Stammers</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1950-1956</td>
<td>William E Underwood</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1957-1958</td>
<td>Ockert Stephanus Heyns</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1959</td>
<td>Guy Abercrombie Elliott</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1960-1962</td>
<td>Eustace Henry Cluver</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1964-1977</td>
<td>François Daubenton</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1978-1979</td>
<td>Robert William Charlton</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1980-1982</td>
<td>Phillip Vallentine Tobias</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1983</td>
<td>Saul Zwi</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1984-1986</td>
<td>Maurice McGregor</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1987-1989</td>
<td>Clive Rosendorff</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1990-1991</td>
<td>John Milne</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1992-1993</td>
<td>Thomas Hamilton Bothwell</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1994-1995</td>
<td>George Alan Desmond Hart</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1996-2006</td>
<td>Max Rodney Price</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2006-2010</td>
<td>Helen Patricia Laburn</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2011-</td>
<td>Ahmed Abdulhay Wadee</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

### A-Rated Researchers 2012

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Name</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Charles Feldman</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Glenda Gray</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Michael Kew</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Keith Klugman</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Shabir Madhi</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Duncan Mitchell</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>John Pettifor</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

### Recipients of South African National Orders

- **1987**: Order of the Southern Cross, Class I: Raymond Dart
- **1992**: Order for Meritorious Service, Gold Class: Phillip V Tobias
- **1999**: Order of the Southern Cross, Class II: Phillip V Tobias
- **2004**: Order of Mapungubwe, gold: Sydney Brenner
- **2004**: Order of Mapungubwe, bronze: Himladevi Soodyal
- **2007**: Order of Mapungubwe, silver: Valerie Mizrahi
- **2009**: Order of Mapungubwe, silver: Hendrik Koornhof
- **2012**: Order of Mapungubwe, silver: Barry Schoub
Wits Graduates and Graduates from other Universities who received additional Higher Degrees from the University Honoris Causa

**DOCTOR OF LAWS**

1925 (1): Porter C.
1926 (1): Evans S.
1927 (1): Watkins-Pitchford W.
1931 (1): Orenstein AJ.
1942 (1): Bird RV.
1945 (1): Macvicar N.
1958 (1): Cox A.
1969 (1): Cohen S.
1972 (1): Watt JM.
1974 (4): Adler C; Cluver EH; Gear HS; Shapiro M.
1976 (4): Berry TB; Breyer JH; Hossack FA; Shepherd GF.
1977 (1): Cobb WM.
1979 (2): Moross H (posthumous); Searle C.
1981 (1): Gluckman H.
1984 (1): Du Plessis DJ.
1992 (1): Shear M.
1995 (1): Seftel HC.
1998 (1): Charlton RW.
1999 (2): Motlana NH; Sisulu AN.
2001 (1): Bacher A.

**DOCTOR OF SCIENCE IN ENGINEERING**

2010 (1): Caro C.

**DOCTOR OF LITERATURE**

1934 (1): Leipoldt CL.
1939 (1): Sigerist HE.

**MASTER OF SCIENCE**

1985 (1): Hughes AR.

**DOCTOR OF SCIENCE**

1935 (1): Theiler A.
1938 (1): Hellman M.
1946 (1): Grasset E.
1949 (2): Du Toit PJ; Millot J.
1954 (1): Dreyer TF.
1958 (1): Drennan MR.
1964 (1): Dart R.
1965 (1): Le Gros Clark Sir W.
1972 (1): Brenner S.
1987 (1): Cohen S.
1994 (1): Tobias PV.
1998 (1): Bodmer Sir W.
2012 (1): Mitchell D.
Graduates 1924 – 2012

HIGHER DEGREES

DOCTOR OF SCIENCE IN DENTISTRY

1973 (1): Shear M.
1976 (2): Pindborg JJ (Honoris causa); Staz J (Honoris causa).
1991 (1): Cleaton-Jones PE.
2001 (1): Kieser JA.

DOCTOR OF SCIENCE IN MEDICINE

1949 (1): Mellanby E.
1981 (1): Metz J.
1982 (5): Kark SL (Honoris causa); Kew MC; Kincaid-Smith PS (Honoris causa); Milunsky A; Murray JF (Honoris causa).
1984 (2): Karnovsky MJ; Wyndham C (Honoris causa).
1985 (2): Jaffe N; Silverman NH.
1986 (2): Leary WPP; Wolpe J (Honoris causa).
1988 (1): Isaacson M.
1991 (2): Barlow JB (Honoris causa); Isaacs H (Physiology).
1992 (1): Schoub BD.
1993 (3): Jupp PG; Stein ZA (Honoris causa); Susser MW (Honoris causa).
1994 (2): Antunes MD; Bothwell TH (Honoris causa).
1996 (2): Hoffenberg Sir Raymond (Honoris causa); Myburgh JA (Honoris causa).
1997 (3): Hansen JD L (Honoris causa); Koornhof HJ (Honoris causa); Metz J (Honoris causa).
1999 (3): Chalmers BE (Obstetrics and Gynaecology); Spitz IM (Medicine); Wagstaff LA (Honoris causa).

DOCTOR OF DENTAL SURGERY

1929 (1): Shaw JCM.
1935 (1): Hutchinson ACW.
1937 (1): Staz J.
1940 (1): Abrahams LC.
1943 (1): Ockerse T.
1959 (1): Cohen B.
1930 (1): Stutterheim NA.
1931 (1): Slade GF.
1933 (1): Sachs W.
1935 (1): Dreosti AO.
1936 (1): Elsdon-Dew R.
1937 (1): Lewin W.
1938 (2): Berman C; Gear HS.
1939 (1): Rabinowitz A.
1940 (1): Javett SN.
1941 (1): Duthie C.
1942 (1): Levit H.
1944 (2): Bermann C; Gear HS.
1945 (1): Rabinowitz A.
1946 (6): Bischoff EW; Boshoff PH; Greak IJ; Lomey AL; Peskin M; Van Castricum MWEHS.
1947 (14): Bloomberg BM; Brink CJH (Preventive Medicine); Cochrane JWC; Erasmus JFP; Jooste EZJ (Gynaecology and Obstetrics); Lavery DWP (Gynaecology and Obstetrics); McGregor M (Medicine); Melzer L (Forensic Medicine); Morris RW; Ordman B; Ritchken J (Medicine); Rossiter NA (Medicine); Stein HB; Van Lingen B (Medicine).
1948 (7): Booker CG (Preventive Medicine); De Villiers JTM (Medicine); Gorvy V (Medicine); Hirswitz L (Medicine); Schepers GWH (Neurology); Wolpe J (Psychiatry); Woods IAM (Preventive Medicine).
1949 (4): Bradlow BA (Medicine); Le Riché WH (Preventive Medicine); Kaplan S (Medicine); Naylor AC (Obstetrics and Gynaecology).
1950 (3): Adler LD (Preventive Medicine); Altmann A; Van Dongen LGR (Obstetrics and Gynaecology).
1951 (8): Adelstein AM; Becklake MR; Fasser E; Freed LF; Murray NL; Reinhold ML; Rudolph AM; Scott WF.
1952 (4): Baskind E; Praag JJ; Saner RG; Sax S.
1953 (6): Allen CE; Bothwell TH; Jacobs HD; Kahn E; Neser FN; Targowsky I.
1954 (10): Cohen S; Cooper HH; Goldberg B; Hirszowitz BI; Holman S; Kark SL; Randall TW; Rosen I; Uys CJ; Warren RSTH.
1955 (2): Segal F; Warren GS.
1956 (4): Barkman P; Gillis LS; Newby D; Shippel S.
1957 (3): Fleming PW; Marchand PE; Weinbren HK.
1958 (8): Adams EB; Braudo JL; Friedman J; Hersov LA; Reinhold FH; Schneider J; Schneider T; Zion MM.
1959 (3): Grobbelaar BG; McKechnie JK; Metz J.
1960 (1): Bignault WJ.
1961 (5): Caro CG; Fouché FP (Honoris causa); Simson IW; Twomey MJ; Weinbren MP.
1962 (5): Griffiths JM; Kramer S; Vivier LMvE; Wagner JC; Zoutendyk A.
1963 (9): Bradlow BA; Charlton RW; Doncaster CP; Fleishman SJ; Isaacs H; Mendelsohn D; Rabinowitz D; Siew S; Taitz LS.
1964 (3): Gale GE; McConnachie ELF; Stevens K.
1965 (5): Kloffler AI; Mendels J; Schamroth L; Woebner KA; Zail SS.
1966 (5): Cosnett JE; Friedman M; Jacobs P; Kolvin I; Rosenberg CM. Brebner IW (Honoris causa) Craib WH (Honoris causa)
1967 (5): Allan JC; Blecher JA; Holloway R; Opperman AV; Ulman H.
1968 (7): Barlow JB; Elliot GA (Honoris causa); Glaich JD; Kew MC; Kreel L; Notelovitz M; Vail DT (Honoris causa).
1969 (8): Braude H; Chesler E; Duchen LW; Friedberg D; Leibowitz S; Levin AR; Ordman D (Honoris causa);
1970 (4): Hoffman JJE; Lynch SR; Spencer IWF; Vinik AL.
1971 (6): Borowitz AH; Joffe WG; Katz G; Morris CDW; Robins AH; Spitz IMG.
1972 (4): Gomperts ED; Katz J; Serebro HA; Suzman MM (Honoris causa).
1973 (4): Lakier JB; Lee JA; Isaacson M; Schonland MM.
1974 (7): Becklake M (Honoris causa); Gear JHS (Honoris causa); Jackson RA; Luntz MH; McGregor M (Honoris causa); Paton DM; Soddy AG.
1975 (4): Adno J; De Meillon B (Honoris causa); Joffe BI; Malherbe HH.
1976 (3): Green R; Roberston EJ; Silove ED.
1977 (7): Berry AV; Cole GC; Epstein NA; Gaylis H; Lewis BS; Rabkin R; Rosendorff C.
1978 (1): Gordon YB.
1979 (4): Isaacson C; Louw JH (Honoris causa); Wells LH (Honoris causa); Whiting DA.
1980 (1): Bobrow M.
2008 (1): English TA H (Honoris causa); Spitz L (Honoris causa).

DOCTOR OF PHILOSOPHY

1974 (1): Adler, EB (Honoris causa).
1975 (2): Jupp PG; Van Tonder SV.
1976 (1): Little J.
1977 (2): Anderson R; Lomnitzer R.
1978 (1): Sayers MH.
1980 (1): Klatzow DJ.
1982 (3): Fourie PB; Van der Westhuysen J; Wadee AA.
1983 (2): Bezwoda WR; Joffe MI.
1984 (2): Derman DP; Rodrigues Pinto MdCdS.
1985 (7): Demetriades D; Herman MJ; Jansen van Vuuren CJ; Klein T; Lane AB; Richardson NJ (posthumously); Shires R.
1986 (10): Beenakker JC; Chetty N; Gillooly MA; Irwig LM; Kromberg JGR; Miliotis MD; Rosendorff J; Schreier RA; Sipeker LJ; Svensson LG.
1987 (7): Abelson NM; Baynes RD; Crespi M; Goodman M; Gregor RT; Newlands G; Saunders LD.
1988 (3): Kallenbach JM; Shepherd AJ; Preston CB.
1989 (6): Ballot D E; Fonn S (Community Health); Hammond M (Community Health); Kaiser JA; Macfarlane BJ (Medicine); Robinson MF (Nuclear Medicine).
1990 (6): Butkow N (Physiology); Forman MB (Medicine); James MFM (Physiology); Lewis JJ (Physiology); Wegerhoff FO (Medical Microbiology); Whistler T (Virology).
1991 (9): Bilchik AJ (Physiology); Boyle DM (Chemical Pathology); Feldman C (Medicine); Liebowitz LD (Medical Microbiology); McLaren PA (Community Health); Pinto-Exposto FdLMP (Medical Microbiology); Rothberg AD (Paediatrics); Schiefer RE (Medicine); Wylie BA (Medical Microbiology).
1992 (9): Cohen RI (Anatomical Pathology); Giangregorio A (Chemical Pathology); Hnizdo E (Community Health); Jacobson BF (Haematology); Lambert S (Haematology); Richards GA (Medicine); Spurde AB (Human Genetics); Temlett JA (Medicine); Touyz RM (Medicine).
1993 (12): Besselaar TG (Anatomical Pathology); Hammond-Tooke GD (Medicine); Hildebrandt EF (Nursing Education); Kedda M-A (Human Genetics); Manga P (Medicine); Marques IM (Human Genetics); Norton GR (Physiology); Ripamonti U (Orthopaedic Surgery); Soodyall H (Human Genetics); Sussman G (Immunology); Tiemessen CT (Virology); Vieira-Makings EG (Haematology).
1994 (8): Golombick T (Medicine); Gray CM (Surgery); Lakhoo K (Surgery); Potgieter E (Medical Microbiology); Stark JH (Surgery); Steyn M (Anatomy and Human Biology); Taitz C (Anatomy and Human Biology); Zwi AB (Community Health).
1995 (4): Bischof FM (Orthopaedic Surgery); Krause A (Human Genetics); Stevens G (Human Genetics); Windsor HM (Medical Microbiology).
1996 (5): Danckwerts MP (Pharmacy); Evans SG (Pharmacology); Gulmezoglu AM (Obstetrics and Gynaecology); Kielkowski D (Community Health); Woodiwiss AJ (Physiology).
1997 (8): Freinkel AL (Anatomical Pathology); Goldman A (Human Genetics); Hatzitheofilou C (Surgery); Levy H (Medicine); Manga P (Human Genetics); Mason RJ (Surgery); Patel M (Tropical Diseases); Van Zyl RL (Experimental and Clinical Pharmacology).
1998 (15): Bremner RM (Surgery); Burt FJ (Virology); Chezzi C (Virology); Duneas N (Orthopaedic Surgery); Eales CJ (Physiotherapy); Felix MA (Community Health); Gilbert L (Community Health); Greeff RM (Paediatrics and Child
Ginsburg C (Paediatrics and Child Health); Green VA (Molecular Medicine and Haematology); Igumbor JO (Therapeutic Sciences); Janse van Rensburg AB-R (Psychiatry); Jansen van Vuren P (Virology); Lundgren AC (Anaesthesiology); Maleka MED (Physiotherapy); Marais M (Physiology); Mlambo CK (Clinical Microbiology and Infectious Diseases); Prabdial-Sing N (Virology); Redelinghuys M (Physiology); Sartorius BKD (Community Health); Scott L (Physiology); Smuts KB (Internal Medicine); Subramaney U (Psychiatry); Toman M (Chemical Pathology); Vangu M-D-T’EW (Radiation Oncology); Viana RV (Internal Medicine); Wood W-A (Physiotherapy).

2012 (26): Alexandre KB (Virology); Ballington MC (Physiotherapy); Banyini AV (Public Health); Chirambo GM (Chemical Pathology); Feeley ABB (Paediatrics and Child Health); Hodkinson BD (Surgery); Loubser HJ (Nursing Education); Maelope-Kgokong BI (Public Health); Marinda E (Public Health); Mathibe-Neke JM (Nursing Education); Mbindyo PM (Public Health); Moar JJ (Forensic Pathology); Moshabela MM (Public Health); Mshunqane N (Physiotherapy); Naicker N (Paediatrics and Child Health); Nduna M (Public Health); Nelson G (Public Health); Ngwuluka N (Pharmacy); Rivett LA (Physiotherapy); Schneider M (Public Health); Spillings BL (Virology); Swanepoel AJ (Public Health); Swanepoel T (Physiology); Van der Lingen L (Paediatrics and Child Health); Vezenegho SB (Virology).

DOCTOR OF PHILOSOPHY IN DENTISTRY

1975 (1): Retief DH.
1980 (1): Volchansky A.
1981 (1): Mizrahi E.
1984 (1): Wolfaar JF.
1993 (1): Aulsebrook WA (Experimental Odontology).
1999 (1): MacKown JM (Dental Research Unit).

DOCTOR OF PHILOSOPHY IN MEDICINE

1973 (1): Lipschitz DA.
1974 (4): Beighton PH; Colman N; Jacobs P; Kew MC.
1975 (5): Freedman J; Freedman RS; Lipschitz R; Rakusin W; Sottomayor MCCG.
1976 (3): Disler PB; Hinder RA; Van As AWW.
1977 (1): Margo GM.
1978 (3): Buchanan N; Ferreira AA; Mendelow AD.
1979 (2): Jacobs MR; Rippey JJ.
1980 (7): Block CS; Levien LJ; Mendelow BV; Pettifor JM; Sher R; Spitz L; Sweet MBE.
1981 (4): Atkinson PM; Fernandes-Costa FJTD; Neppe VM; Stein EA.
1982 (2): Robins-Browne RM; MacPhail AP.
1984 (1): Van Dellen JR.
1985 (1): Paterson AC.
1986 (5): Antunes MdJ; Fritz VU; Gordon NF; Husemeyer RP; Klempman S.
1987 (3): Herber SM; Hull PR; Marks KH.
1989 (1): Herman AAB (Community Health).
MASTER OF DENTAL SURGERY

1948 (1): De Villiers JFvdS.
1953 (1): Beän N.
1960 (1): Melcher AH.
1961 (2): Jacobson A; Shear M.
1966 (1): Berman MS.

MASTER OF DENTISTRY

1965 (1): Joffe BM.

MASTER OF DENTISTRY IN THE SPECIALTY OF COMMUNITY DENTISTRY

1987 (1): Gugushe TS.
1988 (1): Chikte UME.
1998 (2): Cohen TL; Josie-Perez AM.
2001 (1): Kopsala JT.
2002 (1): Mathabathe NC.
2007 (2): Bhayat A; Nemutandani MS.
2009 (1): Malele Y.
2012 (2): Molete MP; Thekiso MD.

MASTER OF DENTISTRY IN THE SPECIALTY OF MAXILLO-FACIAL AND ORAL SURGERY

1978 (1): Lownie JF.
1980 (2): Rosenberg I; Struthers P.
1981 (5): Beaumont ER; Lurie R; Langenegger JJ; Meerkotter VA; Ostrofsky MK.
1983 (2): Bischoff PJ; Garwood AJ.
1984 (2): Cohen MA; Kola AH.
1985 (3): Berezowski BM; Shakenovsky BN; Vally IM.
1986 (1): Boyes-Varley JG.
1987 (2): Fisher JT; Greenberg HC.
1988 (1): Haffejee HGM.
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2008 (22): Anifowoshe-Kehinde AW (Health Policy and Management); Berthet E-M (Health Policy and Management); Bosch C (Occupational Hygiene); Chester SJ (Occupational Hygiene); Ezeh NF (Health Policy and Management); Heslop JM (Disaster Management); Hloo-Moonsamy VJ (Health Measurement); Iloabanafor CO (Health Policy and Management); Jacobs PJ (Occupational Hygiene); Khan F (Health Policy and Management); Kigozi LJ (Health Policy and Management); Makgatho PM (Occupational Hygiene); Mutoane TAM (Health Policy and Management); Odoo PA (Health Measurement); O’Hara OR (Health Policy and Management); Pursell IR (Health Policy and Management); Ramokate T (Health Policy and Management); Randolph RW (Occupational Hygiene); Rembuluwani A (Health Policy and Management); Sahdeo J (Disaster Management); Smith C; Xulu TL (Health Policy and Management).

2009 (18): Dayal H (Health Policy and Management); Dungu P EM (Disaster Management); Doyle BA (Occupational Hygiene); Ferreira EF (Occupational Hygiene); Govender U (Health Policy and Management); Habimana P (Health Measurement); Huna BD (Occupational Hygiene); Kautzky KJM (Health Measurement); Kemley DM (Occupational Hygiene); Letshokgohla ME (Hospital Management); Masaka E (Occupational Hygiene); Mabu NZ (Health Policy and Management); Mntambo AQ (Health Measurement); Moabi RM (Disaster Management); Ncholo EK (Health Policy and Management); Raphaely NT (Health Policy and Management); Sibanyoni JM (Health Systems and Policy); Thopola TH (Occupational Hygiene).

2010 (14): Ching’Andu AM (Maternal and Child Health); Du Toit AZ (Occupational Hygiene); Julius HP (Health Policy and Management); Kirsten R (Hospital Management); Luppe T (Health Systems and Policy); Mabuza JJ (Health Policy and Management); Mojaki ME (Hospital Management); Moji TD (Community Health); Motloung TP (Health Policy and Management); Mulenga LK (Health Policy and Management); Njando S (Health Policy and Management); Naidoo A (Hospital Management); Ntsuba HS (Occupational Hygiene).

2011 (41): Abusomwan OE (Health Systems and Policy); Bogoshi GM (Hospital Management);Brits PJ (Occupational Hygiene); Cavric G (Health Policy and Management); Chaka AP (Hospital Management); Chanda LT (Health Policy and Management); Jacobs-Jokhan D (Health Policy and Management); Lesele MR (Hospital Management); Likibi ML (Hospital Management); Lobelo ME (Hospital Management); Loots J JM (Hospital Management); Lourens AE (Hospital Management); Maarohanye RPG (Hospital Management); Mabilia MA (Hospital Management); Madike EL (Hospital Management); Malinga G-RC (Occupational Hygiene); Maluleke B (Hospital Management); Manamela MJ (Hospital Management); Moalusi OL (Hospital Management); Мogotsi BR (Hospital Management); Moloko SJ (Hospital Management); Mongatlane MA (Hospital Management); Mosedi AT (Hospital Management); Mothoagae MP (Hospital Management); Mwesigwa JB (Health Policy and Management); N’g’ang’a N (Health Policy and Management); Nsikhu SR (Hospital Management); Ntsaka HS (Occupational Hygiene); Oliwer E (Health Policy and Management); Otieno FA (Hospital Management); Prithviraj TG (Health Policy and Management); Reachable J (Hospital Management); Resing AS (Hospital Management); Sinyange G (Health Policy and Management); Tshima GT (Hospital Management); Tshimashu GA (Hospital Management); Ubogu OL (Hospital Management); Van Zyl GS (Social Behaviour and Change Communication); Wang S-CJ (Health Policy and Management).

2012 (31): Chizimba RM (Social and Behaviour Communication); Dijong KD (Hospital Management); Fisher TSJ (Hospital Management); Fredericks MB (Health Policy and Management); Kesiwe SB (Occupational Hygiene); Louw MC (Hospital Management); Makhanya FM (Health Policy and Management); MANGESI L (Health Policy and Management); Mashishi MM (Hospital Management); Mautjana MN (Hospital Management); Mboweni AE (Hospital Management); Mdlokamororo R (Health Policy and Management); Medeossi BJS (Social and Behaviour Change Communication); Mirembo JCF (Occupational Hygiene); Modiko SO (Hospital Management); Mokatsane EP (Hospital Management); Monticelli FEC (Health Systems and Policy); Ndiaye M (Health Measurement); Ndlovu S (Health Policy and Management); Nhlapo MT (Hospital Management); Ntsuke DS (Hospital Management); Nyathi FBB (Hospital Management); Olojede OL (Health Systems and Policy); Phala MS (Hospital Management); Pito KB (Hospital Management); Quan VC (Maternal and Child Health); Ramroop S (Occupational Hygiene); Sejake SB (Health Policy and Management); Sikwese SE (Social and Behaviour Change Communication); Sohab N (Health Policy and Management); Tsibolane MP (Hospital Management).
MASTER OF SURGERY

1940 (1): Erasmus JFP.
1944 (1): Girdwood W.
1945 (1): Enslin TB.
1946 (3): Laubscher AE; Louw NHJ; Reitz H.
1949 (1): Muskat AD (General Surgery).
1951 (2): Allan JC; Du Plessis DJ.
1952 (1): Kisner CD.
1953 (4): Gaylis H; Kerr EM; Marchand PE; Morris C.
1954 (2): Hattingh PW; Mendelow H.
1955 (1): Abro E.
1956 (3): Knocker PAH; Southgate IGP; Stuart RWG.
1962 (2): Macgregor I; Toker C.
1964 (3): Lawson HH; Lorentz TG; Wypkema W.
1965 (1): Du Plessis LA.
1966 (2): Miény CJ; Myburgh JA.
1967 (1): Nayman J.
1968 (2): Bremner CG; Van Rooyen AJL.
1970 (2): Galasko CSB; Tinker J.
1971 (1): Gruebel Lee EC.
1973 (1): Klenerman L.
1976 (2): Jerksy J; Trevor-Jones TR.

MASTER OF SCIENCE IN DENTISTRY

1980 (3): McInnes PM (Experimental Odontology); Rifkin AJ (Conservative Dentistry); Rothschild RS (General Physiology).
1981 (7): Collis J; Jodaikin A (Experimental Odontology); Kotkin H; Rudick A; Touyz LZG (General Physiology); Vieira EG; Weber ZJ.
1982 (18): Dell D (Oral Medicine and Periodontology); Friedman AM (Prosthetic Dentistry and General Anatomy); Hatchuel AI (General Physiology); Ichilcik E (Oral Pathology); Katz HC (Oral Pathology); Kirshon MJ (Orthodontics); Kramer N (Oral Pathology); Powter RG (Experimental Odontology); Richman MJ (Oral Medicine and Periodontology); Rudolph MJ (Experimental Odontology); Sandler HJ (Oral Pathology); Shapiro J (Oral Medicine and Periodontology); Sher AM (Experimental Odontology); Smit AA (General Physiology); Taylor MB (General Physiology); Theron W; Williams SDL (Experimental Odontology); Wolmer H (Community Dentistry).
1983 (3): Buch B (Oral Medicine and Periodontology); Nasser L (General Anatomy); Rosen M (General Physiology).
1984 (8): Benjamin N (Experimental Odontology); Chama RA (Oral Pathology); Fleming DA (Oral Pathology); Pakter YM (Orthodontics); Rakusin H (Oral Medicine and Periodontology); Schmid RO (Experimental Odontology); Setzer S (Experimental Odontology); Veres EM (Prosthetic Dentistry).
1985 (4): Hellig MI (Oral Pathology); Löfstedt PJ (General Physiology); Luke JA (General Physiology); Ristic B (Prosthetic Dentistry).
1986 (8): Burger SPP (Experimental Odontology); Flax SJ (Orthodontics); Gnesin B (Community Dentistry); Hurwitz B (Experimental Odontology); Jackson MA (Orthodontics); Rumbak A (Orthodontics); Sher CR (Orthodontics); Sledziewski WN (Conservative Dentistry).
1987 (8): Africa CWJ (Experimental Odontology); Bamjee Y (Experimental Odontology); Christelis A (Conservative Dentistry); Finkelstein MV (Experimental Odontology and Maxillo-facial and Oral Surgery); Grossman ES (Experimental Odontology); Jones RRH (Experimental Odontology); Lewis AJ (Community Dentistry); Prinsloo BM (General Physiology).
1988 (6): Dockrat MS (Experimental Odontology); Katz RA (General Anatomy); Melman GE (Conservative Dentistry); Shackleton JL (Prosthetic Dentistry); Traub AJ (Oral Pathology); Traub HR (Oral Pathology).
1989 (6): Dean RM (Conservative Dentistry); Docrat M (Experimental Odontology); Gordon JJ (Community Dentistry); Pieterse H (Experimental Odontology); Sparrius O (Experimental Odontology); Van der Merwe C (Community Dentistry).
1990 (2): Dullabh HD (Prosthetic Dentistry); Slabbert HdV (Oral Pathology).
1991 (5): Benn AML (Oral Pathology); MacKeown JM (Experimental Odontology); Marks R (Orthodontics); Tuit CM (Conservative Dentistry); Van Wyk JH (Experimental Odontology).
1993 (2): Meyerowitz JM (Conservative Dentistry); Mizrahi B (Orthodontics).
1994 (6): Esra IM (Orthodontics); Heliotis M (Experimental Odontology); Laher A (Experimental Odontology); Schier GM (Experimental Odontology); Tsakiris PC (General Anatomy); Wertheimer MB (Experimental Odontology).
1995 (8): Klompas J (Experimental Odontology); Kruger LR (Experimental Odontology); Lowe LG (Experimental Odontology); Magan A (Experimental Odontology); Mani SP (Maxillo-facial and Oral Surgery); Milstein L (Experimental Odontology); Nissenbaum M (Maxillo-facial and Oral Surgery); Pessinis P (General Anatomy).
1996 (6): Bechar AN (Community Dentistry); Buskin RH (Experimental Odontology); Chetty AD (Experimental Odontology); Khan MN (Experimental Odontology); Motlekar HB (Oral Pathology); Ward GJ (Experimental Odontology).
1998 (3): Chien MM-J (Experimental Odontology); Stramotas S (Experimental Odontology); Wagner ZS (Maxillo-facial and Oral Surgery).
1999 (3): Karic V; Ksiezycki-Ostoya BK (Orthodontics); Uria L (Orthodontics).
2000 (2): Bhayat A (Experimental Odontology); Molefe MI (Community Dentistry).
2001 (4): Bajomo AS; Lewis HA; Mistry D; Sindhu R (Restorative Dentistry).
2004 (1): Green CE (Experimental Odontology).
2007 (6): Harkison BN (Experimental Odontology); Keber M (Orthodontics); Morar A (Orthodontics); Ndlovu N (Prosthodontics); Rweyendela IH (Prosthodontics); Von Berg GB (Prosthodontics).
2008 (3): Green-Thompson NF (Orthodontics); Khannissa RAG (Oral Pathology); Tootla S (Paediatric and Restorative Dentistry).
2009 (5): Grundlingh AA (Experimental Odontology); Mekonnen Damtew M (Oral Pathology); Muianga MIDS (Prosthodontics); Ramphul A (Oral Pathology); Singh AS (Oral Pathology).
2010 (3): Doolabh R (Prosthodontics); Kungoane T (Oral Pathology); Munsamy C (Oral Pathology).
2011 (6): Beukes J (Maxillo-Facial and Oral Surgery); Botha A (Paediatric and Restorative Dentistry); Dullabh S (Oral Pathology); Porter MI (Surgery); Sibda A (Oral Pathology); Thomas E (Orthodontics).
2012 (7): Chamda RA (Orthodontics); Chandran R (Oral Pathology); Hira PG (Clinical Microbiology and Infectious Diseases); Huang W-H (Prosthodontics); Khan-Patel M (Prosthodontics); Nqobo CB (Prosthodontics); Singh-Rambiritch S (Prosthodontics).

MASTERS OF SCIENCE IN EPIDEMIOLOGY

2011 (5): Boniface RL (Biostatistics and Epidemiology); Mirira M (Biostatistics and Epidemiology); Muzah BP (Biostatistics and Epidemiology); Nyaundi CA (Biostatistics and Epidemiology); Sengayi MM (Biostatistics and Epidemiology).
2012 (8): Aliiraki L (Biostatistics and Epidemiology); Buchmann EJ (Biostatistics and Epidemiology); Mabhena N (Population-based Field Epidemiology); Manyeh AK (Population-based Field Epidemiology); Mkwanazi S (Biostatistics and Epidemiology); Mwagomba BL (Biostatistics and Epidemiology); Nabukalu D (Population-based Field Epidemiology); Ndambakuwa P (Population-based Field Epidemiology).
M A S T E R O F S C I E N C E IN M E D I C I N E

1977 (1): Van der Walt JA.
1979 (3): Barbakow HF; Joffe MI; Wadee AA.
1981 (2): Crespi M; Gaillard M-CG.
1982 (4): Georges RJ; Keong A; Mitchell R; Volberg T.
1983 (7): Biggeri YR; Chetty N; Kaye GB; Kleber EE; Pinkney-Atkinson VJ; Svensson LG, Wetterhahn NS.
1984 (6): Baker SG; De Klerk E; Eftychis EA; Eyberg CJ; Sandyk R; Whittaker DA.
1985 (2): Buch E; Stark JH.
1986 (9): Amaxopoulos C; Fernandes AC; Gelgor L; Gordon VS; Hart SL; McCulloch JC; Simon MO; Smith SM; Touyz RM.
1987 (9): Bowyer SM; Brookes RH; Davidson IH; Gray CM; Haitas B; Patel M; Sitas F; Toub LM; Wegerhoff FO.
1988 (7): Bilgeri YR; Chetty N; Kaye GB; Keber EE; Pinkney-Aitkinson VJ; Svensson LG, Wetterhahn NS.
1989 (9): Bird MD; Chezzi C; Dangor Y; Gerth van Wijk MY; Goyins HG (Honoris causa); Mdhlouvu MN; Papadopoulos KP; Patel JM; Siegenberg D.
1990 (19): Arrntzen L (Tropical Diseases); Boting L-A (Immunochemistry); Dunn DS (Human Genetics); Edginton MED (Community Health); Ferrinho PbLGM (Community Health); Jardine JL (Medical Microbiology); Lapinsky SE (Medicine); Mohamed AE (Medicine); Mokoetle KE (Community Health); Pilcher GJ (Medicine); Ratshikhopha ME (Medical Microbiology); Reavis SC (Haematology); Rees DJ (Community Health); Richardson JL (Medical Microbiology); Riedel L (Medicine); Soon Shiong P (Experimental and Clinical Pharmacology); Van den Berg IS (Medical Microbiology); Woodiwiss AJ (Physiology); Zwarenstein MF (Community Health).
1991 (16): Anderson GM; Areias AJS (Chemical Pathology); Asvat MS (Medicine); Benedict-Kenedi E; Burrow AB (Ophthalmology); Da Cruz IMR (Chemical Pathology); Demetriou AM; Esway E; Felger HG (Medical Microbiology); Gray MA (Human Genetics); Kopinski SM (Medicine); Lamparelli RDV (Medicine); Langhout RW; Msiza BL (Chemical Pathology); Muthivhi TN; Rispel LC (Community Health).
1992 (13): Buchmann EJ; Charalambides DN; Clara AM; Coplan KA; Corneilje H; Jairam KL; Levy B; Lowe RE; Panz VR; Sack MN; Smit AM; Stewart AV; Veale DJH.
1993 (9): Cavalerios M; Cromarty AD; De Almeida MDVF; Hartford CGF; Kemp A; Saloojee H; Shankman S; Steenekamp JHB; Van den Berg A.
1994 (8): Bartie C; Byarugaba J; Cohen LI; Hain FM; Kaplan AH; Morar B; Mthwalo MM; Reed RP.
1995 (11): Amois KD; Benson FG; Cohen D; De Villiers JJ; Gordon C; Ickinger C; Kraffit I; Nelson G; Pomario T; Speechly DP; Van Beukering J.
1996 (14): Chimere-Dan GC; Friedman B; Girson LA; Kandl H; Leong M-YG; Makola DJJ; Mattson DT; Mavunda RD; Palexas GN; Pemba EN; Prinsloo F; Rabinowitz L; Starfield ML; Thomas NG.
1997 (11): Clur S-AB; Jackson JH; Leon M; Mampuru MS; Mbengahe TD; McClure WPJ; Naran NH; Richardt D; Torres G; Wagner NM; Wessels TM.
1998 (18): Aliywa-Oba DA; Clarence VML; Coelho Haméne HEMR; Dangerfield BTF; Hartshorne CJ; Hendricks MH; Hewitt RM; Israelbstam MBJ; Jacklin LB; Kirchmann NH; Manga N; Mutesasira AS; Oskowitz B; Richards PDG; Rovelli S; Schofield GM; Sekele PVC; Theron CG.
1999 (24): Basu D; Bredell WJ; Castelman BA; Craig PA; Dartnall EA; De Vos CL; Geyer R; Hawridge AJ; John PR; Magongoa DIS; Martins CSP; Matsaba TN; Meddows-Taylor S; Mwanda NB; Pillay V; Porteus KA; Radebe BZ; Rosen EU; Sekete PD; Skenjana INB; Swartz JE; Thomas C; Turner AA; Wang X.
2000 (11): Ahmed R; Alagiozoglou PS; Baptista MdCP; Buthelezi EP; Kularatne RS; Ogilvie EM; Padoa CJ; Roberts KA; Rodrigues MAF; Teckie G; Vogel WM.
2001 (2): Adno AM; Ally R; Bianchi PC; Calverley AE; Cilliers RA; Couper J; Crooks J; Dorf C; Green KR; Grobler MAA; Hla MM; Laubscher AC; Mashishi TN; Melissas J; Msimang JJ; Nel MJ; Panagiotou S; Phungwayo MA; Reiter L; Rekhiashvili N; Somoonga C; Stermer T; Toogood BR; Vawda N; Vonhmn BT.
2002 (15): Basu JK; Chipeta JB; Cumming BM; Eddy C-A; Khusal P; Ludewick HP; Martins MdCS; McNamara L; Mkopi AB; Naidoo S; Nyanpiep LN; Oduqwa SO; Oduro AR; Radebe FM; Shingwenyana N; Singh T; Sundy E; Taiwo TO.
2003 (29): Bettencourt LCJT (Physiology); Bidmos MA; Christoforou A; Dahan N (Medicine); Daya NH (Public Health); Dayal MR; Fourie C (Pharmacy); Gono-Bwalya A (Pharmacy); Gwebu LT; Hoffman SH (Pharmacy); Ismail Z (Pharmacy); Jugram N; Mahomed RB; Maistry K (Pharmacy); Maridadi JA (Public Health); Namusuroo JP; Nkosi P-GS; Nyantumbo BM (Public Health); Oba IF; Peter AC; Sartorius BKE; Sekela GP; Subramoney S; Sussman P; Trenton KLM; Tshabalala ME; Vallabh JB (Pharmacy); Van Iddekinge B; Zietsman F (Paediatrics).
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(Virology); Umurungi SY (Child Health Community Paediatrics); Vallabh P (Child Health Neurodevelopment); Van der Merwe KJ (Paediatrics and Child Health).

2011 (55): Adam Y (Epidemiology and Biostatistics); Aron SL (Human Genetics); Beckh-Arnold EMP (Genetic Counselling); Beukes CC (Pharmacotherapy); Boysen HLR (Physiology); Botha MJ (Emergency Medicine); Correia RJ (Physiology); De Carvalho CL (Bioethics and Health Law); Ditse Z (Immunology); Early J (Bioethics and Health Law); Fish MQ (Molecular Medicine and Haematology); Goldberg LH (Child Health Neurodevelopment); Groenwald A (Emergency Medicine); Histed WJ (Bioethics and Health Law); Janse van Rensburg NM (Physiology); Kabundji DM (Emergency Medicine); Kagoro J (Paediatrics and Child Health); King RW (Pharmaceutical Affairs); Kinoti MK (Epidemiology and Biostatistics); Klopper AD (Child Health Neurodevelopment); Kufu NC (Epidemiology and Biostatistics); Maboko E (Bioethics and Health Law); Makondo E (Internal Medicine); Maluleke P (Bioethics and Health Law); Matabane MN (Epidemiology and Biostatistics); Moodley C (Virology); Moodley K (Molecular Medicine and Haematology); Moodeen CB (Bioethics and Health Law); Mphahlele MK (Forensic Pathology); Nagai RA (Epidemiology and Biostatistics); Naidoo CA (Surgery); Naidoo T (Molecular Medicine and Haematology); Nhwatwata R (Pharmacotherapy); Nyirenda S (Epidemiology and Biostatistics); Olateju OI (Anatomical Sciences); Padayachee K (Pharmaceutical Affairs); Pillay N (Molecular Medicine and Haematology); Pinchevsky Y (Pharmacology); Poonsamy B (Clinical Microbiology and Infectious Diseases); Rademeyer VKM (Child Health Neurodevelopment); Rakumakoe DM (Sports Medicine); Ramokgopa MT (Bioethics and Health Law); Sacoor CNJ (Population-based Field Epidemiology); Saimen AL (Emergency Medicine); Smeek AL (Pharmacology); Snyman HL (Bioethics and Health Law); Stradi M (Virology); Van der Walt R (Emergency Medicine); Wobeya BB (Physiology); Wagner RG (Community Health); Wainstein T (Genetic Counselling); Walaza S (Epidemiology and Biostatistics); Waniwa K (Biological and Control of African Disease Vectors); Wibmer CK (Virology); Zhou D (Epidemiology and Biostatistics).

2012 (66): Adebesin AA (Anatomical Sciences); Africa LSC (Bioethics and Health Law); Amanambua NA (Pharmacotherapy); Axcell A (Virology); Azisi S (Biology and Control of African Disease Vectors); Cassim A (Internal Medicine); Chetty A (Pharmacotherapy); Dangarembizi R (Physiology); Davison KM (Human Genetics); Fellingham RK (Bioethics and Health Law); Gasa ZP (Physiology); Geldenhuys A (Sports and Exercise Sciences); Goga Y (Bioethics and Health Law); Green-Thompson MW (Bioethics and Health Law); Haji KA (Biological and Control of African Disease Vectors); Hyslop JE (Child Health Neurodevelopment); Khan S (Anatomical Pathology); Kibamba CN (Emergency Medicine); Kramer EB (Bioethics and Health Law); Loonat SB (Molecular Medicine and Haematology); Lourens T (Biokinetics); Lowick SJ (Child Health Neurodevelopment); Lunt SE (Emergency Medicine); Machisa MT (Epidemiology and Biostatistics); Magomani NV (Clinical Microbiology and Infectious Diseases); Makwewa SPC (Physiology); Mavukani FN (Pharmaceutical Affairs); May AK (Human Genetics); Mduli DC (Physiology); Mojagomo RM (Anatomical Sciences); Moseley EJ (Pharmacology); Mothapo KP (Pharmacotherapy); Muller XE (Radiation Oncology); Mutenheri E (Epidemiology and Biostatistics);Naicker SD (Clinical Microbiology and Infectious Diseases); Naidoo RL (Clinical Microbiology and Infectious Diseases); Nalla MS (Child Health Neurodevelopment); Ncube T (Pharmacotherapy); Nhwatwata M (Pharmacotherapy); Norton RAI (Virology); Ogungbire JAA (Emergency Medicine); Ongole JJ (Population-based Field Epidemiology); Osman M (Anatomical Sciences); Pap R (Emergency Medicine); Patel IG (Physiology); Patel SH (Human Genetics); Pillay P (Physiology); Pitamber PN (Human Genetics); Poswa XP (Epidemiology and Biostatistics); Radebe Z (Immunology); Rudolph AJ (Emergency Medicine); Saif AN (Immunology); Sathar MA (Bioethics and Health Law); Sebola KM (Pharmaceutical Affairs); Sentime K (Pharmaceutical Affairs); Sewpersadh M (Virology); Shaikh A (Physiology); Sibiya MJ (Physiology); Sikundla J (Emergency Medicine); Simon-Meyer JJ (Public Health); Smit SB (Virology); Sojane K (Molecular Medicine and Haematology); Sokoya TO (Pharmaceutical Affairs); Van Huyssteen E (Pharmacotherapy); Wood L-A (Human Genetics); Zeijlstra IE (Bioethics and Health Law).

M ASTER O F SCIEN CE IN  M ED ICIN E (A pplied physiology)

1997 (1): Buntman AJ.
## MASTER OF SCIENCE IN NURSING

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Year</th>
<th>Authors</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>1979</td>
<td>Conradie ME.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1981</td>
<td>Mearns PC.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1982</td>
<td>Coetzer GM; Dannenfeldt G.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1985</td>
<td>Lee D.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1986</td>
<td>Jackson GEN; McInerney PA-M.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1988</td>
<td>Smith AM.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1990</td>
<td>Harrison OR; Pahl DJ.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1991</td>
<td>Mahoko NS; McKibbin EC; Taback AE.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1992</td>
<td>Bruce JCM; Howard RJ; Milligan GK; Nombe EL.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1993</td>
<td>Armstrong SJ; Saloojee ZB.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1994</td>
<td>Langley GC.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1995</td>
<td>Cloete L; De Witt KV; Hamilton BG; Hart MH; Ntloko EN; Sadie D.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1996</td>
<td>Magenuka SN; Mahape JD; Makhetha TE; Ngobeni LA.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1997</td>
<td>Hlungwani TM.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1998</td>
<td>Chard DA; Dolamo BL; Lester B-A; Nyangena EN; Thekiso MM.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1999</td>
<td>Dithole KS; Gwaila TS; Kuhlmann J; Lebodi P; Lionjanga R; Mmusi TS; Rapinyana O; Sekhukhune DD.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2000</td>
<td>Nxumalo MZ; Nzhadzhaba MR; Tjale AA.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2001</td>
<td>Fukude LP; Irlam LK; Mhango LM; Molise NA; Nyasulu Zimba EW; Pindani MM; Ramukumba TS; Thakhisi YM.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2002</td>
<td>Bodkin C; Bodrick ME; Kapyepeye HN; Kolola Dzimadzi R; Kumbani LC; Matome DE; Mmelesi AMM; Ramuthaga NA; Schmollgruber S; Wasili RM.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2003</td>
<td>Barker MJ; Bassed PJ (Nursing Education); Krajewski DJ (Nursing Education); Levin MD; Mutholowa HME.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2004</td>
<td>Acutt J; Anderson EA; Dlomo NM-I; Le Roux L; Marumolo TG; Ongoma CM; Sitati HI.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2005</td>
<td>Glass M; Govender M; Mayet Z; Power NM; Schutz PL; Stoop EC.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2006</td>
<td>Gassiep J (Nursing Education); Hlopho SH (Nursing Education); Kachiwala AY (Nursing Education); Kipkosgei SC (Nursing Education); Selebi OC (Nursing Education); Uwamwiza B (Nursing Education).</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2007</td>
<td>Baloyi OB (Nursing Education); Kipsang J (Nursing Education); Perrie HC (Nursing Education); Rachidi MG (Nursing Education); Sangweni B.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2008</td>
<td>Mohale ML (Nursing Education); Mukwevho MF (Nursing Education); Tarus TK (Nursing Education).</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2009</td>
<td>Bokabo SS (Nursing Education); Chawani FS (Nursing Education); Hatchett CF (Nursing Education); Hennessy E (Nursing Education); Kisorio LC (Nursing Education); Lack M (Nursing Education); Maboko DR (Nursing Education); Msimango NS (Nursing Education); Mvungi GK (Nursing Education); Ofori BS (Nursing Education).</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2010</td>
<td>Bodole F (Nursing Education); Gomes VP (Nursing Education); Gundo R (Nursing Education); Kaufrinder AP (Nursing Education); Masilani ML (Nursing Education); Mohoma K (Nursing Education); Ninziza J (Nursing Education); Partridge GA (Nursing Education).</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2011</td>
<td>Bamanisa BJ (Nursing Education); Herbert V (Nursing Education); Malebati WK (Nursing Education); Mphahlehle NE (Nursing Education); Thurling CH (Nursing Education); Wehrstedt C (Nursing Education).</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2012</td>
<td>Bolton V (Nursing Education); Botha ML (Nursing Education); Cartwright PJ (Nursing Education); Khoza SLT (Nursing Education); Matinge E (Nursing Education); Nevhutalnu MP (Nursing Education); Qamata-Mtshali NA (Nursing Education); Ramanlal A (Nursing Education); Rodrigues G (Nursing Education); Young SA (Nursing Education).</td>
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2001 (191): Abdool Gafoor S; Abdoolia F; Angel BG; Archer EJ; Bangaal DE; Barnard JE; Barry GC; Bayat Z; Brown CF; Calligaro GL; Chan SW; Chengadoo AD; Chetty P; Chetty SK; Chohan S; Choppal NA; Close M; Cope DH; Cronin KL; Dahya N; Dayaram JJ; Deval R; De Passos G; Du Buisson CJ; Du Toit HM; Egbers C; Essey JM; Fincham GS; Fine GM; Fleming MA; Fletcher M; Forbes WL; Fortgens PH; Francis J; Frittelli CY; Gane JAC; Garbharran U; Geness S; Georgiou Haji Nichola I; Gerber SB; Giangos A; Goldstein LN; Goosen BM; Gordon DM; Gouse MR; Govender S; Grasko JM; Green GR; Grgin A; Griffiths AHJ; Gunning MDG; Haffejee AAB; Hanni TM; Hassim YF; Henson L; Habangana LT; Ho RW; Holgate R; Holly H; Ibrahim Y; Ismail AK; Ismail F; Ismail Y; Jameson CI; Jambhay N; Javaheri E; Jenkin AT; Jithoo S; Jivan K; Jolly CL; Joshi TA; Kahn P; Kisse JK; Kassim GC; Kauchali-Taleb S-N; Keel SC; Kgosana GD; King A; Khan W; Kijewski KR; Kole W; Kransingh S; Lambiote MEJ; Laridon MC; Latiff T; Lawson RB; Lawther BK; Liu C-H; Louts L; Ludwig S; Luthman V; Machowska AB; Madjzoub Celebi SE; Maharaj SH; Makda BA; Malan E; Malima TV; Mapitse K; Marais BS; Martins KD; Matswiki MS; Matthee W; McHardy RR; Meldal-Johnsen AL; Mitchell KA; Moody KG; Mohamed A; Mohanlall R; Moroff NC; Moodley M; Moosa S; Morford MB; Moren N; Mothapo K; Moti N-NR; Mudaly L; Mudaly N; Muller C; Nadarajah S; Naicker PP; Naidoo A; Naidoo D; Naidoo GA; Naidoo I; Naidoo KR; Naidoo M; Naidoo Parashine; Naidoo Pranusha; Naidoo Pumersha; Naidoo Santhuri; Naidoo Suresh; Naicker T; Najuko AN; Nana T; Naran K; Nayiager Y; Nejthardt MB; Nevin DG; Nicholls MC; Noor Mahomed N; Patel A; Patel NN; Payne BJ; Peer S; Pelpola DN; Perkins ZB; Picton AJ; Pillay K; Pillay T; Pillay V; Piyasena CWG; Pool SA; Purbhoo KK; Ramjivan BD; Ramparsad N; Ramsey RT; Ranchod AI; Rawat ZD; Ray R; Reddy D; Reddy L; Sayed F; Scheepers MA; Seedit YA; Seetharam S; Sekhola MC; Serebro C; Serebro TA; Shapiro AG; Sharif-Homayoun H; Sinclair KE; Singh K; Smith HD; Smith OI; Somaroo H; Somers A; Stephens T; Stodel JM; Strydom IT; Subrayan S; Sumpton HT; Tateb F; Vahey EA; Van Wyk GW; Variava I; Venter C; Von Fintel RAE; Weir R; Wise AJ; Young KJ; Zechner N; Zisis D.

2002 (180): Abdool Gafoor B; Akbar MM; Alley N; Alli A; Bari CW; Barker-Corrigall AW; Bekker R; Besson DK; Beutel BG; Bhaha Z; Bhanjan A; Bhimsan S; Blackburn LY; Boonzaier NA; Botha AF; Brannigan L; Brown SL; Bruce DL; Bugwandin S; Bulbulia A; Capelluto AI; Carapinah CPdNF; Chetty SK; Chivers DA; Cleminson CH;
Postgraduate diplomas

POSTGRADUATE DIPLOMA IN CHILD HEALTH

2008 (2): Raghunathan P (Neurodevelopment); Thomson HC (Neurodevelopment).
2009 (2): Lello BJ (Neurodevelopment); Selkon NT (Neurodevelopment).
2010 (1): Alt JM (Neurodevelopment).

DIPLOMA IN ANAESTHETICS

1949 (11): Fischer-Jeffes DL; Hersch SS; Kramer MS; London MS; Martienssen KLM; Meaker KB; Sarkin C; Toker P; Visser JA; Wessels P; Wigderow C.
1950 (2): Faberlan HA; Sutherland JGW.
1951 (4): Bader S; Durham FJ; Haddad A; Towers M.
1952 (4): Gottlich J; Henderson GG; Hillman L; Varejes L.
1954 (1): Rosenberg J.
1955 (1): Collins RL.
1957 (9): Cohen D; Cullinan RN; Dickson DN; Marcus E; Ordman J; Per SS; Pitcher JSI; Reyneke JJ; Rollnick E.
1958 (2): Rautenbach L; Rosenzweig OM.
1959 (4): Du Preez JL; Glauber DT; Milner L; Milunsky MU.
1960 (2): De Villiers AP; Gerber MC.
1961 (3): Bobrow S; Fain HR; Milliner J.
1962 (4): Bannink A; Donen S; Judelman H; McCall PG.
1963 (4): Furman EB; Knowles SL; Levin B; Sifrin L.
1964 (1): Hayes RT.
1965 (6): Alsfine H; Danziger JE; Klein P; McKenzie AJ; Myers DNM; Pirie DH.
1966 (5): Gross I; Maritz J; McGregor J; Rome P; Wannenburg PJD.
1967 (6): Groenewald WL; Hare SA; Kaplan S; Leibowitz I; Lifschitz ML; Treisman HH.
1968 (4): Aldridge NJ; Edelman B; Jacobs CJ; Peltz B.
1970 (6): Bleksley RL; Lantermans EC; Nortje DEP; Radomsky FL; Robins BD; Saltz L.
1971 (1): Rosmarin K-E.
1972 (4): Hoffenberg A; Middleton MD; Rosmarin K-E; Whiffler K.
1973 (1): Bethlehem BHH.
1974 (1): Coetzer PJ.
1975 (1): Pringle JM.

DIPLOMA IN CHILD HEALTH

1949: (4) Bischoff AH; Fasser E; Kaplan S; Schutz M.
2004 (1): Petrova AZ.
2005 (2): Mahlare TRS; Wa Somwe S.

DIPLOMA IN CLINICAL PATHOLOGY

1949 (2): Uys CJ; Walker LH.
1951 (1): Schapera R.
1955 (2): Ellis BC; Schrire L.
1956 (1): Alberts HW.
DIPLOMA IN INDUSTRIAL HEALTH

1959 (1): Faerber GI.
1960 (1): Freed LF.

DIPLOMA IN HEALTH SERVICE MANAGEMENT

1986 (10): Chikte UME; Edginton ME; Gillies PJ; Kraus RP; Lewis M; Padayachee GN; Petersen J; Richter MB; Snyman CR; Solleder G.
1987 (10): Bevan AP; De Swardt R; Fogarty HG; Gugushe TS; Kabugujjo JL; Mitchell AD; Muwanguzi SK; Pieterse CA; Rogers RC; Shivute N.
1988 (10): Barday AW; Beke AK; Holst HL; Maluleke FRS; McCutcheon JP; Mutanda-Musoke RW; Naidoo S; Ramiah L; Raynal AL; Tricoridis KT.
1989 (9): Barry M; Dees JCD; Khomo NE; Mackay GF; McDonald KD; Mukasa-Kizza B; Ntabazi-Kasenge ER; Reitenberg ML; Sepuya JM.
1990 (10): Coleman KTB; Garin C; Hanekom AD; Itsiweng D; Khaole NCOB; Kizito J; Mavrodonis J; Naidoo K; Naidoo S; Sebati LM.
1991 (13): Cohen TL; Doherty JE; Goldstone CA; Govender G; Kamalanathan N; Lewis HA; Maritz GM; Mayet NT; Padayatchi N; Pemba EN; Van der Merwe HJ; Vermaas MME; Vries JB.
1992 (12): Ahern MO; Carpenter MA; Dansey HR; Erasmus CD; Floyd E; Frankish TM; Goldstein SJ; Munro JGvA; Sefularo MP; Setsoe GK; Whitlock JA; Yawiya CS.
1993 (2): Mayanja FJLB; Michael K.
1994 (7): Balfour TM; Bismilla MR; Josie-Perez AM; Moorkoth CT; Pinto ID; Rasmussen KC; Swart SM.
1995 (13): Buthelezi VE; Dhlamini JV; Donohue SD; Gibbs FA; Jones DG; Krishnamoorthy S; Landers KA; Lee TCM; Manitshana MC; Milligan PD; Mukendi Y; Roos CP; Wild AC.
1996 (10): Clark DA; Coutinho AG; Desai BN; Kaseke LT; Mathenjwa SS; Ncube M; Opai-Tetteh ET; Selahle MAR; Thorius AW; Weiner R.
1997 (5): Bitalabeho F; Hlophe HDM; Moorman JM; Morley-Smith NF; Verster RWP.
1998 (10): Banyini AV; Cruywagen GJ; Dlamini M; Harrison RS; Morell SKA; Nwagbosso GC; Okonta HI; Ragavan S; Simon Z; Van der Merwe RC.
1999 (3): Akussah GK; Malinga TDM; Ndjeka NO.
2001 (1): Pfau R.

DIPLOMA IN MEDICINE

1953 (1): Phillips R.
1954 (3): Brett SSA; Frame A; Malan FR.
1955 (1): Klugman HB.
1956 (5): Botoulas V; Goldberg MJ; Muskat AD; Schneider J; Segal N.
1957 (4): Bosman AR; Isaacs H; Kramer S; Seftel HC.
1958 (1): Gollach B.
1959 (2): Blumsohn D; Hersch C.
1960 (2): Dubb A; Law I.
1961 (2): Kavin H; Van Coller PE.
1962 (3): Abramowitz I; Rosenzweig D; Solomon A.
DIPLOMA IN OBSTETRICS AND GYNAECOLOGY

1954 (8): Adno J; Bailey N; Cawood SJ; Evans WBDI; Mayat MGH; Roos NJ; Sher H; Theron JP.
1955 (4): Glietenberg H; Jacobs GvW; Samson JM; Schewitz LJ.
1956 (3): Dugas YRJ; Silove D; Van Rooyen AJL.
1957 (4): Herbst CF; Orr I; Quinlan DK; Van der Wat JJHB.
1958 (3): Edelstein J; Marcus JL; Renton MA.
1959 (2): Potgieter S; Smulian HG.
1960 (2): Edelstein T; Williams ME.
1961 (2): Safro IL; Van der Merwe FJ.
1962 (5): Cohen DV; Combrink PB; Harrison PM; Sarantos TC; Shenker C.
1976 (1): Politzky N.

DIPLOMA IN OCCUPATIONAL HEALTH

1974 (11): Cooper LE; Escreet BC; Gerard CL; Harrison WO; Levy RB; Lowe JP; Mirman D; Newbury CE; Oberholzer D; Olie M; Van der Merwe HJ.
1977 (6): Baker MD; Hendenrych DJ; Klugman HB; Leibowitz MC; Smith AN; Turner DM.
1981 (17): Akhalwaya Y; Bentley-Phillips CB; Botha DI; Bouwer [WJ]; Chadderton PA; Epstein CM; Floye E; Gunn FP; Helman I; Hirsch MI; Langton M; Linnett PJ; Oosthuizen JMC; Pollak O; Prentice BR; Russell RJG; Roos CP.
1982 (8): Bailly DLG; Edginton MED; Emslin R; Hirst FR; Itswend D; Krige LP; Osrin MZ; Thomson EM.
1983 (10): Elliot EL; Gilliland DG; Guild R; Khoele JR; Leigh RA; Lewis M; Scheepers GPJ; Shimange OC; Solomons K; Sundersing K.
1984 (16): Bismilla MR; Cheevers EJ; Counihan RJ; Gardiner S; Geddes TG; Grobler GM; Lalla C; Langton ME; Munyadziwa EH; Henry EH; Steinberg MH; Sukha NR; Van der Velden JHR; Whitaker DA; Wilkinson LD; Zwi AB.
1985 (16): Algu K; Baise G; Cotterell SGA; Dees GCD; Du Toit SJ; Ehrlich R; Fonn S; Fox FH; Golph BR; Grieve R; Halliday EM; Padayachee GN; Peters EB; Pretorius JJ; Pretorius PGD; Snyman CR.
1986 (18): Bagirathi R; Begley A; Briggs BR; Buch E; Colvin MSE; Garisch D; Hawkes RBR; Kaye IB; Laloo UG; Levin AM; Levy H; McCready FJ; Petschel EG; Rees DJ; Schoeman RP; Vallabhjee KNC; Van Selin CD; Webster CH.
1987 (15): Carte EM; Diana AD; Du Toit E; Erskine PJ; Govender TGR; Grobbelaar WV; Haas DS; Hukins GBA; Kuhn RS; Marshall PR; Muzzey DS; Raynal AL; Reed CWD; Retief LP; Van der Merwe WA.
1988 (14): Banyini AV; Coetzee SJH; Felix MA; Girdherial J; Jinnahabi CC; Kotze AB; Kraus RP; Lingham P; Paton GJ; Perpinyal S; Saunders CR; Simon MJ; Thornton NS; Underwood RA.
1989 (15): Allin PWTN; Catterall NTR; Handley JJF; London L; Maharaj RJ; Maluleke FRS; Manishana MC; Moroa PL; Murphy JP; Murray J; Njongwe PZ; Ross MH; Russell D; Schultz BL; Van Wyk PJ.
1990 (9): Barnes DF; Chetty MN; Crisp NG; Govind U; Jane van Rensburg BD; Kroon DM; Madeira Carvalho AL; Ngcobo S; Skakal IE.
1991 (14): Abdullah MFA; Alexander WG; Back PR; Blumberg LH; Dowdeswell RJ; Graham AJ; Kranidiotis PL; McBey LR; Naidoo S; Naraidou D; Petersen J; Purohit NM; Tshupe NM; Warren MH.
1992 (12): Gama GP; Harrison GCH; Jaga K; McCaulay RD; McDonald JK; Panter CL; Parschau CB; Price MR; Saner CA; Sepuya JM; Valli A; Weiner R.
1995 (16): Addo-Obiri NK; Addo-Yobo EO; Beke AK; Bohnen HTE; Coetzee DJ; Combrinck A; De Nobrega C; Harrison RS; Jugunandan P; Kali PBN; McFarlane S; Morton JR; Persson ED; Rainier K; Simon Z; Van der Merwe RC.
1997 (16): Alexander BR; Amunjela R; Balfour TM; Coetzee A; Dawood IC; Harding M; Holliday MP; Mayet NT; Mkalipe TN; Mtumkulu EZM; Naidoo MS; Nunn TP; Nyanumbu BM; Ryan AP; Sapire JS; Shija ABK.
1995 (1): Nandlal S.
1999 (23): Appalaraju DR; Bhayat MF; Blaauw DA; Chetty T; Damereall JA; Dindar F; Duah K; Gibson WF; Govender VG; Homann AL; Krishnamoorthy S; Kruger PI; Lapidos TD; Louw LPJ; Makume NP; Meel BL; Osman YE; Pillay R; Smith AJB; Tibu GK; Trevor PJ; Wilkinson L; Wörner ST.
2000 (3): Bitalabeho F; Ngcobo NJ; Sekhame NPZS.
2001 (26): Ahmed S; Ajani AFY; Baai WM; Bulbulia MA; Dias B; Dlamini M; Hlongwane J; Jay AM; Kay SA; Kgalamon MA; Legbeye BE; Maarschalk T; Mashige DG; Mathenjwa SS; Mbekeni PR; Mitha IH; Moodley B; Naidoo A; Naik I; Ndzungu NC; Rembuluwani A; Richter JP; Sithole H; Tilbury CR; Titi N; Webb AN.

2003 (20): Dilotsotlhe OW; Dorkin EP; George AR; Hansis MR; Hlekane CT; Hoggins BA; Kelbe C; Kgobisa L; Moboe RAM; Madzorera H; Mahomed Osman AL; Malan-Schurmann H; Mogale MP; Mogoere SP; Moji TD; Page-Shipp LS; Ramantsi PT; Sangweni NN; Sikhitha BF; Skenjana IBN.

2005 (28): Bomela DS; Chikura PT; Choeu BM; Dhaniram B; Do Vale JPVB; Gerber M; Jina A; Jina M; Kgomo KT; Koetzee J; Lebethe LRR; Mabinza MS; Marshall JE; Masudubela KD; Moeletsi WM; Mzobe ET; Ndamase N; Nkuna C; Nobatana TG; Patycki TL; Setlale C; Shikwane JN; Shisana MV; Staunton KJ; Stawicka IA; Teffo SF; Turyahikayo J; Van Zyl BL.

2007 (17): Braude R; Bronkhorst GJ; Gazi M; Jama SB; Luchman N; Luchman V; Mabuyangwe PL; Mahfouz RFR; Matshingane TL; Moahloli-Antonio RE; Mokhabuki MM; Mokone MA; Obeng-Mireku E; Rajoo N; Rakamakoe DM; Ratshefola MMH; Thobane JM.

2008 (2): Foster ACA; Motauing CL.

2009 (23): Beskyd PM; Collyer WJ; Frith CS; Jood IP; Kgoebane KM; Kotze JE; Kudze SK; Le Roux CJ; Masebelanga V; Masinga SJH; Mathibe LJ; Mathibe MB; Mazibuko PZ; Mokwena EE; Motilall K; Nkosi SR; Ntuli SV; Pillay D; Poole MI; Samsunder R; Schwellnus TEG; Sibandze NP; Tladi TC.

2011 (27): Aphere MS; Benyah FA; Chin G; Dhlamini MJ; Etteh H; Govender M; Gumede MLL; Khoele-Machobane SD; Lintso ZM; Maloka MN; Mapimele X; Maseko TS; Matlala MD; Matta EA; Mndebele NF; Mnguni NM; Mntambo MN; Motake PJ; Mothapo KP; Mtshatsheni SK; Nhlapo PD; Nyereyegona BI; Pillay PS; Setlhakgoe M; Sibeko DSN; Thibela WK; Vilakazi SM.

2012 (5): Chauke BE; Malaka MM; Mosidi LO; Nene RB; Singh SG.

DIPLOMA IN PEDIATRICS

1963 (3): Jaffe N; Miller S; Wagstaff LA.

1964 (5): Bleden C; Jones RG; Kassel HR; Marks G; Wolfsdorf J.

1968 (6): Cartwright JD; Heimann KW; Kaplan BS; Myer EC; Olinsky A; Sapire DW.

1972 (2): Hartman E; Marks KH.

DIPLOMA IN PHYSICAL MEDICINE

1948 (8): Adler C; Adler M; Dreyer T; Haden H; Hoffman SJ; Lomey AL; Reichlin A; Woolf EB.

1949 (6): Alexander JS; Conyer H; Gitlin MR; Klass NS; Levitt JA; Robins-Brown R.

DIPLOMA IN PSYCHOLOGICAL MEDICINE

1929 (1): Liknitzky I.

1950 (4): Cooper HH; Frame MC; Jeppe CLB; Sidley A.

1951 (5): Cheetham RWS; Friedeman S; Goldblatt TW; Reinhold FH; Rosen I.

1952 (5): Barker PHL; Cheshire B; Frankel FH; Gillis LS; Shubitz C.

1953 (1): Wolf Z.

1954 (3): Blignault WJ; Levy A; Merlin MB.

1955 (1): Van der Westhuizen N.

1956 (5): Burger AP; Lynch TE; Moffson A; Rayner EW; Van Wyk AJ.

1957 (3): Becker AL; Freed LF; Rabinovitz E.

1958 (3): Grindley-Ferris M; Henning PH; Luiz HA.

1959 (2): Barnes KH; Levinson BW.

1960 (4): Benjamin B; Daneel AB; Fischer PJ; Irwin C.

1961 (2): Sandig R; Smit E.

1962 (2): Strauss CL; Toker E.
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1963 (3): Lasich AJ; Meyer SC; Wynberg D.
1964 (4): Newstadt GJ; Norris DL; Salmond SE; Trotman-Pitt DT.
1965 (3): Anderson DF; Mather AR; Tarboton PV.
1966 (6): Apter I; Freed ED’dA; Hart GAD; Otten RB; Rosenberg DS; Scott EHM.
1967 (1): Roche SD.
1968 (14): Behr HL; Cole GC; Fisman ZM; Garb R; Gillmer RE; Glass B; Isserow HL; Kramers MJ; Levin A; Swanson DA; Titeca J; Turecki SK; Wayne GB; Wessels WH.
1969 (1): Van Rooy A.
1970 (3): Cooper DCG; Etkin H; Felgate EJ.
1971 (1): Smit N.
1972 (6): Berney TP; Capelle P; Lakie BR; Miller AG; Smit N; Talbot JM.
1973 (2): Fine LA; Levin J.
1974 (6): Lacob RA; Lundie MJ; Lynch AM; Slutzkin MLS; Van der Walt HW; Weinbrenn C.
1976 (4): Carlile JB; Levisohn CS; Neppe VM; Van der Merwe D.

DIPLOMA IN PUBLIC HEALTH

1928 (1): Ordman D.
1929 (7): Adler LD; Ferguson AL; Ferguson DL; Gray FC; Retief F; Skaife WF; Van Blommestein JHG.
1931 (1): Van der Merwe FZ.
1932 (2): Goedvolk CJ; Tom D.
1933 (5): Epstein H; Gear [HS; Landau D; Le Roux J]; Rauch JH.
1934 (5): Booker CG; Booker J; Dart D; Kaplan B; Mundel B.
1935 (6): Bezuidenhout EA; Danelj J; Kleinot S; Pietersen JV; Swanepoel FJ; Werdmuller FV.
1936 (11): Clark BM; Daubenton F; Dresoti AO; Friedman J; Meiring SH; Melzer L; Milner L; Morrison PK; Reitz EM; Scott WW; Tasker J.
1937 (8): Becker BJ; Bischoff EW; Lewin W; Loubser JN; Miller A; Pearson RCT; Theron CE; Van der Merwe T.
1938 (9): Chatgidakis C; Dangerfield LF; Lurie A; Lurie F; Murray NL; Parker GR; Rosen HA; Saayman L; Wolmarans E.
1939 (8): Adler SW; Eagle PC; Erlank JH; Hunter CJG; MacColl NRA; Mills KFT; Van Zijl WJ; Walsh EH.
1940 (2): Egnal AM; Piilemer H.
1941 (4): Meyer J; Mondriaan WF; Sims S; Smith DS.
1942 (5): Gellman LE; Henson J; Kossew I; Scorgie DR; Seeff H.
1943 (7): Bloomberg H; Chapman LEJ; Kuper SWA; Kuper Y; Liebenberg WHS; Van Lingen SAM; Watson JL.
1944 (11): Berjak J; Buhrmann MV; De Leeuw JS; Edwards HS; Freed LF; Lion-Cachet C; Machanik G; Nelson CP; Sender H; Sonnenberg PJ; Stein HB.
1946 (8): Bodenstab ATBH; Goldberg S; Meyer SF; Möller EL; Schmulian S; Slabbert MM; Stoney CJ; Winter PAD.
1947 (16): Adelstein AM; Been J; Been L; Bernstein H; Buchan R; Dicks RE; Du Toit JFW; Eastman-Nagle ERD; Faerber GI; Fisher-Jeffes DL; Fyvie WR; Lawrence C; Moross H; Sparrow EM; Stephen A; Van Maltitz B.
1948 (11): Appel B; David EF; Denholm RF; Epstein EE; Gauldie RD; Koch P; Miller JM; Miller M; Sax S; Scott KM; Watson EF.
1949 (8): Aitken KJSL; Conroy J; Counihan JR; Hutchinson CH; Kok SH; MacKenzie CR; Roux AJP; Vorster FM.
1950 (6): Green J; Harwin RM; Harwood-Nash DB; Hayes RT; Soffé MAF; Tavaria D.
1951 (3): Coetzer JGS; Eagle GF; Eiselen HH.
1952 (5): Heymann CS; Miller PF; Newby D; Stewart TH; Warren G StL.
1953 (4): Bennett FJ; Moolman JZ; Shaw GC; Strating A.
1954 (3): Freedman ML; Gordon JR; Schwarz K.
1955 (5): Chazen L; Coetzee AM; Krawitz S; Pein NK; Quantrill JR.
1956 (5): Gertenbach HNVdG; Hurwitz HS; Kuschke WHG; Ross BL; Spencer IWF.
1957 (1): Holtzhausen G.
1958 (4): Erasmus CA; Hitzeroth AH; Karstadt BF; Salhus N.
1962 (5): Mentis H; Richard BR; Schoeman JJ; Seligmann K; Smit P.
1969 (4): Collins TF; Johnson S; Kreher OIB; Reid RDW.
1972 (9): De Jong S; Gear JSS; Hoffenberg EH; Isaäcon M; Miller GR; Mirman D; Neethling WGF; Palmer CHP; Rossouw JPH.
1974 (4): Adler JL; Oehm ER; Oosthuysen AM; Westphal R.
1976 (9): De Jong S; Gear JS; Hoffenberg EH; Isaacson M; Miller GB; Mirman D; Neethling WGF; Palmer CHP; Rossouw JPH.
1977 (1): Matsie WM.
1978 (4): Blom FA; Enslin R; Khosa SCV; Roos CP.
1980 (16): Botha J; Brooks KM; Edginton MED; Jordaan BR; Joubert J; Khoene J; Levy S; Lewis M; MacMillan NC; McCutcheon J; McPhall AV; Mokhobo KP; Paddyatchi N; Pemba EN; Ramiphela WY; Sibanda MP; Siphapha NF; Van der Merwe HS; Wilson TD.
1981 (12): Cheevers E; Gilliland SG; Greenfield DH; Hoffmanc G; Krieger FK; Leibowitz MC; Munyadziwa EH; Page ML; Russell RJG; Shimange OC; Van der Merwe HJ; Wilson TD.
1982 (12): Chouler CA; Cleaton-Jones PE; Dhanaraj GM; Hamers M-TRC; Jaques PH; Maarsingh H; Marshall PR; Padayachee GN; Pick WM; Robbins ER; Ter Haar G.
1983 (18): Baragathi R; Barday AW; Bayat M; Botha BC; Broude AM; Dees CGD; George RL; Knight SE; Maharaj PS; Maller R; Mellet MR; Mokgethi KP; Mokhotla FT; Munro JG; Ngubane BS; Petschel EG; Van der Walt JWG; Wistrand RRE.
1984 (12): Bac DJ; Dean MPG; Evans ARP; Floyd E; Gilpin GP; Kraus RP; Rampehele MA; Riveiro FD; Snoep P; Wilson JR; Ysselmuijen CB.
1985 (5): Alves AS; Coleman KTB; Efratiou J; Naidoo S; Robertson BA.
1990 (15): Goldstone CA; Govender G; Jones GO; Lenake ZIM; Mayanja FJLB; Padayatchi N; Pemba EN; Ramiah L; Rubombreba WY; Sefularo MP; Selahle MAR; Steinberg WJ; Sukha NR; Yawiya CS.
1991 (5): Bradley JP; Charles DM; Coetzee DJ; Jaffe A; Wasswa MSB.
1992 (6): Brandes EA; Krishnamoorthy S; Mathenjwa SS; McDonald KD; Milligan PD; Vries JB.
1993 (8): Algu K; Balfour TM; Geddes TG; Kamalanathan N; Manitshana MC; Mavhungu AT; Moorkoth CT; Verster RWP.
1994 (1): Afari-Twumasi K.
1995 (7): Alele FO; Coutinho AG; Kaseke LT; Louw MC; Malope GK; Michael K; Sonnenberg P.
1996 (4): Billinghurst KG; Bitalabeho F; Blaauw DA; Donnay GM.
1997 (9): Akussah GK; Diaho M; Heinmueller D; Johnson SA; Kotzee TJ; Page-Shipps LS; Seidel KEJ; Moorman JM; Van der Merwe RC.
1998 (8): Donohue S; Hlophe HDM; Kyyeyune C; Malinga TDM; Mwanza J; Ncube M; Vardas E; Zweigenthal VEM.
1999 (3): Harrison RS; Morell SKA; Nwagboso GC.
2000 (2): Medayise AA; Ragavan S.
2001 (1): M’Kumbuzi VRP.
2002 (2): Mehana HDN; Onobza EE.
2003 (3): Kgaka NA-G; Kgosimore CK; Matshidze MJ.
2004 (2): Ntini EK; Shippe J.
2005 (17): Afadapa NA; Banda R; Du Plessis J; Ferrie R; Funani NI; Guyassia RT; Jones DG; Kalain A; Maaka TP; Makubalo MP; Mvuyekure B; Pefile N; Redford JS; Sitali W; Van Duren MEJ; Viljoen CA; Woggyoi MM.
2006 (13): Animashahun AA; Kudze SK; Langa MP; Leketi SE; Matidza FS; Mkhosi N; Morake MA; Otieno GO; Pereira M; Pule NJ; Sihlali NM; Tleane BF; Woggyoi MM.
2007 (6): Kgbisah L (Health Measurement); Khosa FF (Health Policy and Management); Maboe RAM (Disaster Management); Mavimbela NA (Health Policy and Management); Mvulane N (Health Measurement); Tseki RK (Health Policy and Management).
2008 (10): Abusomwan OE (Health Policy and Management); Jonathan P (Health Systems and Policy); Kabasia OE (Hospital Management); Lenyatsa MS (Occupational Hygiene); Malinda M (Disaster Management); Mdokwana D (Hospital Management); Muka-Makiangi M-M (Health Systems and Policy); Muvhango L (Health Policy and Management); O’Brien S (Health Policy and Management); Rampora MS (Health Systems and Policy).

2009 (12): Ganchi A (Health Policy and Management); Kekana MM (Health Policy and Management); Kekana TM (Hospital Management); Mizan GE (Occupational Hygiene); Modiko SO (Hospital Management); Mohlodine E (Occupational Hygiene); Monticelli FEC (Health Systems and Policy); Pule M (Gender and Health); Reachable J (Hospital Management); Siwisa L (Health Systems and Policy); Themba VM (Health Systems and Policy); Tlhowe KL (Hospital Management).

2010 (18): Ledibane TD (Hospital Management); Lintso ZM (Disaster Management); Louw MC (Hospital Management); Maponyane MD (Health Systems and Policy); Mathemba MP (Hospital Management); Matsoso LA (Disaster Management); Mhlanga TW (Hospital Management); Moabelo KM (Hospital Management); Morewane ML (Hospital Management); Ndlovu-Gumedie JT (Health Management); Ngcwabe Z (Hospital Management); Ngobese SM (Health Management); Ramodise KB (Hospital Management); Rannenyeni NM (Occupational Hygiene); Seleme DP (Occupational Hygiene); Sofohlo PM (Hospital Management); Thokoane MG (Disaster Management); Van Staden JJ (Occupational Hygiene).

2011 (10): Dube MI (Health Management); Greyling AD (Occupational Hygiene); Kgasu MR (Hospital Management); Mathumbu RC (Health Policy and Management); Mgoqi NM (Hospital Management); Moncho G (Hospital Management); Mosiane NJ (Hospital Management); Olaosebikan AA (Maternal and Child Health); Ralile SD (Hospital Management); Tshaka BB (Health Policy and Management).

2012 (1): Banda TP (Health Policy and Management).

DIPLOMA IN RADIOLOGICAL DIAGNOSIS

1961 (4): Charlton OP; Shnier J; Sneider P; Weinbrenn GH.

1964 (4): Axelrod S; Berelowitz I; Said MB; Solomon A.

DIPLOMA IN RADIOTHERAPY

1960 (1): Levin J.

1961 (1): Gold JJ.

1964 (1): Pieterse PJ.

DIPLOMA IN SURGERY

1953 (2): Du Toit HJ; Hansen DA.

1954 (4): Craig JJG; Marks JH; Smith JN; Van der Spuy JC.

1955 (3): Kay S; Van der Poel JS; Van Helsdingen GCF.

1956 (1): Joubert EJ.

1957 (2): Du Plessis LA; Kessler A. (June 1957 list of names tabled and not yet traced.)

1959 (1): Rautenbach R.

1960 (2): Simchowitz MZ; Van Blerk PJP.

1962 (1): Cope E.
DIPLOMA IN TROPICAL MEDICINE AND HYGIENE

1928 (6): Dart D; Ferguson AL; Retief F; Trant H; Tucker AB; Van Blommestein JHG.
1939 (8): Agranat A; Becker BJ; Chatgidakis C; Dangefield LF; Gear JH; Hunter CJG; Laing GD; Rauch JH.
1940 (8): Adler SW; Barnetson J; Bringle CP; Lewin W; MacColl NRA; Meyer J; Millar JWS; Sims S.
1941 (3): Altman A; Du Toit CJ; Mondriaan WF.
1942 (3): Gillman LE; Henson J; Van der Merwe T.
1943 (6): Cowley JG; Kossw I; Kuper SWA; Kuper Y; Scorgie DR; Van Lingen SAM.
1944 (1): Seeff H.
1945 (7): Abelheim E; Bloomberg H; Caldwell PM; Lewis EG; Liebenberg WHS; Nelson CP; Winter PAD.
1946 (3): Bloomberg BM; Freed LF; Mortimer KE.
1947 (1): Mundel B.
1948 (3): Bodenstab ATBH; Epstein EE; Sparrow EM.
1949 (3): Eastman-Nagle ERD; Koch P; MacKenzie CR.
1950 (1): Fauber GI.
1952 (4): Coetzer JGS; Eagle GF; Eiselen HH; Waldmann E.
1954 (1): Strating A.
1957 (6): Buchan R; Peacock PNB; Seligmann K; Smit P; Smith AH; Spencer IWF.
1964 (6): Freedman ML; Heyns AdP; Sonnenfeld ED; Viljoen BI.
1972 (1): Örndahl JAB.
1973 (11): Berkowitz ID; Copelyn HR; Escreet BC; Gunn FP; Holloway CJ; Mirman D; Newbury CE; Robins-Browne RM; Sacher RA; Skudowitz RB; Stevenson CM.
1974 (5): Jacobs MR; Jamison JR; Miller GB; Smith AN; Trichard LP.
1975 (7): Avery JL; Blom FA; Bouwer JW; Enslin R; Franklin E; Palmer CHP; Russell D.
1977 (4): Darlison MT; Lowe JW; Oberholzer D; Olie M.
1979 (20): Botha JJ; Brooks KM; De Villiers FPR; Edginton MED; Gear JSS; Hoffman G; Jordaan BR; Joubert JJ; Khoele JR; Khosa VSC; Levy S; MacMillan NC; McCutcheon JP; Mokhobo KP; Quantrill JRY; Raymond EC; Robert PAG; Roos CP; Schultz EL; Steenkamp DD; Vermaak ZA; Whitaker DA.
1980 (25): Andre NM; Broekmann PA; Castro-Correa FE; Cheever EJ; Cleaton-Jones PE; Crewe-Brown HH; Gibson IHN; Gilliland DH; Heydenrych DJ; Kammer VR; Krieger FK; Leibowitz MCV; Levy RB; Marx T; Makoamele VR; McPhail AV; Morton AS; Munyadiwa EH; Page ML; Rippey JJ; Russell RJG; Shimange OC; Van der Merwe HJ; Van Rensburg AJ; Wilson TD.
1981 (22): Botha BC; Cameron NA; Chouler CA; Dees GCD; Dhansay J; Gregersen GM; Hamers M-TRC; Isaacs CM; Jacques PH; Johnson S; Maarsinshh H; Marshall PR; Mokgethi KP; Padayachy GN; Pick WM; Pollak O; Richter MB; Robbins EJ; Ter Haar G; Thomson EM; Van den Ende J; Vogt DB.
1982 (32): Barday AW; Bayat M; Briedé WMH; Broude AM; Doehring RO; Duvenhage H; George RL; Gevers T; Jordaan IL; Kemp DHM; Knight SE; Lippert MM; Maharaj PS; Mellet MR; Miller SD; Mokhatla FT; Mukadam MAR; Munro JGvA; Navlakhi H; Nqubab BN; Oppenheimer BA; Petschel EG; Ramphela MA; Schoetb SB; Skaed HH; Van Coller BM; Van der Spuy CE; Van der Walt JWG; Van Schoor JF; Wilson JR; Wistrand RRE; Wyatt JG.
1983 (34): Andres TP; Bac DJ; Bagirathi R; Breese GA; Catchpole MV; Chiba V; Coetzee JM; Dean MPG; De Bruin GF; Evans ARF; Floyd E; Frean JA; Gilpin TP; Greeff GP; Handley JF; Hyde JP; Kanyama P; Kirby GD; Kraus RP; Lessing MPA; Maller R; Marais AD; Naidoo VLP; O'Mahony DJ; Patz IM; Petersen J; Ribeiro FD; Ribolzi JP; Russell AJ; Snoep P; Solomon K; Van Druten DJ; Wouff M; Yeats JR.
1984 (23): Barry MH; Bevan AP; Chathury AFL; Coetzer PWW; Culligan GA; Davis PLA; Du Plooy MC; Essa S; Fogarty HG; Heimgartner S; Heney C; Kolaplan R; Mitchell AD; Nestel AW; Nestel MDM; Nichol RJ; Opperman JC; Ricklamea DE; Shearer SCMP; Slavin A; Tobianski D; Wigeson M; Wittmer H.
1985 (31): Amoko DHA-D; Back PR; Chandia J; Cinco EV; De Klerk B; Erskine PJ; Essa MA; Falk DW; Ferrinrho PDGM; Gilbertson IT; Hilligan RL; Hunt AP; Kabugujo IL; Kibowa JTK; Kimbowa JW; Klugman KP; Kyazze D; Liebowitz LD; Marot NR; Monnier MF; Mugerwa-Sekawade E; Muteza-Musoke RW; Muwanguzi KS; Olivier LR; Pharas AAT; Pieterse CA; Reinecke HK; Reynolds HT; Shamley NS; Sher R; Zwi AB.
1986 (41): Abbott J; Adam A; Afeltra GFM; Beke AK; Booyse SS; Buch E; Carman HA; Coetzee MJ; Coetzee N; Fabian VA; Heard NM; Hickel JE; Hukins GBA; Jann HW; Jarodien EL; Jhetam IF; Kamara EA; Khosa LB; Kizito J;
2001 (17): Bhuiyan AKMF; Chersich MF; Connell LS; Fleming AH; Govender NP; Hamilton HJ; Hoosen A; Kularatne RS; Moonga N; Nair G; Oliveira VMP; Schoub PK; Seated J; Thomas J; Van Hasselt JD; Venter WDF; Vijayan GRP.

2002 (15): Akinloye OO; Barnes-Wald E; Chinappa T; Coetzee J-J; De Jong GM; Ebrahim O; Hingorani R; Kubeka PMS; Le Roux DM; Manaka MJ; Mokele WS; Pienaar C; Prentice EG; Rukwayedela OMM; Urban MF.

2003 (23): Adi IOO; Appiah-Baiden M; Beylis CM; George MZ; Glass AJ; Gruner RH; Hugo JJ; Josipovic D; Kalala TW; Kasongo HM; Kyaw T; Lekalakala MR; Linto ZM; Makatini Z; Manaka MJ; Mennen MA; Moodley AP; Onwukwe VN; Raphael NT; Ssewe KS; Taljaard JJ; Tibu GK; Wolozinsky M.

2004 (16): Danckwerts ADG; Dawood RS; Goedhals D; Goedhals J; Grundling LH; Isacds MS; Ismail NA; Jute S; Kabongo J-PM; Naidoo L; Nuttall JJC; Quan VC; Ray CI; Smith PO; Swart GJ; Weber I.

2005 (19): Brink D; Chauke BE; Ensling TJ; Fletcher GG; Jenkins LM; Kay SA; Lesia EDA; Mahfouz RFR; Moore CV; Moosa Y; Mukumbuta N; Nematweani HE; Ngwira SDS; Prinsloo B; Reuben G; Reyneke MP; Van den Berg S; Van der Plas HM; Venter CJH.

2006 (16): Beviss-Challnor KB; Blackburn LY; Bradley BE; Corcoran C; Crede T; Ekmans MS; Hsiao N-y; Johnson DW; Lobai A; Makonga M; Maphanga WR; Menezes CN; Nkakhtar N; Osie-Sekyere B; Rubel D; Thulkanam DD.

2007 (13): Blaylock MD; Bosman NN; Dube S; John M-AA; Majuru H; Makasi Z; Meiring ST; Mkhanlu G; Moodley N; Nana T; Rebe KB; Strydom K-A.

2008 (22): Biden MJ; Bonorchis KJ; Buldeo S; Cengimbo GA; Gabriel G; Ginsberg C; Groeneveld H; Ismail F; Kresch AM; Le Roux JA; Lewis C; Maklango GS; Martin S; Meidany P; Moodley VM; Onyedinachi O; Ranchhod NP; Seetharam S; Sheehy SH; Stacey CH; Swanepoel KMW.

2009 (20): Abrahams R; Alam AKMN; Baluti KM; Ching H; Dreyer AW; Faal-Omisore MA; Gamizelo GS; Jansen van Vuuren M; Kenyon CR; Kubayi NM; Maluleke C; Mathabathe MJ; Mirira M; Moodley T; Muka-Makiangi M-M; Offong BE; Passman M; Silberbauer EJ; Tarkowski R; Visser A.

2010 (16): Abusomwan OE; Alphonson CS; Hasan M-U; Hoosien E; Kufa T; Magazi BT; Maree L; Martin CE; Matabane MM; Naicker PR; Orth H; Patel F; Shamsi Masood ES; Sono LL; Thomas TS; Zisis D.

2011 (6): Frantzen L; Gharaharian V; Neethling WD; Shikongo SK; Souda S; Strydom K-A.

2012 (14): Adrigwe J; Botha AF; Choeu BM; Ditsele RMM; Durao H; Louwrens J; Malatji TAP; Maphoto R; Mavuso GS; Mokgatla RM; Mthupha NP; Ndudane Mothlale Z; Nyapholi ME; Obree NL.

Non-graduate diplomas

DIPLOMA IN ORTHOPTICS

1974 (3): Hill BM; Hill RC; Wardrop JL.

1975 (5): Brenner CL; Cohen R; Cooper BHM; Engler MR; Smulian JH.

1976 (3): Joffe D; Kohler L; Van den Bergh JK.

1977 (1): Colvin F.

1978 (6): Been MJ; Dreier JS; Gerszt DZ; Klugman MD; Pewsey M-L; Rechtman JR.

DIPLOMA IN PRIMARY HEALTH CARE (EDUCATION)

1989 (11): Hill JC; Kanji R; Knight SE; Malomane EL; Mutirua EK; Ngubeni ND; Ngwenya MS; Nkosiy NP-J; Radebe NS; Ramalepe MJ; Tjaapeupa VN.

1990 (8): Giddy J; Hlalele MM; Kellerman FWJ; Lee TCM; Mashabane LJ; Miallanele MD; Molusi MJ; Oettle CA.

1991 (13): Alperstein M; Gaven MN; Mckenzie UA; Msauli LM; Mseti EN; Ndogeni O; Ngwilingwili NE; Nteyi MV; Oskowitz B; Ramalibana FT; Saane D; Stuurman J; Wildschut GMM.

1992 (2): Mampuru MA; Monnatehebe MM.

1994 (1): Mamogobo PM.

1995 (6): Bodibe JD; Malwa TS; Mfikoe DS; Nefale TM; Ngobeni MF; Sibiya ZM.

1996 (5): Holtzhausen JDL; Magobe NBD; Maponya RL; Mnisu LI; Shivambu EX.

1997 (7): Hlongwane CM; Maphula ME; Messi MC; Mathatho NH; Mdingi D; Mosue EM; Zwane DP.

1998 (3): Simelane TR; Zita MN; Zitha NN.
<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Year</th>
<th>Name(s)</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>1927</td>
<td>Shein IR; Shlom L.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1928</td>
<td>Cohen J; Eliastam JA.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1929</td>
<td>Hayward SS.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1930</td>
<td>Schneider MC.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1931</td>
<td>Glickman Z.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1932</td>
<td>Cohen J; Kessel A; Miselsky M; Pekarsky A.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1933</td>
<td>Hurwitz J; Lazarow JC; Monk M; Schwartz R.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1934</td>
<td>Glatt N; Marwick D; Wheatley G.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1935</td>
<td>Borgwardt EFW; Cochran CM; Hibbit RW; Robins M.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1936</td>
<td>Bean N; Davidow S; Fraenkel HE; Lord TRT; Oosthuizen P.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1937</td>
<td>Bass B; Beiles HA; Josselson J; Levin M; Lorge A; Louw PJ; McCagie W; Rootenberg S; Thomas LL.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1938</td>
<td>Baron HH; Hotz D; Kruger D; Oranje P.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1939</td>
<td>Blumenfeld RE; Bonin K; Kotze A; Louw HH; Muskat M; Sidelisky R; Smit RNvZ.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1940</td>
<td>Becker G; Brown JM; Cohen M; Goldwater A; Leitner HV.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1941</td>
<td>Carter RB; Ravid H; Sennett PP; Smith W; Warr KR; Winckworth DT.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1942</td>
<td>Discus E; Kemp MF; Lazar LL; Roux LAD; Stirton CA.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1943</td>
<td>Cohen B; Cohen BL; Copelyn M; Hotz EP; Perl TZ.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1944</td>
<td>Annandale CF; Been E; Brink JR; Cohen P; Engels T; Fourie PS; Goldblatt B; Hoogenboezem C; Jooste DST; Palte SS; Taylor FJ; Walt DV.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1945</td>
<td>Berry RN; Blum L; Brink HK; Buysenhek J; Carr HJ; Coetzee PC; Keal BN; Miller GB; Ruttenberg H; Sandler VC; Shapero SJ.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1946</td>
<td>Bathfield RS; Golden M; Heyns AM; Mellet JR; Pierneef HA; Radus C.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1947</td>
<td>Badenhorst JG; Bagt SN; Becker E; Bernstein L; Botha AW; Brandt R; Davidson HB; De Beer DHG; Dreyer CJ; Fainsinger BE; Havenga MJ; Henn P; Hugo AAO; Jacobson A; Joffe JM; Kohler WW; Lubke VME; Milwidsky NI; Pilemmer D; Rabie N; Schmulian NA; Shapero MMJ; Smith I; Stegmann JDL; Van der Merwe BN; Van Deventer JL; Van Zyl SA.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1948</td>
<td>Abrams B; Aucamp IJ; Bodenstein P; Bowker WH; Britz J; Cohen B; Crause LJ; De Wet JS; Dodds AE; Fig B; Gavronskey G; Goldberg RL; Goldenbaum A; Jenkins ED; Johnson PGW; Joubert J; Kaplan SM; Katz J; Kruger KK; Kusner M; Kusner W; Lazarus MM; Lee LC; Le Grange JR; Levin A; Linström JG; Miller WL; Oosthuizen L; Oosthuysen CC; Runwell IH; Sachs R; Serebro LI; Sefontain AW; Silbermann AU; Skapinker D; Snyman CM; Surovsky AC; Symon I; Taylor VR; Tonkin J; Van Deventer GJ; Van Heerden PS; Van Niekerk FW; Van Straaten PF; Venter AA; Venter BR; Vermeulen O; Whitcomb V; Zlotnick M.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1949</td>
<td>Allen RJ; Basson MSN; Blum L; Bryer LW; Carey PD; Celliers F; Cohen H; Collender WKF; Cooper BH; Corbett-Owen I; Court LPA; De Marillac St Julien GM; De Wet DC; De Wet PD; Doveton EDA; Du Toit CJR; Eisenstadt A; Engelbrecht JA; Foster F; Frost DM; Garwood NBJ; Glass RB; Grud H; Hallwachs O-AAEVR; Hart HN; Herman H; Hewitson DC; Hogg JOS; Immelman PE; Jacobson J; Jooste PA; Jordaan DJ; Joubert GJ; Katz LS; Kearns BA; Kohler AC; Kowal L; Kramer AM; Lancer C; Lapidus A; Lasersohn J; Leppan JVA; Levy J; Lewis CG; Lurie B; Little IGB; Louw J; Mathias PWS; Mathews LL; Melcher AH; Meyer T; Minne SL; Niewoudt JHM; Pallet A; Palmer HT; Pearson WG; Phillips SS; Ruttenberg H; Salter WM; Spark WH; Van Heerden JWS; Van Heerden PJ; Van Reenen F; Versluis JJ; Viljoen RE; Watson FC; Wegerle LM; Yulden LM.</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
| 1950 | Abdramans SI; Abrahamsohn SE; Aylward RR; Barrowman TR; Bergman SH; Berkowitz S; Bestor LJ; Blignaut R; Brand AA; Brink LDV; Burger T; Coward BD; Crouse ML; De Graaf JA; De Jager CL; Dodds DA; Du Toit DM;
BA UCHA ROC OF DENTAL SCIEN CE

1970 (38): Anderson DR; Barnett AM; Berlin J; Brown HB; Cohen B; Daly PF; Ebrahim AM; Garber DA; Gordon TM; Hammer RL; Hatchuel AI; Hurwitz MN; Israelson MJ; Joffe L; Jones SV; Kaplan GB; Karon D; Karpeles MR; Kesler IJ; Kramer BB; Kramer N; Kraut HNL; Lang L; McCollum AGH; Phillips VM; Press V; Richman CS; Rudolph MJ; Shapiro J; Shulman LD; Skinstad TN; Smirn SM; Smit GL; Spiers EP; Tarlton RC; Van Gelder FF; Wantenaar RP; Widmonte AD.

1971 (37): Braude EB; Biev CI; First HA; Friedland MN; Friedman M; Frysh H; Gilgut PN; Gin RP; Goldbaum SG; Grave AMH; Hamilton DM; Harris BC; Jacobson S; Joannou CL; Joffe MJ; Joseph VP; Kaplan RH; Karam JG; Kaye M; Kegel WWE; Kolnick DV; Lauson P; Löststedt PJ; Mackay JD; Michelow J; Michelson JL; Noach PD; Pakter YM; Segal TH; Spowart VG; Thwaites M; Tolchard NA; Traub AJ; Urdang S; Weinberg B; Wilson GS; Zagonoe IH.

1972 (34): Adami AAE; Bass SI; Benians RB; Bloom MP; Brown HM; Ciapparelli L; Colborne RS; Finnemore BW; Frankel LR; Friedman H; Gottlieb A; Greenspan RL; Hatchuel MD; Hughes A; Jarvis DG; Judelson BZ; Kabrun S; Katz M; Kilburn HV; King AD; Kisner TN; Lello GE; Maserow AA; McGowan JS; Rea MA; Roberts AJ; Rubin BG; Saitowitz D; Sennet RP; Shain GS; Sher AM; Taylor BJ; Vermeulen R; Wainer GL.

1973 (38): Altini M; Arendorf TM; Ausmeier DG; Bloom SJ; Boner C; Campbell NG; Davidoff B; Diamond O; Ferguson AN; Fine JB; Foar AK; Gamsu AI; Hirswotiz M; Horn DR; Hurwitz B; Hutton MB; Israelson H; Jearey PB; Katz HC; Kirshon MJ; Lazer RJ; Mahomedy EH; Meyerowitz C; Millar WGL; Mires H; Perlmann JI; Rakusin H; Sandler BA; Sandler HJ; Sender M; Silverman JP; Sparrow MW; Struthers PJ; Suzor MP; Timcke PH; Tindall RJ; Van Druten RE; Wilson RMH.
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Ragnath R; Ramdin S; Ramlachan A; Rathnasamy M; Seodi KKB; Sherring DL; Singh P; Strydom JH; Thandar HI; Van Rooyen C.

2004 (30): Akabor MJ; Ambrose ST; Bhoola T; Chetty S; Dalal S; Dasoo S; Gumede NB; Hajee S; Hansa A; Harry N; Harriyparsad A; Huang C-C; Ismail F; Ismail S; Kang J; Kanjee A; Madjarevic S; Makanjee P; Mayet S; Moodley ZS; Morar D; Mudly S; Ndebele S; Niranjan N; Pereira GdC; Saloojee S; Simelane SSJ; Sun Y-SP; Wagner BG; Zebron NE.

2005 (72): Baba MS; Badri Dorasamy M; Bagoon K; Bawa T; Behari P; Bhagwan Y; Bhana A; Bhattach S; Bhoola D; Boyjoonaath RD; Cissim R; Chau A; Chouhan A; Dente SA; Doumanis PV; Dubadh S; Ellerbeck D; Essop NM; Filipovski A; Gani A; Gani F; Harkison R; Hassam S; Jacobsohn F-C; Jagathpal AJ; Jhugroo NS; Kadwa N; Karolia M; Kasoojee F; Kathrada A; Kucio TA; Labuschagne A; Laher T; Lalla K; Lin HY; Magalhaes BAF; Mahomed F; Mahomed NA; Mahomed S-a; Mathews JS; McAlpine AJ; Mistry N; Mkwanzani S; Mookadam MAE; Morweng RPN; Munamsy C; Naidoo K; Naranbhai D; Ooka N; Osborne CO; Padayachee Sankeshan; Padayachee Sarusha; Paphitis N; Peer F; Perumal R; Porter MJ; Premraj S; Prithipal D; Rajah Z; Rajdeo A; Ravat N; Seedat YA; Sewgoolam S; Singh B; Singh R; Singh S; Somarasa T; Tsai KT; Wadwailla N; Wu H-mS; Yang C.

2006 (25): Baksh N; Chen W-TT; Chohan AE; Daya P; Dorohokuplia M; Hira A; Huang W-h; Lalla M; Lu K-j; Mahomed H; Mayet F; Mkhalifi PH; Nagar P; Nagar S; Nagar U; Naidoo M; Patel D; Pillay S; Schwartz CC; Sibda A; Singh Kr; Sukha K; Sulaman F; Suliman K; Sultan S.

2007 (30): Bhoja R; Cissim J; Chang F-C; Chiware T; Ferreira P; Gange B; Garach N; Gideon M; Khan S; Klein K; Lu K-J; Mahabear N; Mahomed RE; Mbatha ST; Mia R; Michael M; Naicker L; Oren D; Padia P; Pillay TD; Ramla S; Sader A; Seedat FY; Sekhoto MG; Sewbuckus T; Shongwe GB; Singh SS; Vafaei N; Wu C-S; Yu H.

2008 (34): Bethlehem T; Bhengu S; Bhyat MAB; Botten JJ; Goolam Nabee Z; Gopee P; Govender A; Govender K; Gregory DM; Hassim F; Hira PG; Janssen B; Kana F; Kathrada N; Khusal M; Loonat Z; Mahomed A; Min MS; Mizra N; Mohanlal A; Mohutsiwa NM; Motoenso SA; Naidoo N; Naidoo V; Navlakhi F; Osman M; Patel E; Patel F; Phaleng KS; Pitswane MM; Raffner EJ-L; Setumu MP; Tadjhazhi W; Wilson C.

2009 (25): Amin T; Antunes RE; Aucamp ES; Bhayat RH; Bhula A; Botten MC; Desai P; Dintchev DL; Garrant RM; Heeves A; Jivanbhaga D; Koutras S; Lu W; Mafeureka RM; Mia ZH; Moolla R; Mosoma DM; Ntseke TD; Ramkussen K; Rampershad N; Reynolds CH; Samuel YC; Singaram A; Vally A; Van Niekerk S.

2010 (31): Amod Z; Badat Y; Constantiniou LA; Daya J; Docrat F; Dos Santos MJ; Ganda B; Gounden N; Govender Shamendra; Govender Simeshini; Gu L; Haasbroek AJ; Hulley RS; Jalal L; Kajee M; Kissun SM; Mayet T; Moolla F; Moosa Z; Naidoo D; Naiker M; Naiker N; Nalla N; Ndlovu NP; O’Brien KL; Okoko SN; Padia M; Rawhani AFO; Sidelsky AJ; Timm EG; Zunde MD.

2011 (36): Abbas Z; Badrodin M; Bhula NH; Blignaut K; Choonara A; Dangor Z; Daya J; Daya Roopa V; Docrat M; Ebrahim L; Garach T; Govender SA; Hatchuel SA; Holtzhazen Z; Hsu P-N; Ismail F; Ismail M; Kork R; Majid M; Mafutha ML; Mawano T; Meyburgh EU; Moagi MF; Mostoena SA; Naidoo N; Naidoo V; Navlakhi F; Osman M; Patel E; Patel F; Perumal CA; Sithole L; Soares VJ; Song G; Sorathia FM; Sykes DJ; Vally M; Yang Y-H.

2012 (31): Ahmed F; Baba Z; Bhayat A; Bok NT; Bülow A; Chien Y-H; Deochand S; Dulsabh UK; Fergusson J; Gani MS; Gana DB; Goniwe Z; Gowan S; Hoosen R; Khan MA; Makepe M; Manyepedza GC; Mathai P; McLean M; Montshioane OB; Mwila L; Mvala BS; Nagdee L; Njoko ZN; Ragie A; Patel MM; Schalkwyk RM; Shongwe BJ; Vally N; Van der Linde SJ; Zanamwe M.

BSc ORAL BIOLOGY

1976 (1): Cohen MA.

1981 (2): Glassman LM; Sher L.

1982 (5): Eitzman LM; Fahn P; Farrell CJ; Katz RA; Wright AA.

1984 (2): Heydt D; Kaplan GH.

1985 (2): Berman BA; Pandor A.
Postgraduate diplomas

HIGHER DIPLOMA IN DENTISTRY (Changed to MDent and MScDent after 1979)

1955 (2): Bagg SN; Goldenbaum A.
1956 (1): Dreyer JC.
1957 (5): Copelyn M; Court LPA; Smith W; Van Reenen JF; Williams EG.
1958 (3): Blum L; Davidson HB; Melcher AH.
1959 (1): Shear M.
1960 (1): Collis J.
1961 (6): Barrowman TR; Feinblum L; Lemmer J; MacLeod D; Smit AA; Viljoen PT.
1962 (1): Rabinowitz A.
1963 (7): Buskin SA; Duvenage JG; Epstein OR; Feldman IA; Geyer CF; Patrikios D; Zietsman ST.
1964 (4): Langenegger JJ; Lewin A; Radomsky JB; Wingrin DB.
1965 (7): Adler AL; Dell D; Laubscher AL; Miller M; Pietersen AG; Prinsloo PM; Taylor MB.
1966 (4): Becker LH; Kaplan H; Theron W; Van Rensburg BG.
1967 (5): Fine L; Selipsky H; Shear SE; Sommers DK; Thomas CJ-P.
1968 (8): Abrams B; Cohen J; Dreyer WP; Gurr RH; Ichilcik E; Lohse PJ; Nel JC; Venter NJ.
1969 (7): Chertkow SI; Fine MM; Fleisch L; Lewis JES; Oosthuizen TJ; Smukler H; Stein E.
1970 (12): Bester D; Carey PD; Carstens IL; Danilowitz LC; Els VGB; Franks MA; Hellig MI; Josephson CA; Kotkin H; Levin N; Rosenberg ES; Slabbert JCG.
1971 (11): Barbakow HF; Cooper BH; Ferreira AM; Goldman AM; Kessler S; Lownie JF; Lurie C-NN; Lurie R; Rosenberg I; Setzer S; Stoch RB.
1972 (6): Gottlieb EW; Judes G; Masters PH; Nasser L; Van Rensburg LB; Williams SDL.
1973 (4): Aronson MW; Eintracht F; Evian CI.
1975 (12): Adami AAE; Buitendag JGE; First HA; Greenspan RL; Joannou CL; Lazarus MI; Press V; Richman CS; Rudolph MJ; Sandler AB; Shapiro J; Wolmer H.
1976 (3): Hamilton DM; Smit GL; Wainberg S.
1977 (9): Davis RA; Katz HC; Noach PD; Reynecke HS; Sandler BA; Sandler HJ; Sher AM; Shulman LD; Skinstad TN.
1978 (3): Kramer N; Lesar CG; Richman MJ.
1979 (2): Davel DJ; Hatchuel AI.

DIPLOMA IN MAXILLO-FACIAL AND ORAL SURGERY

1963 (1): Meerkotter VA
1965 (1): Paddon AJN.
1966 (1): Lewis JES.
1972 (4): Allnutt SW; Butz SJ; Lloyd PF; Shevel EJ.
1974 (1): Uys PB.
1975 (1): Lownie JF.
1976 (3): Lurie R; Ostrofsky MK; Rosenberg I.
1978 (2): Levitan S; Rea MA.
DIPLOMA IN ORTHODONTICS

1960 (1): Gavronsky G.
1961 (1): Oosthuizen L.
1962 (1): Joffe BM.
1964 (4): Davidson HB; Hotz AB; Lasersohn E; Macleod D.
1966 (2): Katz J; Spruyt JLL.
1967 (2): Ordman J; Patrikios D.
1971 (3): Chertkow SI; Fine MM; Stein E.
1973 (3): Evans WG; Preston CB; Sadowsky PL.
1976 (3): Joffe L; Judes G; McCollum AGH.

DIPLOMA IN PERIODONTICS AND ORAL MEDICINE

1973 (3): Anderson DR; Buskin SA; Cohen SJ.

DIPLOMA IN PROSTHODONTICS

1973 (4): Jones SV; Levin AC; Maltz DO; Wilding RJC.
1978 (1): Bow P.
1979 (1): Carr L.

DIPLOMA IN PUBLIC DENTISTRY

1943 (1): De Villiers JFvdS.
Non-graduate diploma

DIPLOMA IN ORAL HYGIENE

1974 (9): Anderson TC; Ber W; Block PA; Feinberg PS; Gill JE; Kay L; Lemmer J; Nestadt B; Schach SR.
1975 (4): Denman D; Hansen GY; Kagan KP; Knight LM.
1977 (5): Dockrat MA; Fuller PJ; Heydt B; Lewis W; Tiffin BA.
1983 (8): Blankenburg B; Carstairs PA; Casselson SI; Horowitz B; Kallmeyer D; Kamburov D; Plath S; Rakusin MN.
1986 (12): Acquadro S; Bartkunsky AV; Bricknell Y; Cader M; Feldman ER; Gordon G; Hay J; Jersky S; Kamburov R; Morein B; Morris AL; Wurts JC.
1987 (2): Mall R; Nagdee S.
1988 (10): Bacher LYM; Beljon NJ-A; Daynes SW; Drue GT; Edelstein BC; Hirschowitz CL; Hirshberg S; Josselsohn TS; Lun SE; Wilson LA.
1991 (11): Baker AT; Else DS; Endt M; Hertz W; Hodgson CPB; Jayes D; Mellema PA; Melman J; Minnaar LA; Rheeder JJ; Stein L.
1992 (1): Ginsberg D.
1993 (20): Adam S; Baum F; Berger LJ; Black V; Boda S; Friedman H; Goldstein P; Howes CA; Lambley C-J; Latib S; Lieberman CA; Lorigat A; Malan Y; Oberstein T; Oosthuizen E; Shirazi S; Solomon LE; Stephens T; Van Zyl MA; Ward DA.
1994 (14): Bailey C-A; Bhyat S; Brest AS; Cholo TF; Gorgolis C; Halim SA; Ismail YM; Kapul NS; Neu-Ner K; Omar F; Unterhorst LM; Van Jaarsveld H; Woodman FM; Zondi X.
1995 (7): Abram N; Ahmed Rashid M; Cheyney KJ; Jansen Y; McKay K-A; Mehtar NS; Wainberg C.
1996 (13): Abed S; Amerler J; Garb EL; Garda AE; Gardener TP; Kaden C; Khan F; Khan R; Ngalimane MCN; Rooknoodeen S; Sayed AR; Shor RK; Thabethe VOM.
1997 (6): Amerler H; Genn N; Kasoo AI; Korver Y; Ntshali MP; Sastre VR.
1998 (11): Gelman CA; Goolab N; Günther SD; Hoogers MM; Ismail S; Laher AA; Majake MJ; Motan S; Sepanya MM; Singh L; Yende JN.
1999 (7): Hamaty N-A; Koor Z; Laher A; Pasquali OC; Sher I; Steenkamp JM; Zanoli D.
2000 (8): Basic S; Boda S; Bopape GV; Colmer AD; Govind AA; Mahomed H; Phyfer L; Saloojee Z.
2001 (6): Ahmed Y; Dessena B; Glass LC; Motala A; Van Druten V; Varachia S.
2002 (9): Barnard E; Browne H-S; Cassim F; Dadabhay T; Lingwathi AN; Meyering M; Mokokeng PE; Muller L; Voigt CU.
2003 (5): De Sousa CJ; Harris SC; Meier S; Mulamba BB; Solala M.
2004 (11): Baloyi NJ; Buys S; Harck S; Khota N; Liebenberg SM; Margetts TM; Seedat Z; Van der Berg C; Van Niekerk A; Wainberg LM; Wall L-A.
2005 (8): Ebrahim H; Hartzenberg D; Lukasik DA; Mbeje DM; Mogano MI; Scheepers E; Schingerling E; Van Heerden N.
2006 (9): Braithwaite SL; Dookhoo NA; Makgoba MS; Mchunu NT; Mutete B; Nematatani KK; Schubert U; Talken K; Xaba M.
2007 (8): Kassim SS; Madonsela DS; Malema IM; Pheiffer Y; Ross S; Shabangu PA; Varachia A; Wessels ED.
2008 (10): Brits B; Brokensha BT; Kola N; Mohloding MG; Mokoena K; Mosoma NR; Ngubane MB; Nwaile TS; Omar NA; Steyn SJ.
2009 (11): Da Silva BG; Gomes TKM; Kheswa SVB; Makgato RM; Mgabe NM; Minnaar Z; Mothabine T; Rakoloti MM; Rotsheney M; Teladisa YM; Tsetse KD.
2010 (7): Kennedy N; Leriba VM; Mashigo RA; Mazibuko MP; Mkhungo AP; Mlate T; Singh N.
2011 (3): Longwe SL; Mogashoa TJ; Ndindwa W.
2012 (15): Bhana PJ; Buthelezi NC; Eva DC; Khalishwayo NN; Khumalo NT; Mashele MA; Mchunu P; Mpharasa L; Mnisi NC; Mokwato KA; Mpfuni TT; Ndongeni A; Nxumalo LK; Sekgobela ML; Tau KM.
THERAPEUTIC SCIENCES DISCIPLINES

Undergraduate degrees

BSc NURSING

1972 (3): Carruthers J; Van Eyssen LA; Wilson JA.
1973 (8): Abelson NM; Frobbis MC; Hanouch V; Langer AEM; Mathews EA; Mennigke MC; Müller MJE; Verney PJ.
1974 (8): Blackburn MG; Burton JP; Domeris EJ; Hauft JH; Hinds RM; McLeod JE; O’Reilly PM; Sichel PC.
1975 (7): Crosby KM; Davies AM; Flitt E; Howard RJ; Mclnerney PA-M; Miller AE; Stein SG.
1976 (10): Bielik RM; Boyce OR; Cunningham AM; Luiz GK; Malkenson G; Pinkney-Atkinson VJ; Rees EJ; Roos KM; Van Dijk AR; Vincent GJ.
1977 (8): Bayley MA; Bowes LS; Crane LE; Ladegaard M; Lohrmann L; Redman SM; Scott JA; Smit JL.
1978 (3): De la Harpe MAC; Sharland SR; Slow KJ.
1979 (7): Bullen D; Chamberlain LM; Cribbes DJ; Huberts AE; Probert EB; Stacey AO; Van der Molen I.
1980 (5): Delgoiffe CM; De Vries Robbé M; Penkler R-M; Swanepoel CR; Venn LJ.
1981 (7): Baker YV; Janse van Vuuren M-F; Norton PE; Pauck E; Preddy S; Sweeney JV; Tyler JM.
1982 (9): Chippis J-A; Hopkins JA; Myburgh JH; Nel CA; Preston EA; Price SF; Rawsthorne MB; Robertson DL; Stiff HM.
1983 (10): Esselstyn KJ; Grey HG; Jones LG; Lai L; Lansdown WVP; Leask KV; Mills CM; Stroh AL; Swart VJ; Van der Wielen MW.
1984 (9): Afeltra J; Blackstock KJ; Doepel JB; Fisher HM; Gelerb CA; Lorenzo A; Notten MM; Ray AS; Shaw JJ.
1985 (12): Akehurst SJ; Bate WV; Carstens MM; Chiloane MA; Hance KE; Hodgson LA; Honey DA; Joustra KM; Labuschagne P; McEnhill LA; Pasifakis ZA; Zinn Y.
1987 (13): Bayne S; Byrne S; De Jong V; Du Preez JA; Funnell JE; Horsfield M; Mahood H; Magkalemele MH; Phiri BK; Polkinghorne LJ; Sodumo NN; Spence D; Venter JG.
1988 (12): Braun H; Clarence J; Cloete T; Greenberg HS; Kemp TC; Mackay CT; Reuss CA; Rijns NG; Tebbutt JS; Tinney AL; Venet L.
1989 (15): Benson-Armer ML; Chalmers JG; Duncan HA; Faber BV; Gooden JM; Hill BE; King P-A; MacDonald AM; McGibbon LG; Mills SP; Oxley SG; Salmon S; Simelela YV; Wills JL; Zondo PCB.
1990 (1): Stewart LA.

BACHELOR OF NURSING

1989 (5): Berriman GS; De Graaf TN; Foreman MC; Goetsche T; Muller JA.
1990 (18): Backman R; Boulanger CJ; Brinkcote UC; Hainsworth J; Hancock TL; Hobson AJ; Holgate R; Jeannot ME; Komoreg SE; McEloney FC; Moshe JM; Neilson AJ; Pellatt VR; Rachelson AS; Sibeko ME; Storer FA; Townsend CP; Tustin SA.
1991 (15): Brummer A; Cheong PN; Cornish EAN; Few LQ; Greig FA; Hanson MG; Johansson AE; Kerby PJ; Maple JM; Meirovitz B; Nene NS; Noll D; Pon CMS; Stecher KM; Visagie KV.
1992 (18): Bayat F; Beere HL; Butler JP; Drogan TA; Haselhorst CN; Kirsten S; Kooma KP; Leketi MK; Lever HS; Long D; McIlroy LA; Mgoma BM; Moganedi TS; Reiment IM; Simons TM; Squara NF; Standfest DA; Veran CD.
1993 (26): Beech KN; Brown MAJ; Downes JA; Essa F; Gyetvan GM; Huxtable LJ; Kaminska KA; Lovell JS; Mathumbu N; Meadows JE; Melville VJ; Mkondwane AS; Modisenyane EM; Mokoena MP; Molusi ST; Monyamane MP; Mulondo TF; Palmer S; Phiri LT; Radebe SJ; Reimann SM; Smillie MA; Swana ACS; Tapile NC; Taylor VB; Wächter KM.
1994 (18): Botes L; De Maayer IL; Doepel KE; Erikson AM; French D-A; Godwin CM; Griggs M; Havenith F; James WA; McKitterick N; Parnell LK; Radzilani TB; Robinson L; Rowland RE; Swartz GL; Westcott MD; Wilson GH; Wright TV.
1995 (18): Bryce-Borthwick B; Cain AP; Gcsasamba V; Ibrahim Y; Joss LG; Kgosana GD; Khumalo DE; Lakay LJ; Letseleha LM; Molele KM; Molupe DY; Monkoe NJ; Muravha MM; Ndaba TP; Ngidi BN; Pitt J; Ragau TM; Steeneveld JM.
1996 (12): Barbosa ACdS; Boyce G; De Monte LG; Garner JA; James JL; Janutsch E; Kubeka VJ; Mazibuko GB; Moabelo NP; Modisenyane SG; Moloi PF; Venter CC.

1997 (20): Asvat S; Cartwright PJ; Curle PJ; Curry AL; Du Plessis KB; Ellis ALA; Gcumisa TSZ; Higgo M; Jackson JM; Launspach IJ; Ngese CN; Noel CE; Phello L; Potterton M; Price TEM; Pytlík L-AM; Quintal NA; Smit L-A; Tesado BV; Wilson TR.

1998 (15): Bashir S; Cameron SJ; Goldin KA; Ismail F; Kellett AJ; Khoza SLT; Madigoe NL; Malinga MG; McKibbin FS; Mejelo FM; Nkabinde NM-I; Nong L; Palmer L; Pile C; Tlabyane MJ.

1999 (10): Harris C; Jacobs C; Loonat R; Ndaba V; Padayachee K; Peatfield AJ; Ramasodi MG; Rymer NC; Schmollgruber S; Sibiya NE.

2000 (11): Crossbie D; Fraser L; Judah MM-A; Kobedi NM; Menyatsoe NJ; Moneri LP; Nkumane PE; Rachidi MG; Sithole N; Smook SA; Zarcynski DJ.

2001 (10): Dlamini TM; Germanus FJ; Hlahane TP; Jelley SJ; Maropeng PM; Marotse MB; Mayet Z; Moitse KA; Ntombela ZTF; Tshwwe TI.

2002 (5): Dzivhuho NM; Lynch BM; Malebane SL; Mavuso NS; Mdalose GK.

2003 (6): Baloyi OB; Magasela BN; Makinta JK; Mojaki DR; Qashane N; Rapudi MG.

2004 (5): Dlamini SC; John G; Mhlongo EN; Montsosi PB; Mthethwa N.

2005 (5): Bhimjee RV; Gomes VP; Khayiyana NC; Mokwena TL; Petha H.

2006 (10): Intaka MR; Le Goff C; Lubisi PO; Mati KS; Mngadi FM; Mokgoshi SM; Ntloko L; Tenza IS; Xhakaza SC.

2007 (14): Gaveni S; Goodwin TL; Gubane NP; Gumede TL; Makhumisane MW; Mkhanja NP; Moleli RM; Motsumi DD (posthumous); Ncupayi SM-A; Ntonga AN; Phosa MK; Saula NS; Swartbooi AJ; Tshabalala NA.

2008 (8): Baloyi MW; Khumalo SC; Linda SL; Madire T; Mclachlan TA; Nalumansi EC; Thibedi LTG; Zwane SP.

2009 (19): Baliki O; Dickson K-A; Johnson ML; Kara S; Khusi SC; Kubeke TP; Kunene TP; Lehase RS; Lontshisitse OG; Lurelang M; Mkhiize P; Mmalase R; Mokwena ET; Nkabinde T; Ramadi NP; Reineke PD; Sangweni ND; Ziqubu PN.

2010 (12): Hlahla CA; Kgosiemang B; Lebeko FT; Monama PR; Motupa MB; Omphitshetse SE; Phakhathi BP; Sebei MP; Shongwe KI; Shongwe N; Socks BW; Zulu JN.

2011 (10): Kizza DH; Mashadzha TJ; Monyake NG; Mteto M; Ncube CM; Olesitsitse AL; Rahube J; Sithole SM; Thusi LA; Tshibha N.

2012 (14): Chabedi R; Dlamini SP; Lebea M; Magwaza SB; Makhubu PP; Matjila OC; Mbhense S; Molekoa J; Mondell T; Mtole IN; Ramatshila SD; Sebothoma MF; Sneli NE; Sparks TI.

BSc OCCUPATIONAL THERAPY

1971 (4): Crouch RB; De Beer AN; Gowan SF; McLaren PA.

1972 (4): Adelson AJ; Gooch H; Tuffin MI; van de Geest MC.

1973 (11): Collin ME; Goldman A; Mijen L; Muller F; Penberthy ML; Sidelsky H; Smilg ML; Spottiswoode KL; Stewart-Lord BM; Swain DL; Thompson MM.

1974 (6): Lipsett AJ; Osher AS; Pincho MPCS; Rousseau AH; Rubinsky CL; White VA.

1975 (4): Bernstein IL; Bonert R; Hugo C; Scrimgeour H.

1976 (8): Cohen JD; Fehler C-A; Frankel JL; Handel LC; Harper L; Katz A; Meyerowitz KR; Pearl B.

1977 (15): Bastrui LG; Black AD; Eggers IM; Elias JC; Freinkel SZ; Guest FA; Kotkin ZG; Lavagna EM; Marcus C; Philip JE; Sadie MA; Smith LJ; Sonnendecker CV; Tothill UJ; Watson RM.

1978 (7): Austen MP; Boyce LM; Herman A; Hurwitz V; Santos MFM; Stansfield SA; Underwood PA.

1979 (7): Combrink LA; De Klerk D; Gordon N; Hare MA; Hoffman CM; Mallory VR; McDougall DR.

1980 (9): Beale JM; Bousfield KH; Centner L; Hodkinson LJ; Homer SL; Marsh J; Serafini FN; Stein LD; Veldkamp AK.

1981 (8): Cohen SD; De Witt L; Glajchen SB; Hen-Boisen JA; Isserow DH; Minsker F; Trope JL; Van Vliet JP.

1982 (15): Bradlow D; Catzel JB; De Luca PM; Dickie SM; Fredman NP; Goodman RD; Kaplan M; Kisna-Pillay N; Lindesay DM; Miller RA; Rendall KM; Sonnenberg DM; Van den Berg KA; Waterson CD; Wulfsohn BL.
BSc PHYSIOTHERAPY

1944 (9): Bertin HPB; Bosman A; Brooks J; Horn E; Krone NC; Lindup R; Muller M; Nuttall CE; Standing CAM.

1945 (11): Bernard DL; Black JMM; Boyd-Varty NA; Duncan-Brown H; Humphery MF; Juul MA; Kahn D; Kenhardt JBC; Petrie BA; Rossiter FSB; Wilson EM.

1946 (9): Coetzee CC; Courtis EE; Furman C; Grant MS; Harris LE; Kramer S; Lane HdlH; Schultz EJW; Swartz SL.

1947 (13): Blair MW; Brownlee BJR; Engelbrecht SK; Feetham ME; Girdy J; Kerr ALC; MacNab EL; Meyer DA; Morris L; Nesar BM; Peterson HP; Shunn AA; Van der Leij MM.

1948 (19): Borman H; Bourdillon J; Burdett SG; De Bruin F; Geldenhuys A; Goulden JI; Jago EE; Lees KEB; Loon HC; Marks RV; Moore AP; Nichol M; Orpen GM; Robinson ESA; Shapiro A; Van der Spuy Z; Warren BJ; Webster SD; Williams DM.

1949 (6): Blackie W; Brackenridge C; Harley AM; Milton LM; Saber SA; Von William RA.

1950 (14): Barbour MG; Barker M; Fouché MLR; Goldsmid H; Hinch VM; Kleinschmidt CJ; Maurer JR; Metter J; Noble R; Paton CP; Pells BJ; Serfontein J; Van Niekerk A; Wolpert RL.

1951 (12): Alberts E; Andrews BE; Baker CJ; Bradley LB; Burkheiser AN; Gammon KM; Gebers MV; Hallack EJ; Leipoldt M; Leisegang SJ; Rotwell PK; Sack C.

1952 (11): Aitken RM; Eybers GT; Fotheringham AL; Levitt S; Mackay JK; Marais CPS; Mynhardt PC; Nicholson SJ; Paton FA; Todes LA; Williams DN.

1953 (18): Betts MEA; Bobrow R; Bruschi N; Caley AB; Cohen RL; Courlander D; Du Preez AF; Hossy FM; Israelih E; Marks BJ; Miller M; Odgers MAM; Ogg JM; Rose-Innes MP; Scott UHS; Scott-Russell RJ; Smith MPH; Tasker PM.

1954 (15): Baddeley-Adams FL; Bird JF; Bouwer BA; Brozin MM; Carson H; Cohen V; Cochrane VL; Crewe-Brown J; Edwards HW; Goldsworthy ML; Howe MD; Hynd MJ; Mann JR; Rodwell MJ; Roos BL.

1955 (9): Bjorkman LM; Cunliffe DA; Dunsdon DJ; Dyer PH; Howie MA; Huddle YR; Liebenberg BA; Lyle HF; Moritz DE; Steens HJM.

1956 (15): Bax HL; Cluver HK; Denny PL; Goldstein PR; Guthrie SJ; Herdan FM; Hind H; Hosking MN; McRae RJ; Molland F; Purvis ME; Ross B; Schwartz VR; Weakly BA; Zinn R.

1957 (9): Camber SH; Davids LM; Evans YS; Hamilton ME; Jooste DL; Kaplan BE; Mackenzie PH; Rouillard PJ; Weinberg M.

1958 (15): Ashbury EV; Bergman O; Joslin A; Fox RC; Frith IJ; Knoetze JL; Lopis BL; Mandelstam L; Navias S; Novis RH; Resnicow M; Shubitz P.

1959 (9): Baddeley-Adams FL; Bird JF; Bouwer BA; Brozin MM; Carson H; Cohen V; Cochrane VL; Crewe-Brown J; Edwards HW; Goldsworthy ML; Howe MD; Hynd MJ; Mann JR; Rodwell MJ; Roos BL.

1960 (13): Chapman ME; Cuninhan PA; De Villiers S; Enslin PA; Freercks IJ; Jeffrey J; Joosting AW; Lonsdale J; Murray GD; Pearman DF; Read JL; Theron DC; Willocks EMF.

1961 (16): Balkind M; Brown BMD; Devitt HC; Dick SM; Greenwood BL; Hansson CM; Haynes NS; Hirschmann RG; Light MM; McKeown AC; Mortimer DH; O’Connor AF; Roux L-A; Super DD; Tucker BM; Zuk L.

1962 (21): Abrahams SE; Alison PM; Ashton BJ; Bamber SA; Barker DM; Britzius RH; Cohen D; Coll BB; Crous M; Estcourt JA; Giemre ZP; Hobson EC; Kling L; Lazarus LR; Lourie A; Prinsloo JAC; Roberts CJ; Steinhard IT; Strauss F; Taitz C; Williamson PM.

1963 (18): Arnott GL; Cohen S; Evans OM; Forbes CM; Francis KEM; Gelly EA; Glatthaar II; Jenkins ME; Jenner CK; Katzen B; Miller EL; Rodseth CP; Tindale MJ; Uran DN; Van Leeuwen M-A; West CM; Wilder CB; Wilkinson L.

1964 (19): Aires R; Angus LE; Bagg JE; Brinkworth KE; Burt CM; Davidson JA; Gorfli E; Joughin HM; Lewin EM; Limerick JJ; Louw LB; Macrosty PM; Silverman Z; Spitz LY; Stoppelmann AC; Van Heerden CJ; Van Wyk EE; Wiegelinhuizen WA; Wolpert R.

1965 (11): Cooper LS; Cruickshanks GL; Daniels L; Eva EM; Gordon KH; Jacobson RS; Lipschitz AL; Segal BS; Strasburg IZ; Van Onselen LT; Wilkinson GB.

1966 (15): Abrahams PJ; Dawson BP; Friedman P; Goldberg LG; Healing FM; José D; Levy NM; Möller P; Murphy ME; Noppe E; Strickland HH; Van Niekerk EC; Weinberg SD; Winter EE; Zelikow R.

1967 (19): Barron BJ; Bell GL; Bloom AG; Brown SM; Burland SJ; Cooper JN; Goeller JB; Katzen F; Kling J; Mollatt DM; Nixon PA; Parkin A; Sabel LR; Shefts AB; Smith JC; Sobel M; Swartz J; Theron K; Van Steenderen CW.

1968 (15): Adler HR; Appel AM; Ballantyne G; Bowes LA; Brunnette AV; Clark JA; Cowley BA; Kahn HR; Kriel R; McClure GF; Millard HB; Ross-Watt CD; Russell AJ; Wiebols RM; Wise TL.

1969 (10): Brooks A; Dreyer HE; Gelb B; Hind SL; Lehwpess LD; Mason-Jones J; Moon BAL; Van der Veld MA; Wadley JA; Wolfson KH.
Postgraduate diplomas

POSTGRADUATE DIPLOMA IN OCCUPATIONAL THERAPY

2008 (1): Geral JM.
2011 (1): Kostlin C.

POSTGRADUATE DIPLOMA IN PHYSIOTHERAPY

2008 (3): Bailey TJ; Jina J; Ramjee S.
2011 (1): Corder MMME.

DIPLOMA IN ADVANCED NURSING

2008 (4): Bamanisa BJ (Intensive Care Nursing); Kaufrinder AP (Intensive Care Nursing); Malebati WK (Infection Control); Naidoo P (Nursing Management).
2009 (5): Bhoola Z (Trauma and Emergency Nursing); Kesenogile SP (Advanced Psychiatric Nursing); Mafa SA (Advanced Psychiatric Nursing); Mdukiswa MJ (Advanced Psychiatric Nursing); Van Wyk HD (Trauma and Emergency Nursing).
2010 (35): Abrahams ME (Nephrology Nursing); Alsworth-Elvey AL (Occupational Health Nursing); Blayi PE (Advanced Psychiatric Nursing); Boshoff AJ (Nephrology Nursing); Cemane NE (Occupational Health Nursing); Dlamini LS (Nephrology Nursing); Francis VN (Advanced Psychiatric Nursing); Grundling MM (Occupational Health Nursing); Hlatshwayo N (Occupational Health Nursing); Khumalo N (Advanced Psychiatric Nursing); Lekalakala GB (Advanced Psychiatric Nursing); Mahlase CM (Infection Control); Malaka MA (Advanced Psychiatric Nursing); Marx S (Occupational Health Nursing); Mashabela MM (Advanced Psychiatric Nursing); Matome LM (Advanced Psychiatric Nursing); Mbathe TE (Advanced Psychiatric Nursing); Miles I-SR (Occupational Health Nursing); Mobai SS (Infection Control); Moloke MM (Advanced Psychiatric Nursing); Moyana BC (Occupational Health Nursing); Munene JK (Occupational Health Nursing); Ndima SS (Intensive Care Nursing); Ntsiea TP (Intensive Care Nursing); Ntuli ZR (Advanced Psychiatric Nursing); Peffer UH (Occupational Health Nursing); Rakau CM (Nursing Management); Sallie S (Infection Control); Selotole MS (Advanced Psychiatric Nursing); Sepheso HM (Advanced Psychiatric Nursing); Swanepoel AL (Occupational Health Nursing); Tulsie S (Trauma and Emergency Nursing); Vuma T (Advanced Psychiatric Nursing); Wessels A (Infection Control); Zwane P (Advanced Psychiatric Nursing).
2011 (29): Barnard E (Occupational Health Nursing); Bless PS (Infection Control); Bothma I (Occupational Health Nursing); Diyane MC (Advanced Psychiatric Nursing); Hattingh K (Infection Control); Itumeleng HK (Nephrology Nursing); Kekana RE (Infection Control); Khomba MM (Nephrology Nursing); Klaassen JV (Occupational Health Nursing); Kuture SM (Nephrology Nursing); Lewis E (Infection Control); Magnus F (Occupational Health Nursing); Malan M (Occupational Health Nursing); Mogapi Letsholo LN (Nephrology Nursing); Mogari M (Nephrology Nursing); Mosiane KG (Nephrology Nursing); Ndzukulu R (Nephrology Nursing); Nene MP (Advanced Psychiatric Nursing); Ngantwini M (Posthumously)(Nephrology Nursing); Ntuli XM (Nephrology Nursing); Nyalungu HE (Advanced Psychiatric Nursing); Rebello MAVL (Occupational Health Nursing); Sambo RC (Advanced Psychiatric Nursing); Semelo ME (Advanced Psychiatric Nursing); Setimela LM (Occupational Health Nursing); Shomang DM (Advanced Psychiatric Nursing); Visagie LC (Occupational Health Nursing); Yako MN (Infection Control).
2012 (23): Bester EC (Trauma and Emergency Nursing); Brown MA (Nephrology Nursing); Chiloane G (Nephrology Nursing); De Wit-Stevens Y (Occupational Health Nursing); Dlamini TJ (Nephrology Nursing); Mabuela MS (Nephrology Nursing); Maja ED (Occupational Health Nursing); Malatji FN (Advanced Psychiatric Nursing); Maquabela ML (Nephrology Nursing); Martins PA (Nephrology Nursing); Matshidiso PP (Occupational Health Nursing); Mokoena AM (Nephrology Nursing); Moloko E (Occupational Health Nursing); Ndaba ES (Nephrology Nursing); Nhlapo EL (Occupational Health Nursing); Nhlapo LG (Infection Control); Ntuzi EM (Occupational Health Nursing); Nyuswa E (Advanced Psychiatric Nursing); Potgieter HM (Occupational Health Nursing); Sampson HH (Occupational Health Nursing); Schuster LL (Occupational Health Nursing); Sekoai CA (Nephrology Nursing); Walkden NS (Nephrology Nursing).
DIPLOMA IN ADVANCED OCCUPATIONAL THERAPY

1980 (3): Davis LJ; Fittinghof B; Kotkin ZG.
1981 (1): Franzsen H.
1983 (2): Bousfield-Barclay KH; Gordon ND.
1985 (4): Ross BJ; Simpson ME; Van der Merwe EC; Van Heerden F.
1987 (3): Both K; McCall-PEAT L; Myhill FG S.
1989 (3): Ashford BJ; Bailey CM; Fourie BC.
1990 (1): Poulton AJ.
1991 (8): Ashford BJ; Bailey CM; Coetzee A; Cohen ML; Lewkowski JS; Stewart-Lord JM; Van Zyl M; Whindus BA.
1992 (1): Shibambu IH.
1993 (6): Birkett GM; Gutmayer I; Patel N; Stirrat C-LJ; Trenor GA; Van Reenen MJSP.
1994 (1): Johnson Z.
1995 (4): Khatri R; Lotter ME; Polley HA; Rapoport P.
1997 (1): Kassen JK.
2000 (2): Dinath A; Lane A.
2001 (1): Mink DS.
2002 (5): Da Silva V; Erasmus SA; Köhne IC; Lamont SJ; Motseto KN.
2003 (1): Stoltz L.
2006 (3): Hewson BL; Shaba M; Weston LL.
2007 (2): Spavins M; Stoltz L.
2008 (2): Ata R; Labuschagne HS.

DIPLOMA IN ADVANCED PHYSIOTHERAPY

1980 (2): Steffen MC; Turner PA.
1992 (1): Chapeyama IH.
1993 (1): Livingstone AE.
1994 (3): Ngubane TP; Speer D; White SA.
1995 (4): Fortune JS; Mshunqane N; Naidoo D; Wallner PJ.
1996 (3): Koekemoer CH; Millar IA; Titlestad SD.
1997 (2): Bhika SM; Cohen FP.
1998 (9): Boya TTS; Cresswell Y; Gosai I; Hackland JH; Lund JA; Mallen FA; Mashego HT; McDonald JA; Ndim A VS.
1999 (7): Barnard MS; Brown JHL; Harvey MA; Joseph AM; Mthethwa LD; Rabin L; Taylor VK.
2000 (4): Blumschein-Pluddemann B; Cremer U; Hillary AM; Novick LA.
2001 (4): Greenblatt E; Kippen MC; Salnikov MJ; Van der Merwe AJ.
2004 (1): Moutafis VI.
2005 (3): Aires SM; Borrill J-L; Gopal S.
2006 (1): Gopal S.
2007 (1): Appalsamy P.

Diplomas

DIPLOMA IN ELECTRO-THERAPY

1943: (1) Guard JR.
1945: (1) Chatterton P.
1946: (1) Fenwick JM.

DIPLOMA IN MASSAGE, MEDICAL GYMNASTICS AND ELECTROTHERAPY

1940: (3) Cohn LD; Malherbe ME; Paul E.
1941: (11) Allan AG; Bester M; Elliot DE; Grusd ON; Leckie-Cuzen M; McCabe MS; Moll ME; Peltz PM; Segal B; Thompson J; Wessels JJ.
DIPLOMA IN MIDWIFERY

1949: (3) Bramley SPO; Niland GK; Stringfellow MT.
1951: (4) Arbuckle EJ; Barnett E; Davies KM; Larsson IA-B.
1952: (1) Hackland FKG.

DIPLOMA IN NURSING

1939 (6): Baillie JF; Borchers MDG; Cox PN; Douthwaite LM; MacGillivray EAMC; Manning MLM.
1940 (2): Walker SFA; West RJ.
1941 (2): Davies M; Solomon G.
1942 (3): Lyons WJ; Wessels AM; Woods MK.
1943 (5): Donald SP; Erb G-A; Hayter MM; Heinen WM; Nyberg FA.
1944 (11): Austin HM; Carroll NL; George E; Grant MC; Keuerleber L; Masson E; Serrurier MA; Slater CJ; Stow HF; Weldon DE; Wright MH.
1945 (9): Anderssen GJ; Atkinson NA; De Groot CA; Heeres JH; Jamieson MW; Manning SHM; Mathewson LCJ; Reymond CG; Van der Westhuizen CH.
1946 (6): Burnett EM; Davies LL; Herron EF; Labuschagne AC; Lourens SG; Robertson MF.
1947 (14): Allan MAC; Andreoli MCME; Archibald MHA; Jex ML; Latsky AS; Moore HM; Newlands VJ; Radloff DH; Searle C; Steele AN; Steele MM; Van Vuuren PJ; Waldeck SD; Waters EP.
1948 (21): Ballenden CEM; Bannister J; Becket BM; Bishop AZ; Fouche SAC; Friend SE; Gouws JC; Hooper VK; Norton OR; Peterson GDC; Read MV; Rosemount L; Shegog PK; Slater DM; Smart B; Steere JR; Vlok ME; Vorster V; Wesson MC; Williams ME.
1949 (14): Bester PwW; Connelly MC; Cruickshanks J; Davies A; Deeks BM; Fischer L; Groszmann BE; Harrison PH; Hoch A; Joubert VS; Lugsdien ED; Munro-Henderson RE; O'Brien ME; Stolle MC.
1950 (8): Andrews DF; Davies ME; Dodd K; Mellish JM; Dunwoodoy OH; McDonald MC; Roehrmüller ML; Rykheer GM.
1951 (7): Fell GE; Hackett IK; Jeffries JG; Surmon NM; Sydenham MA; Troskie GP; Warren UVS.
1952 (1): Clayburn JE.
1953 (19): Andrew IE; Borgen VL; Duffy W; Erasmus CE; Fitzgerald NE; Joubert S; Kelly HV; Koehl MCE; Lavin J; Le Meur AM; Leiblein E; Mc Dermott RS; Munzel CAC; Naylor M; Pole ME; Tarr EA; Van Stek R; White JM; Young SA.
1954 (5): Andrews DF; Davies ME; Dodd K; Mellish JM; Dunwoodoy OH; McDonald MC; Rohrmüller ML; Rykheer GM.
1955 (7): Fell GE; Hackett IK; Jefferson JG; Surmon NM; Sydenham MA; Troskie GP; Warren UVS.
1956 (7): Anderson BA (NF); Crossley CE; Enslin ML (NF); (The award of the diploma to Allies deferred to June 1958 and to Froome to November 1957)

DIPLOMA IN OCCUPATIONAL THERAPY

1946 (4): Cynkin S; Nurick B; Serebro H; Van Straaten HJV.
1947 (6): Andrews JE; Bricknell BD; Durant JM; Kaplan EB; Lewis EM; Lorimer MJ.
1948 (5): Armstrong CA; Krause EJ; Lategan Y; Shaw AT; Van Riet Lowe EA.
1949 (3): Cronje JJ; Sieburg IM; Wways-Edelstein SR.
1950 (2): Frayne V; Mounsey J.
1951 (5): Curwell DS; Donnelly BS; Fine M; Horak AMB; Schwartz G.
1952 (4): Allen GN; Pendock YT; Kumin A; Selby JC; Uberstein D.
1953 (3): Gritzman HL; Pencharz B; Tranow IM.
1954 (5): Green FA; Miller R; Neumann D; Ordman H; Starke MV.
1957 (7): Anderson BA (NF); Dodds EJ; Froom FE; Gould JA; Muller F; Thomas YL; Todd BA (NF). (The award of the diploma to Anderson and Todd deferred to March 1958 and Dec 1957 respectively when they reach the age of 21) (June list of candidates tabled and not yet located.)

DIPLOMA IN PHYSIOTHERAPY

1942 (15): Davison IP; Goldstein R; Howie ML; Leiman Z; Jacques AS; Katz V; Levin T; Mankowitz M; Mannie MR; Melzer HJ; Parker VF; Shunn AA; Sheepers C; Sloman EA. White HC.
1944 (2): Bentley BA; Jowitt LE.
Non-graduate diplomas

Diploma in Nursing Administration

1974 (8): Conradie ME; Dougall AM; Figge DE; Fourie LL; Meyer JA; Mundell CA; Simmons EM; Stockton NJ.
1975 (11): De Kleijn AM; Friend NL; Harrold MS; Keyser CE; Little RL; McManus AHM; Moore JD; Murray E; Picklemeier MM; Saxe TB; Schreiber LA.
1976 (10): Bair DJ; Ellis SM; Jackson GEN; Olivier ND; Oosthuizen S; Oswald JM; Spoon E; Twomey LG; Van den Heever KD; Wade VM.
1977 (9): Burns GA; Chalmers SGM; Janse van Rensburg CJT; Lowe RE; Lynch FM; O'Mahony MT; Schneider SP; Stephens JH; Van Rensburg JG.
1978 (16): Cox HJE; Diaho-Monaheng MS; Doyle M; Dwanya SM; Jooste MY; MacLarty MJ; Mjali MT; Ntuli M; Perks MA; Proctor MJ; Rice SY; Scheepers E; Sebata AR; Stander B; Veale NM; Vitshima C.
1979 (2): Kemmis-Betty JP; Ntuli SN.
1980 (3): Ballakistan OL; Campbell K; Lugongolo SPN.
1981 (6): Beavis DP; Bezuidenhout PJ; Harrington EU; Hart MH; Martin LM; Sekhukhune DD.
1982 (5): Du Preez MY; Lerwill CJ; Oliver NJ; Rachmann YC; Smith EF.
1983 (8): Acres L; Bower FA; Moatshe MP; Perry M; Sebopedi IIS; Tsosi TP; Walker MJ; Zikalala GM.
1984 (4): Blott WA; Pretorius DJ; Ramaboa J; Terblanche C.
1985 (12): Alexander HO; Atlee TJ; Bennett EM; Cohen MMO; Jacobs SE; James SMF; Mayephu SM; Mthupi SN; Pinnock DM; Sibeko E; Van der Bank H; Warden MF.
1986 (8): Chipps J-A; Cotter EG; Foot BA; Kruger MR; Mahlakahlaka AV; Makupu MB; Marumo MR; Menu RM.
1987 (11): Berry EP; Day DB; Garofallou SL; Gibbs GM; Hayward AR; Ngumi CN; Mogabelane J; Naidoo T; Nel PC; Songomo CM; Venmore E.
1988 (10): Davey MA; Johnson P; Kubheka DE; Lephaka SS; Mashaba M; Mhamo VM; Mkhasibe TJ; Ndlovu KG; Nzimande MM; Tshazibane BE.
1989 (10): Allen PG; Hunter ML; Magadlela N; Moncho JD; Motha SR; Mphou LC; Ramphele MR; Raphalalani IR; Reddie G; Tshaka SE.
1990 (14): April TP; Baloyi APO; Lephuthing NMS; Lester BA; Magadlela N; Mdiya T; Mlokoti VN; Mnisi JS; Nkosi AT; Pringle JV; Tait OV; Tladi EDD; Tswaepie CT; Zambelis I.
1991 (21): Buthelezi ZJ; Dimo WMB; Khundla EM; Letsie MS; Lowe JA; Mahlati NS; Mazibuko SS; Mekgwe JL; Mohutsiao MM; Mokhobo SV; Mokonen MA; Motlana NCC; Msimango AK; Mulane MM; Nkone BB; Pitsi MA; Rocker R; Seguba CK; Siwisa NC; Somlaholo ME; Tshabalala LI.
1992 (17): Bodrick ME; Butho GA; Ferley GK; Hlongwane ME; Jiane PL; Khoza M; Makedama VN; Manaka SD; Mchunu GT; Mabha HDN; Majojelo CN; Mongangane HT; Msimango M-GM; Ndlova JJM; Ntanda MP; Suliman Z; Wadiwala SA.
1993 (21): Baatjies LG; Dolamo SM; Kgoebane DR; Khanyile RN; Khoba EN; Kutwane AJ; Madisha MD; Makhudu ESM; Mantanga M; Maoko PE; Matomela MN; Mokate RD; Molefi VM; Mpete OM; Muller L; Nkoana MT; Pooe JB; Prinz EO; Ramatlo EK; Serunye NI; Zwane EZ.
1994 (26): Buys R; Du Plessis C; Dywili JN; Joko ND; Masike EM; McNeice DA; Mkhtshane MW; Mmatiwa GJM; Mogale MS; Makgabudi MN; Motsepeng MM; Motumi LR; Mthembu MP; Mtothoa EN; Nkoana MT; Nondabula NP; Pooe MM; Rachaka JE; Radebe EN; Raphuti D; Robertson S; Ryan AS; Sebona KV; Skosana FM; Skosana JK; Zwane AJN.
1995 (10): Fihla MM; Maduse NSA; Makama ET; Moabi RL; Moeng DJ; Motaung CAD; Mthembu TP; Ngoqo V; Skosana JK; Stemar GJ.
1996 (9): Andrews LA; Kgwadi MB; Magazi G; Maja GA; Moraladi EG; Sadie JM; Sambo E; Tsoku ICP; Zuma FC.
1997 (5): Khoza E; Leepile ED; Maluleke MT; Mkhobob PO; Sakoane SJ.
DIPLOMA IN NURSING EDUCATION

1972 (6): Alexander SY; Hart MH; Kilgour O-JB; Nonè ML; Van Rij A; Verster BI.
1973 (7): Bosman EO; Campiche HE; Harcourt F; Lightbody CMA; Scallan MP; Thorburn I; Tustin J.
1974 (8): Batte son JL; Cox HJE; Ganter JA; Keyter I; Rice SY; Sheasby H; Speirs MM; Warber HH.
1975 (7): Burke J; Lavers GM; Leemans CMT; MacDermott BMD; Schneider SP; Titlestad IE; Van den Heever KD.
1976 (8): Baldock SM; Campbell K; Cochrane JK; Harms EE; Lee D; Lerwill CJ; Lowe RE; Smith EF.
1977 (10): Abelson NM; Acres L; Jandrell JK; Mackenzie LM; Morom W; Pringle JV; Robertsson AM; Skea PD; Teren SC; Thorburn EA.
1978 (7): Browne ECL; Ellis BJ; Herbst MC; Lourens EC; Pretorius HEJ; Van der Helm JAD; Woodward V.
1979 (5): Defilippi KM; Keen I; Selebano DG; Smith JE; Taylor AM.
1980 (2): Scrimmenger K; Waterson EA.
1981 (10): Berry EP; Bruce JCM; De Witt KV; Drosdowski G; Fourie LL; Howard RJ; Mclnerny PA-M; Mentoor MR; Pinkney-Atkinson VJ; Sheard DH.
1982 (8): Armstrong SJ; Charleston VA; Furniss F; Harrison OR; Mbanjwa EN; Ndlovu CS; Scott CDC; Young AM.
1983 (15): Ellis SM; Fleming FP; Garofallou SL; Hanrahan BA; Isaacs M; Kaas EE; Lord JS; Mlotyw JA; Moses PC; Moshoeshoe JM; Nelson B; Odesnik ML; Scott JA; Speirs J-AG; Wiltshire H.
1984 (5): Dean JPA; Groenewald E; Maujean JE; Mkunqwana DN; Van der Westhuizen CR.
1985 (9): Alexander HO; Bennett EM; James SMF; Ntuli L; Oberholzer ME; Pinnock DM; Rasivhetshethe LZ; Spruit LR; Warder MF.
1986 (10): Chipps J-A; Cotter EG; Faku VLY; Foot BA; Glasser MA; Kruger MR; Marshall AC; Martin EMC; Miller LK; Noble DD.
1987 (6): Akwenye JV; Coleman GE; Hayward AR; Mahape JD; Nel PC; Skhaidy M.
1988 (15): Bucibo PA; Domingo PA; Edwards HD; Ekama MM; Khesa MM; Kodisang ML; Mabona JFM; Madzimbahale CF; Mafata SML; Makhathi KS; Meth KT; Mlendu RSN; Oosthuizen AS; Townsend JS; Tshepe ME.
1989 (16): Botha ML; Chana TS; Matlala R; Modiselle MS; Mokoko MF; Moloape SM; Mphuthi PR; Mtetwa SE; Ngcono JM; Ntsoko NP; Ramogayane RM; Sadie JM; Serunye FJ; Sikakana J; Tenza M; Wellisch JF.
1990 (12): Clarke SJ; Evans ME; Grabe RME; Jacobus HH; Khanye MR; Lester B-A; Lombard LJ; Lowane IN; Mosaka DO; Rakhothulu MN; Torres AM; Zambulis I.
1991 (9): Bodrick ME; Fatt VE; Herbert BJ; Kaube NV; Kekana MM; Monareng F; Radebe JV; Sebapomo MM; Sekhute FL.
1992 (5): University Diploma in Nursing Education: Davids MR; Hanrahan PA; Lotz PD; Witteveen CE; Xaba KH.
1993 (6): Duba AN; Hill LM; Hlabahlaba IF; Maher MJ; Makhubela SJ; Mapena A; Mbelu FE; Mngoma LN; Mogotsi PW; Thembekile NC.
1994 (7): Botes AP; Mthupi NS; Nkomo NG; Seemela LG; Sehlako GL; Smith ST; Van der Heever C.
1996 (11): University Diploma: Adonis PL; Bomvana NM; Davis CP; Mahlangu LW; Maseko AV; Mathe MS; Mogale TH; Mohudi CM; Mqokozo NJ; Ntuli B; Seku MS.
1997 (2): University diploma: Mahahle MS; Moki NM.

DIPLOMA IN PHYSIOTHERAPY EDUCATION

1975 (1): Stewart AV.

DIPLOMA IN THERAPY ASSISTANCE

2002 (11): Dihele MLM; Kgomo PJ; Maleto KA; Maluleke SC; Mokati MM; Monyai B; Mothapo FB; Mudau MI; Petja RE; Radebe RN; Selitisha ME.
2003 (24): Bruinjies AM; Chauke MP; Maduna DM; Makhubele TM; Mamabolo CM; Masemola MS; Matevhutevhu T; Mncube JB; Molebatsi MR; Molefe GT; Motshegare CN; Motshehooa MJ; Nggaba DK; Nkoanyane MM; Nkuna TJ; Ntanza ET; Ntuli TS; Ramodieke MT; Rikhotso HG; Seko MT; Serebane NRR; Shivuri HA; Singo JM; Tema LM.
2004 (3): Masinga TN; Motshegare CN; Ngomane NT.
HONOURS DEGREES

BACHELOR OF SCIENCE WITH HONOURS (As offered by Health Sciences)

2010 (1): Dos Santos CJ (Biokinetics).

BACHELOR OF HEALTH SCIENCES WITH HONOURS

2010 (6): Calitz GN (Biokinetics); Costello PA (Biokinetics); Da Silva MP (Biokinetics); Duke T (Biokinetics); Elliott AJ (Biokinetics); Hoosen A (Biokinetics).

2011 (47): Aboo S (Pharmacology); Baartman TL (Physiology); Becker JM (Physiology); Benet JS (Biokinetics); Charlton TD (Biokinetics); Chetty Y (Human Biology); Crawford NA (Molecular Medicine and Haematology); Da Silva Rocha N (Biokinetics); Dukhan T (Physiology); Du Plessis Y (Biokinetics); Edgar C (Pharmacology); Fasemore MD (Human Biology); Fiddes JM (Biokinetics); Fok ET (Molecular Medicine and Haematology); George JC (Molecular Medicine and Haematology); Gil JF (Medical Cell Biology); Gohnert J (Physiology); Heard S-M (Biokinetics); Hoosain M (Biokinetics); Keitumetse BO (Pharmacology); Kekane KE (Physiology); King C (Biokinetics); Kock M (Physiology); Lander SL (Medical Cell Biology); Langlands J (Pharmacology); Leisher BR (Biokinetics); Lembede BW (Physiology); Mafu SE (Molecular Medicine and Haematology); Magubane MM (Physiology); Makara M (Physiology); Mansoor M (Medical Cell Biology); McLean SG (Human Biology); Moodley A (Physiology); Naiddo P (Medical Cell Biology); Naude C (Biokinetics); Philander I (Human Biology); Pininski M (Human Biology); Pretorius J (Pharmacology); Reznichenko AS (Molecular Medicine and Haematology); Schultz TR (Biokinetics); Smith K-LC (Physiology); Snyman DM (Pharmacology); Sorenson NL (Physiology); Vallance AG (Biokinetics); Vally S (Pharmacology); Williams M (Biokinetics); Williamson SD (Physiology).

2012 (65): Bekker J (Forensic Science); Bekker V (Human Genetics); Bourhill TJ (Molecular Medicine and Haematology); Carstens M (Physiology); Charalambous T (Biokinetics); Cunniffe JD (Human Genetics); Davimes JG (Anatomical Sciences); De Gouveia J-M (Physiology); Duxbury VAJ (Physiology); Ebrahim K (Physiology); Flynn AK (Physiology); Forbes KO (Biokinetics); Francis FZ (Molecular Medicine and Haematology); Gaskell LK (Human Genetics); Gekis ML (Biokinetics); Gemell RG (Pharmacology); Giltrow KR (Forensic Science); Hamid A (Forensic Science); Heslop HL (Biokinetics); Hodge R-L (Biokinetics); Hooper L (Biokinetics); Ismail Z (Pharmacology); Jassinowsky S (Forensic Science); Jugnarain VM (Molecular Medicine and Haematology); Karam E (Biokinetics); Keyes CA (Forensic Science); Kgaphola RE (Pharmacology); Khan T (Biokinetics); Kolkenbeck-Ruh AJ (Anatomical Sciences); Kruger MM (Human Genetics); Kurebwa TF (Pharmacology); Lamont AA (Physiology); Lazarus MS (Human Genetics); Le Roy AR (Anatomical Sciences); Lok LA (Biokinetics); Mabhena AD (Pharmacology); Mahlangu TJ (Pharmacology); Mahon TJ (Forensic Science); Majoro PJ (Forensic Science); Manga J (Physiology); Manyaka RK (Physiology); Masemola MA (Physiology); Motaung M (Forensic Science); Naranswami S (Pharmacology); Neophytou N (Biokinetics); Ngubane NW (Anatomical Sciences); Potgieter R (Human Genetics); Prentice CF (Human Genetics); Ramphaleng TK (Anatomical Sciences); Redman KN (Physiology); Rowe AIK (Anatomical Sciences); Sayed Noorudeen S (Pharmacology); Steyn A (Physiology); Tebeila ND (Molecular Medicine and Haematology); Temblett NJ (Biokinetics); Thabete KR (Anatomical Sciences); Thontsi Z (Pharmacology); Tjale SV (Physiology); Tribelhorn S (Forensic Pathology); Tshabalala ES (Molecular Medicine and Haematology); Turner AA (Biokinetics); Van der Westhuizen EG (Human Genetics); Weston J (Biokinetics); Wood S (Physiology); Yazicioglu C (Physiology).
Undergraduate degrees

BACHELOR OF HEALTH SCIENCES

2006 (14): Burman R; Devereux EM; Indiveri L; Mafomane MPM; Makamu ML; McKenzie AC; Mogale R; Mokwatsi ML; Perumal CA; Roberts EL; Roth LN; Sathar F; Swart C; Van Aartsen GJE.

2007 (7): Bondi PB; Buckley AM; Du Plessis N; Harvey MK; Ivacik D; Mulder ST; Nieman PD.

2008 (21): Abdoon NA; Bhikha S-L; Bruce-Brand D; Car KP; Cardoso SJ; Carrim AR; Chetty D; De Vries DL; Dos Santos MD; Eivan NH; Gould JJ; Kabamba MK; Kourelas G; Masvikwa HT; Naka N; Patelt Y; Paterson CA; Rametse D; Roberts C; Tshabalala TX; Winstone CC.

2009 (34): Ahmed T; Aitchison WM; Baines KA; Benjamin D; Bhikhoo Z; Braun JA; Carleo MB; Cerrai C; Chilwane D; Choonara F; Cohen LM; Folkard RLK; Fowles RS; Gani SS; Goosen NL; Gugushe NL; Heslop DC; Julian L; King C; Motha MN; MotlogelwaLK; Naidoo V; Nicholson S; Ntsimane AL; Omarjee N; Osmond RP; Prinsloo N; Ramsamy TD; Robertson K; Scott HP; Sekeleni N; Symons M; Upton CM; Van der Merwe TA.

2010 (35): Barenblatt L; Boake M; Brown RLL; Buck SC; Chala S; Charlton R; Chhiba A-L; Choonara S; Dukhan T; Edgar C; Gohnert J; Heard S-M; Holl DS; Hoosain M; Jhetam N; Johnson RB; Jugnarain VM; Khan M; Khan T; Kubu KE; Mahon T-J; Masuvheke VL; Mattushke ST; Metswarame KO; Motaung M; Mphelane GT; Naidoo T; Neophytou N; Ndlovu P; Oduntan AC; Ogonowski AK; Ogonowski MM; Powane K; Price MC; Qinga AN; Robinson GRN; Sharma P; Sheikh S; Singh S; Skopelitis LJ; Stansfield T; Tarlton TM; Tshabalala ES; Tshabalala NT; Viviers J-P; Yaseen A.

2012 (47): Badat Z; Bedworth D; Borrill B; Bosman KA; Branfield NC; Bryant MA; Cindi KH; Clarke LK; Cooper PLW; Courcol JR; Dujee N; De Oliveira MA; Di Rago NC; Guibbe Z; Geldenhuyz C; Gourrege AE; Huhle L; Hudson BJ; Jassat N; Kleinsmith MD; Knott KR; Le Roux CL; Lichtenstein M; Makina SE; Malinga TM; Malunga TF; Mamsolo AM; Maitland BD; Mamo LA; Moloke MS; Moodley GP; Ndweni SP; Oldwadge T; Otto S; Paum G; Pereira PC; Perumal KR; Rakgantsho CM; Royle DI; Scholtz SK; Shukla VJ; Sichosana SS; Skosana BT; Soares SC; Stephanou JK; Todd PC; Wilmot J; Whitehorn SM.

BACHELOR OF SCIENCE IN LABORATORY MEDICINE

1980 (5): Ahmed Y; Alper J; Bhana J; Son WK; Wylie BA.

1981 (2): Rushovich VS; Van der Vyver MC.

1982 (6): Clara AM; Faetelson BB; Gibson JE; Pelkowitz AR; Smit AM; Wittmer MA.

1983 (2): Patel JM; Rama AJ.

1984 (5): Fok G; Kay SA; Lambson BE; Taylor DI; Thorne VM.

1985 (8): Alberts K; Amoils B; Areias AJDS; Da Cruz IMR; Slater WR; Tzitizivacos DB; Wheeler MC; Yawitch LG.

1986 (7): Edelman MC; Gerth van Wijk MY; Giangregorio A; Nathaniel AH; Nossel DB; Smit TK; Sodenhoff M.

1987 (10): Andersoon SF; Bartlees SC; Daffey AL; Galavakis CT; Lampert KI; Lottering MA; Roussas A; Shandu MK; Steyn PO; Van den Berg IS.

1988 (8): Bonert A; Boskovic J; Jacobs H; Johnson SA; Mahlangu JN; Mochaki NII; Pokroy RH; Schmid JC.

1989 (2): Hughes JK; Wium C.

1991 (1): Port MZ.

1992 (3): Fok J; Sewpaul P; Von Rahden RP.

1993 (2): Dhaya JM; Govind SH.

2003 (2): Godrich C-L; Ntshali T.

BACHELOR OF SCIENCE IN PATHOLOGY

1979 (3): Kruger EM; Mitchell R; Williams SD.

Postgraduate diploma

ADVANCED DIPLOMA IN APPLIED PHYSIOLOGY

1997 (1): Von Rahden RP.

2001 (1): Adderley M.
Certificates awarded by the University 1925-2012

**FACULTY OF HEALTH SCIENCES**

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Higher Degrees: All Disciplines</th>
<th>1922-1980</th>
<th>1981-2012</th>
<th>TOTAL</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>DDS (Dent)</td>
<td>3</td>
<td>3</td>
<td>6</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>DSc (Med)</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>36</td>
<td>37</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>DMD</td>
<td>6</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>6</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>MD</td>
<td>197</td>
<td>6</td>
<td>203</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>PhD</td>
<td>8</td>
<td>319</td>
<td>327</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>PhD (Dent)</td>
<td>2</td>
<td>10</td>
<td>12</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>PhD (Med)</td>
<td>26</td>
<td>20</td>
<td>46</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>MDS</td>
<td>7</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>7</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>MDent</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>MDent (Community Dent)</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>11</td>
<td>11</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>MDent (MFOP)</td>
<td>3</td>
<td>47</td>
<td>50</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>MDent (Dental Pathology)</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>8</td>
<td>9</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>MDent (Orthodontics)</td>
<td>7</td>
<td>44</td>
<td>51</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>MDent (Periodontology)</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>19</td>
<td>20</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>MDent (Prosthodontics)</td>
<td>2</td>
<td>46</td>
<td>48</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>MFamMed</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>63</td>
<td>63</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>MMed (Anaesthesia)</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>21</td>
<td>21</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>MMed (Anatomical Pathology)</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>9</td>
<td>9</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>MMed (Cardio Surgery)</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>2</td>
<td>2</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>MMed (Chem Pathology)</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>9</td>
<td>9</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>MMed (Clinical Pathology)</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>6</td>
<td>6</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>MMed (Community Health)</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>27</td>
<td>27</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>MMed (Community Health) (Public Health Medicine)</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>MMed (Dermatology)</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>6</td>
<td>6</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>MMed (Diagnostic Radiology)</td>
<td>16</td>
<td>21</td>
<td>37</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>MMed (Emergency Medicine)</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>MMed (Family Medicine)</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>MMed (Forensic Pathology)</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>4</td>
<td>4</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>MMed (Haematological Pathology)</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>5</td>
<td>5</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>MMed (Haematology)</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>29</td>
<td>29</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>MMed (Internal Medicine)</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>85</td>
<td>85</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>MMed (Medical Genetics)</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>2</td>
<td>2</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>MMed (Microbiological Pathology)</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>5</td>
<td>5</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>MMed (Microbiology)</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>11</td>
<td>11</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>MMed (Neurological Surgery)</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>4</td>
<td>4</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>MMed (Neurology)</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>6</td>
<td>6</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>MMed (Neurosurgery)</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>2</td>
<td>2</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>MMed (Nuclear Medicine)</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>11</td>
<td>11</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>MMed (Obstetrics and Gynaecology)</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>28</td>
<td>29</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>MMed (Ophthalmology)</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>23</td>
<td>23</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>MMed (Orthopaedic Surgery)</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>17</td>
<td>17</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>MMed (Otorhinolaryngology)</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>19</td>
<td>20</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>MMed (Paediatrics)</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>85</td>
<td>85</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>MMed (Pathology)</td>
<td>3</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>3</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>MMed (Plastic &amp; Reconstructive Surgery)</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>7</td>
<td>7</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>MMed (Psychiatry)</td>
<td>5</td>
<td>70</td>
<td>75</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>MMed (Radiation Oncology)</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>9</td>
<td>9</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>MMed (Radiology)</td>
<td>2</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>2</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>MMed (Radiotherapy)</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>14</td>
<td>15</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>MMed (Surgery)</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>18</td>
<td>18</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>MMed (Urology)</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>4</td>
<td>4</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>MMed (Virology)</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>6</td>
<td>6</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Course</td>
<td>1922-1980</td>
<td>1981-2012</td>
<td>TOTAL</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>--------------------------------</td>
<td>-----------</td>
<td>-----------</td>
<td>-------</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>MPharm</strong></td>
<td>0</td>
<td>44</td>
<td>44</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>MPH</strong></td>
<td>0</td>
<td>222</td>
<td>222</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>ChM</strong></td>
<td>38</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>38</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>MSc (Dent)</strong></td>
<td>3</td>
<td>144</td>
<td>147</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>MSc (Epidemiology)</strong></td>
<td>0</td>
<td>13</td>
<td>13</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>MSc (Med)</strong></td>
<td>5</td>
<td>725</td>
<td>730</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>MSc (Med)(Applied Physiology)</strong></td>
<td>0</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>MSc (Nursing)</strong></td>
<td>1</td>
<td>130</td>
<td>131</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>MSc (OT)</strong></td>
<td>1</td>
<td>50</td>
<td>51</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>MSc (Physiotherapy)</strong></td>
<td>0</td>
<td>136</td>
<td>136</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>TOTAL: HIGHER DEGREES</strong></td>
<td>342</td>
<td>2665</td>
<td>3007</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>CLINICAL DISCIPLINES</strong></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>UNDERGRADUATE DEGREES</strong></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>MBCh</strong></td>
<td>5359</td>
<td>6337</td>
<td>11696</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>BCM</strong></td>
<td>0</td>
<td>53</td>
<td>53</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>TOTAL</strong></td>
<td>5359</td>
<td>6390</td>
<td>11749</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>POSTGRADUATE DIPLOMAS</strong></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>PGDipCHH</strong></td>
<td>0</td>
<td>6</td>
<td>6</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>DA</strong></td>
<td>87</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>87</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>DCH</strong></td>
<td>4</td>
<td>4</td>
<td>8</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>DiplClinPath</strong></td>
<td>6</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>6</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>DIH</strong></td>
<td>2</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>2</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>DHSIM</strong></td>
<td>0</td>
<td>125</td>
<td>125</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>DipMed</strong></td>
<td>24</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>24</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>DipO and G</strong></td>
<td>34</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>34</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>DGH</strong></td>
<td>17</td>
<td>371</td>
<td>388</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>DiplPaed</strong></td>
<td>16</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>16</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>DiplPhysMed</strong></td>
<td>14</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>14</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>DPN</strong></td>
<td>95</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>95</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>DPh</strong></td>
<td>223</td>
<td>274</td>
<td>497</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>DiplDiagnosis</strong></td>
<td>8</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>8</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>DiplRadiotherapy</strong></td>
<td>3</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>3</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>DiplSurg</strong></td>
<td>16</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>16</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>DTM and H</strong></td>
<td>144</td>
<td>748</td>
<td>892</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>TOTAL</strong></td>
<td>693</td>
<td>1528</td>
<td>2221</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>NON-GRADUATE DIPLOMAS</strong></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>DipOrth</strong></td>
<td>18</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>18</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>DipPH (Ed)</strong></td>
<td>0</td>
<td>56</td>
<td>56</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>TOTAL</strong></td>
<td>18</td>
<td>56</td>
<td>74</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>DENTAL SCIENCE DISCIPLINES</strong></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>UNDERGRADUATE DEGREES</strong></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>BDS</strong></td>
<td>874</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>874</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>BDS</strong></td>
<td>452</td>
<td>1247</td>
<td>1699</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>BSc (Oral Biology)</strong></td>
<td>1</td>
<td>11</td>
<td>12</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>TOTAL</strong></td>
<td>1327</td>
<td>1258</td>
<td>2585</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>POSTGRADUATE DIPLOMAS</strong></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>HDipDent</strong></td>
<td>123</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>123</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>DiplMFOS</strong></td>
<td>14</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>14</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>DiplOrthodont</strong></td>
<td>20</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>20</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>DiplPOM</strong></td>
<td>3</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>3</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>DiplPros</strong></td>
<td>6</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>6</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>DPlD</strong></td>
<td>1</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>TOTAL</strong></td>
<td>167</td>
<td>167</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>NON-GRADUATE DIPLOMA</strong></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>DiplOH</strong></td>
<td>18</td>
<td>232</td>
<td>250</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>TOTAL</strong></td>
<td>18</td>
<td>232</td>
<td>250</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
### THERAPEUTIC SCIENCES DISCIPLINES

#### UNDERGRADUATE DEGREES

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Discipline</th>
<th>1922-1980</th>
<th>1981-2012</th>
<th>TOTAL</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>BSc (Nursing)</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>B Nurs</td>
<td>59</td>
<td>88</td>
<td>147</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>BSc (OT)</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>304</td>
<td>304</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>BSc (Physiotherapy)</td>
<td>75</td>
<td>824</td>
<td>899</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>B Pharm</td>
<td>559</td>
<td>1296</td>
<td>1855</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>TOTAL</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>4714</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

#### POSTGRADUATE DIPLOMAS

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Diploma</th>
<th>1922-1980</th>
<th>1981-2012</th>
<th>TOTAL</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>PGDip (OT)</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>2</td>
<td>2</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>PGDip (Physiotherapy)</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>4</td>
<td>4</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>DipAdvNursing</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>96</td>
<td>96</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>DipAdvOT</td>
<td>3</td>
<td>51</td>
<td>54</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>DipAdPhysio</td>
<td>2</td>
<td>44</td>
<td>46</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>TOTAL</td>
<td>5</td>
<td>197</td>
<td>202</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

#### DIPLOMAS

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Diploma</th>
<th>1922-1980</th>
<th>1981-2012</th>
<th>TOTAL</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>DipElec</td>
<td>3</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>3</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>DipMasMedGymElec</td>
<td>14</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>14</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>DMid</td>
<td>8</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>8</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>DN</td>
<td>131</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>131</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>DipOT</td>
<td>44</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>44</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>DipPhysio</td>
<td>17</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>17</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>TOTAL</td>
<td>217</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>217</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

#### NON-GRADUATE DIPLOMAS

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Diploma</th>
<th>1922-1980</th>
<th>1981-2012</th>
<th>TOTAL</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>DNAadmin</td>
<td>59</td>
<td>197</td>
<td>256</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>DNEd</td>
<td>60</td>
<td>156</td>
<td>216</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>DPE</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>DTA</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>38</td>
<td>38</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>TOTAL</td>
<td>120</td>
<td>391</td>
<td>511</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

#### GENERAL

#### HONOURS DEGREES

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Diploma</th>
<th>1922-1980</th>
<th>1981-2012</th>
<th>TOTAL</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>BSc (Hons)</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>BHS (Hons)</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>118</td>
<td>118</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>TOTAL</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>119</td>
<td>119</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

#### UNDERGRADUATE DEGREES

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Discipline</th>
<th>1922-1980</th>
<th>1981-2012</th>
<th>TOTAL</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>BHS</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>201</td>
<td>201</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>BSc (LabMed)</td>
<td>5</td>
<td>58</td>
<td>63</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>BSc (Path)</td>
<td>3</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>3</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>TOTAL</td>
<td>8</td>
<td>259</td>
<td>267</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

#### POSTGRADUATE DIPLOMA

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Diploma</th>
<th>1922-1980</th>
<th>1981-2012</th>
<th>TOTAL</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>ADipAP</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>2</td>
<td>2</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>TOTAL</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>2</td>
<td>2</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

#### HIGHER DEGREES ALL DISCIPLINES

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th></th>
<th>1922-1980</th>
<th>1981-2012</th>
<th>TOTAL</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>TOTAL</td>
<td>342</td>
<td>2665</td>
<td>3007</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

#### UNDERGRADUATE DEGREES AND DIPLOMAS BY DISCIPLINE

### CLINICAL DISCIPLINES

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th></th>
<th>1922-1980</th>
<th>1981-2012</th>
<th>TOTAL</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>TOTAL</td>
<td>6070</td>
<td>7914</td>
<td>14044</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

### DENTAL SCIENCE DISCIPLINES

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th></th>
<th>1922-1980</th>
<th>1981-2012</th>
<th>TOTAL</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>TOTAL</td>
<td>1512</td>
<td>1490</td>
<td>3002</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

### THERAPEUTIC SCIENCES DISCIPLINES

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th></th>
<th>1922-1980</th>
<th>1981-2012</th>
<th>TOTAL</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>TOTAL</td>
<td>1035</td>
<td>4609</td>
<td>5644</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

### GENERAL

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th></th>
<th>1922-1980</th>
<th>1981-2012</th>
<th>TOTAL</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>TOTAL</td>
<td>8</td>
<td>380</td>
<td>388</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

### TOTAL

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th></th>
<th>1922-1980</th>
<th>1981-2012</th>
<th>TOTAL</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>TOTAL</td>
<td>8967</td>
<td>17118</td>
<td>26085</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
**VANITAS**

An exhibition by Bianca Jacquet, Tracy Reindorp & Janike Fourie

**VANITAS** is a collective art exhibition displayed at the Wits Medical School from September 2013, showcasing the work of three artists. **VANITAS** visually explores the realms of death and mortality within the Medical School and morgue. As each artist explores these spaces of death, mortality, vocation, study, investigation, training as well as trauma, violence and loss, they attempt to prompt deeper and more meaningful questions about the human condition.

In association with **Body Knowledge: Medicine and the Humanities in Conversation**.
Hosted by the Wits Institute for Social and Economic Research (WISER)